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POINT OF VIEW FOR MAXHEMATICS EDUCATION' IN MONTGOMERY COUNTY

A provocative activity which teachers often use with pupils at various levels is
that of trying to imagine what a world withoutnumbers'would be like. Such a
world is difficult to imagine; The idea of number continues to play an important
role in virtually all aspets of our world;and mathematics; therefore,.
constitutes a program of c(Aliderable importance in the schools.

As a discipline, mathematics is truly the art and science of abstraction.
Characteristics of the physical world are converted into abstract ideas and
symbols; these are then, manipulated through mathematical operations to produce
information and theorems about less easily observed aspects of the world; Recent
evidence supports the Contention that children's experiences with concrete
materials are vital to later conceptual development. The school program thus
proceeds from the concrete to the abstract.

The concepts of mathematics acquire greater meaning when they can be applied to
the world;in which we live; Because the variety and extent of mathematical .

appItcations have grown so rapidly in recent years, itis,impossible for any one
person to be conversant with the_entire field. The school_programmust therefore
be developed so that mathematical applications are selected and presented as
effiCiently as:possible and with the-intent of challenging pupils at all levels to
see mathematics.as an independent discipline as well as a tool for the advancement
of other disciplines.

The Montgomery. COunty.mathematics program is_designed and implemented to take into
account the, lOgical and relatively sequential nature of mathematics. Equally
important, too, is the realization that the rate-'at which individual students
learn mathematics varies significantly. The mathematics:program,is structured to
encourage various approaches which allow students to progress at their individual
rates.

6.; .
The pre-algebra objectives range over six areas of Mathematics and are arranged
according to 14 different levels of achievement; Assessment measures have been
constructed'for each objective so that individual progress can be measured in a
variety of categories. Enrichment activities are.available for both the able
student and the student who needs, reinforcement.

Several options are available to the student who has:completed the pre-algebra
objectives. Differentiated paths through a variety of courses are available to
the student; as can be seenj.n the Mathematics Program Patterns Chart; on page xi
Each student has available a sequence of courses which Can be suited tb his/her
interests and abilities.

Computer literacy is addtessed at several levels of the mathematics program;
career information is incorporated as appropriate throughout. Consumer applica-
tions are taught as mathematical skills are developed; the mathematics of
consumerism is further emphasized in an elective senior high course.

In general terms, the instructional program in mathematics should help each
student to: H4"

Develop basic -skills in using the vocabulary and symbol's of mathematics

Develop skills in recognizing common zeomettic shapes

ix
t

1 "1
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:Develep basic skills in computing

Develop basic skills in working with geometric shapes

Develop basic skills in measuring, graphing,_and using tables and charts

Develdp understanding of the vocabulary and symbols of mathematics'

Develop understandings necessary for translating among mathematical symbols,

words, and the physical world

Develop conzepts related to common geometric shapes

Develop understanding of computation

Develop understanding of measurement

Develop an understanding of basic principles related to the structure of

' 'mathematics

Develop-understanding and basic skills in problem Solving

Apply the principles of mathematical reasoning to the solution of problems

Appreciate the significance of mathematics in daily living and its contribution

to our cultural heritage

Use mathematics as needed in daily living
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RECOMMENDED ALGEBRA 2 TIME ALLOCATION

UNIT
NUMBER OF,DAYS

Pielithinary (Review) IO

II

10

10

iii i2

tV go

lo

. VI 15

VII
10

VIII 20

15

X 12

XI 20

XII 10

The time allocations include both testing and instructional dayS. Three extra

days are allowed in each semester to provide for flexibility in planning.

It is the practice in many schools to enable accelerated tenth grade studentS

to master topics from trigonometry along with those of Algebra 2. When this

is the case; the Algebra 2 instruction should be condensed into 145 days,

allowing a minimum of 35 days for the unit on trigonometry.

X11
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INTRODUCTION

ORGANIZATION OF UNITS IN THE COURSE

The orderofunits in this instructional guide provides a logical scheme for
incorporating the real and complex number systems throughout-Algebra 2; The

order of the units does not conform necessarily to the'order of topics found'
in the_approved texts. The cross-reference key was included -to- assist teachers
with planning. Withtheexceptionof the complex numbers; the first six units
present the continued and extended growth of elementary algebra topics. The
remaining sections are an ordered development of xelations and functions.

ORGANIZATION OF INDIVIDUAL UNITS

Certain units,are preceded -by "entering performance objectives." A diagnostiO/
test'keyed to these objectives.- determines the proficiency level of the SkillS
needed for the study of the unit.

Each unit contains the perfOrmance objectives, a cross- referenced guide to
currently approved Algebra 2 textbooks, and a vocabulary list. At least four
sample assessments are provided for each performance objective. An answer
key fot the sample-assessment items concludes the unit. Alternative answers
and procedures may occur, although not all acceptable answers are listed.
When no Other specific instructions are given) the student is expected to give
All answers in simplest form.

REVIEW OF SELECTED ALGEBRA 1 SKILLS

The guide provides a preliminary section designed to diagnose the level of
the student's basic Algebra 1 skills. The allocated time for this review will
vary with individual situations; however, review time should not exceed ten.
days.

SUGGESTIONS TO,THE TEACHER

"Suggestions to the Teacher" assist in the implementation of the performance
objectives. The topics include identification of problem areas; use of
instructional aids and references; application of calculators eV:computers;
and the time allocation for the unit. The.higher order assessment measures
and enrichment objectives are included for the more able students. Career
applications and activities found in approved textbooks are also listed. Ten
broad career categories were selected from the 979 occupations listed in the
Dictionary of Occupational Titles (U.S. Department of Labor).

INTENT

Algebra 2 not only completes the complex_ number system by- incorporating real
and imaginary numbers but also extends -the skills of problem solving. The
course providet a_continual review of basic algebraic skills as well as pre-
paration for further studies in the sciences.



RATIONALE FOR THE ALGEBRA 2 INSTRUCTIONAL GUIDE

The Algebra__2_Instructional Guide hat been constructed to assist the teacher

in planning a program which will facilitate
_
student attainment of the Algebi.a 2

objectives as described on pages 7 and 8 of the "Mathematics 9-12" section of

,the Program of of the Montgomery County Public Schools (1979). A

listing of the Algebra 2 instructional guide Objectives from the Prggratm of

Studies follows) with the appropriate unit from this instructional guide noted:

Instructional Objectives

UPon completion of the course; the'student should be able to:

Perform the four fundaMental operations with irrational

numbers

. Perform the four fundamental operations with complex numbers

Factot or simplify rational expressions

. ,

Distinguish betWeen a function and a relation which is not

a fgnction

. Identify and graph the equations of functions which are

constant,' linear, or quadratic

Ute the relationship of the slopes of parallel or

perpendidglar Lines to determine eqUations of such lines

. Solve direcE'variatiOn problemi

Solve quadratic equations over the set. of teals or over the

set of complex numbers

Solve quadratic inequalities over the set

and sketch the graph of the inequality

real numbers

Apply synthetic substitution, the Remainder Theorem, Factor

Theorem, Rational Root Theorem, Fundamental Theorem of

Algebra and the Property of Continuity to the estimation of

zeros of polynomials

Unit
frOM
Guide

VI

Identify the graph of a quadratic relation as a circle,

ellipse, hyperbola, or other VIII

Sketch the graphs of the circle, the ellipse, the parabola,

and the hyperbola from the quadratic equation which

describes each VIII

. Solve problems involving combined variations VI AT

xiv /17



Solve problems involving systems of linear equations in
two or three variables

Sketch graphs of and find solutibns for quadratic-linear
and quadratic-quadratic systems of equations

Multiply; divide, or simplify expressions containing real
number exponents

. Solve equations containing radical expressions

IX

X

'7: State equivalent exponential and logarithmic equations XI

iApply scien ific notation, interpolation, and common
logarithms to compute produc:s, quotients, ane powers XI

Units XII and XIII of the guide provide materials for acceleration and enrich-
, went which Can be used for students ready for them.
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PRELIMINARY UNIT ;= A REVIEW OF SELECTED ALGEBRA 1 SKILLS

PURPOSE

The purpose of this preliminary unit is to provide both teachers and students
with- evaluative data on the Algebra I skills of beginning students of
Algebra II.

The ten performance objectives listed later in this unit define minimal
algebrk skills that -- in the opinion of the authors -- are required through-
out thi study of Algebra 2.

There are, certainly, other algebra skills needed by the-Algebra 2- student
which have -not been included -in -the preliminary -unit. Theseentering_per=
formance objectives will -be handled in later units, as described in the
introduction to-this guide.

SUGGESTIONS TO THE TEACHER

The teacher would find it advantageous, to open the course in Algebra 2 by
administering the diagnostic test which follows the CROSS REFERENCE TO
CURRENTLY USED AND/OR APPROVED TEXTS. The items of this test are keyed to
the statement of each unit performance objectives each performance- objective
is keyed to currently approved Algebra 2 textbooks. The test thOuld take
approxiMately 90 minutes.

In the event that a student deMOnetrates severely deficient performance on the
diagnostic assessment items of this preliminary unit, program-alternatives
shoulChe_orevided; In some cases, the teacher should advise students to
devote time to a long7term,_algebra-skills remediation program. In other
cases, students should beadvised to elect different mathematics courses;
Consumer Mathematics or Related Mathematics.

The results of this test can provide the bases from which initial instructional
activities may proceed. Suggested activities include: 'Short teacher presen-
tations on certain topics that need added emphasis; Supplementary sets of
exercises keyed to specific student needs. tudent activities in small groups;
skills labs, including the and the SRA Computation-Skills
Kit. The teacher may find it helpful,to refer to recent Algebra 1 textbookt
for additional instructional suggestions and exercise ideas. The Montgomery
County Public Schools Algebra 1 Instructional Guide represents a comprehensive
resource on the subject.

The recommended maximum number of instructional days for this unit is ten.
Teacher's are reminded that Unit Performance Objective 8 expects the student to
raise a real number to a positive integral power. _It would be helpful to ttu=
dents, at later stages of the course, to have facility with this process.



PRELIMINARY UNIT - A REVIEW OF SELECTED ALGEBRA 1 SKILLS

PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVES

I; Pei:form indicated operations with signed numbers;

Identify real number axioms.

3. Tdentify and apply set notation.

4. Identify various subsets of the real numbers;

Apply the definition of absolute. value.

.C. Determine the solutionset of a linear equation in one variable.

7. Determine the solution set of a linear inequality -in one variable.

Express the solution set in correct set notation.

.Evaluate a formula by the substitution-principle.'

Determine the value of an expression, using. the order of operations

10. Translate a narrative statement into an operrientence-
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PRELIMINARY UNIT 4 A REVIEW OF SELECTED ALGEBRA 1 SKILLS

DIAGNOSTIC TEST.KEYED TO PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVES

rections: Read each section carefUl4 and supply the requested information.Di
Express answers in simp lest forM.

1. Perform the indicated

Integers

a) ( -16) + (+10)

(=63) + (-11) =.

c) .(-6) .7. (+6)

operations.\
\

d) (12) - (-15) = ?

d) (-5) (+6) = ?

f) -7) -8) ?

S) (-20) + (=5)

h) (-250) :( +125) ?

i) (+6) + (-7) + ( -9) +(-4=4) = ?

Fractions

J) (4) (4-Y

`K)
1 7

-8 r/
2 3,

1) 7 Fr

m)
3 5

4 "I

.11) 16

-5-
x -(1

o) 3- 21
8 4

Decimals

3 ?

a)

b)

c)

d).

e)

f)

g)

h)

n)

o)

p) 2.05 +7'.3 p)4

q) (=0.637) - (-1. q)

r) (.001) x (-.32) r)

s) (7.5) 4. (.025) S)



2. Fill in the blanks as directed.

a) Listed below are several statements of equality, Select the axiom

of real numbers illustrated by each equality.

Axioms of real numbers

commutative property of addition

(2). associative property of addition

(3) commutative property of multiplication

(4) associative property of multiplication

(5) distributive property

Statementa of quality

(1) 7.2 = 2i7 (1)

(2) -6 + (3 + 5) = (6 + 3) + 5 (2)

(3) 9 + (203) = (2.3) + 9 (3) --------

(4) _3(6 + 1) .3 3.6 + 3.1 (4)

(5) 4,(3 n) == (4.3) n (5)

b) Camplete the following statements

(1) The multiplicative inverse of

3 is ? (1)
7

Awai.p.010/4.1110.

(2) The multiplicative inverse of

is ? (2)

7,-

(3) The additive inverse of

5 is (3.)

7

(4) The additive inverse of 6 is ? (a)



3. Fill in the blanks as directed.'

a) Specify, by a raster; the set a) (1

of odd numbers between 1 and 10:

.
b) Write the number of the choic-e

that represents the null or

empty set:

(1) 0,

(2) {
(3) 0,

(4) Lilo,

Select the graph that represents

the set fx: 2 < x < 31 from the

following:

1 2 3

(2)

0 1 2 3 *4

(3)

(4) ti

4

(5)



d) Select the graph that represents

63 from Ole

2

the set x:

following:

4 x

(I)

0 1

(2) .

< 6

(3)

0 _1

(4). .

0 1

(5)

0 '1

2

_

5 .6 73 4

3 4 5
0
6

2

2 3 4 5 6 7

2 3 4 5 6 7

4. Listed below are illustrations of sets. Match each illustration with its

-

corresponding nmme.

(1) real numbers

(2) natural numbers

(3) whole numbers

(4) integers

(5) rational numbers

a) If), 1, 2, 3, ...j a)

b) k..:, =3, =2, =1, 0, b)

c) fl, 2, 3, ...I c)

a
d)7C A x'= 17, where a and b are in d)

integers, b 4 07

-2 =1 0 1

P-7

28



5 Apply the definition of absolute value td evaluate each of the following:

a) ( -8 1= ? a)

b) b)

?
c)

Solve each of the following open sentences:

a) x -4 a)

2

b) .5 = y = ;-.10
b)

c) -15 m = 52 c)

d) = -3 d)

e) -6(6 + 4*) = 12
e)

f) 9 + $122(x + 1) '19
f)

g) 9x - 2 = 4(x + 7)
8)

. Solve each f the following open sentences; Express the solution set in

Correct set no ation;

d) -6y 13

b) 5(2a - 1) s ;15 b)

c) 6 + ( 3 x + 4 1 1 8
c) .

8; In each exercise below, solve ,for the underlined Variable by using the

numerical values provided. Do nt_ assign a value fdt n:

a) A = ra' when r = 4 a)

b) F = 3- C ,+ 32 when F = -4 b)

c) A + b en

A = 20i h = 4i b2 =3 c)

ti3 when r = 3

MN.

P-8



. Determine the value of an expression using the order of operatibhS tUleS.

a) 8 4=4 + 6= 7 x 4 a)

b)b) 2 fax 4(2X + 3))

3(2 + 32)

10. Translate the verbal statement into an open sentence. (Do not iolv

The sum of the squares of two consecutive integers is greater than 25.

)



PRELIMINARY UNIT - A REVIEW OF SELECTED ALGEBRA 1 SKILLS

ANSWERS

a) =6 2, a)

b) =74
(1)

c) =12
(2)

d) 27 (3)

e) -30 (4)

f) 56 (5) 4

4 7(1)
3

h) -2 (2)

-6 (3)

.1) =1
(4) 7 6

k)
3. a) 13, 5, 7, 91

24
b) 3

) 3
28 c) 3

in) d) 4
10

) ; 25 di.
16 16 4. a) 3

O) b) 4

c) 2

Ft) 9;35 5

q) 0;563 (I)e)

r) = .00032

s) 300
5. a) 8

b) =8

c) II, 1 x <0

F-=1.0

=x, if x> 0



PRELIMINARY UNIT - A REVIEW OF SELECTED ALGEBRA 1 SKILLS

ANSWERS

9
6: ) or -4

2

b) 15

5

2
c)

5

1 °r "3n
d) -12

e) =2

f) .4

g) 6

7. a) (y: y 13
6

b) a: a '1

{xIx 5- u x 2 }

8. a) 167

b) -20

c) 7

) 367

9.

b)
22x + 24

or
2(11x_+ 12)

33 33

10. x2 + (x + 1) > 25



UNIT I - IRRATIONAL NUMBERS

PURPOSE

The real nUMber system becomes "complete" when irrational nuMbers are added
to7the-integerS-and rationalS; the property of density is fulfilled. The
information of this unit can be easily adapted to right triangles andi later;
to quadratic equations.

OVERVIEW

At the conclusion of this -unit; the student should be able to extract roots
Of index-2 and greater. The student will be able to perform arithmetic and
manipulative exercises with irrational numbers.

SUGGESTIONS TO THE TEACHER

Most students have not worked extensively with irrational numbers, even though
a unit on square root radicals is included in Algebra 1 (see Algebra 1
Instructional Guide: Unit X).

The entering performance objectives for this unit deal only with the basic
fundamentals. If results of the diagnostic test show mastery of these
objectivesi the teacher should move rapidly_ through theunito_using the third
and fourth assessment from each omit objective as a guide to instruction. If
performance on the diagnostic -test shows need foritprovement, the teacher
should proceed through the unit as_prekented, with the knowledge that it is a
review of Algebra skills; extending to indices greater than two

Computer programming in the BASIC language can be introduced at this time.
(See BASIC BASIC; Coen, pp. 47-50; ...itigthEaLAILIEjlallatm, Dolciani (1980),
pp. 97-105, 175-176i, 178-181, 272; Algebra_TWo_with_Trtgonometry, Foster,
pp. 516-536; Computer-D, 1. Lanagt, Golden; pp. 56-57:
problems A 2, 4-10, B 30; Algebra-Two-and2LigammILE4, Keedy, p. 335.)

_
Enrichment in approximating radicals is included at the end of the unit. The

allocated time for this unit is approximately ten days.

VOCABULARY

irrational nUMber
radicand
indak'

rationalize thedenominator)
root



UNIT I - IRRATIONAL NUMBERS

ENTERING PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVES

I. GiVen a set of real numbers, select those that are irrational.

State a definition of the square root of a number.

3. Name in simplest form a given monomial square root radical expression.

4. Given two square root radicals, determine the product in simplest form.

5. Determine_the product or quotient of a given radical expression in
simplest form.

6. Given an expression involving:
rt

a) a predtdt of rational expressions

b) a quotient of rational expressions

c) a power of a rational expression

With positive integral exponents, use the properties of exponents to
determine an equivalent expression.

DIAGNOSTIC TEST KEYED TO ENTERING PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVES

1. Select the irrational numbers from the following set:

L17, 1-2, 4.371,, , 27, 7.3, Si-Y, r73, 2.167 ...I

1.

2. State a definition of the square root of a number.

3. Rename each of -the following in simplest form:

a) VW; a)

b) tr4-

c) /78: c)

d)

1=2,

34-



Determine the product of.each of the following in simplest form:

a) ri 4 71 a)

b) iia b)

I-1i C)

.5. Determine the product or quotient in simplest form for each of the

following:_

a) + 7) /2- = 7)

b (f5 + ) (i/T + ir7)

6. Write in simplest form:

,b)

(4x2)(3x5)

9x5y_
3x2y2

(2x3y)4

a)

b)

c)

d)

a)

b)



UNIT I - IRRATIONAL NUMBERS.

DIAGNOSTIC TEST

ANSWERS

i. { /2-i 2Tri 8/5i 2.167 ...}

2. The square root of a ntunber is one of ita two equal factors;

3.

4.

5..

6.

d)
13"

5

a) 6

b) 4

c) 347)

a) ---=47

b) 12 + 23 or 2(6 + ir5)

c) 6 - 3fri or -3(J - ?)
co 12 - 2,13 + = trcy

7

a) 12x7

3X3b)
Y

c) 16x12y4



UNIT I = IRRATIONAL NUMBERS

PERFORMANCE. OBJECTIVES

State in simplest form a given monomial radical expression;

2; Given expressions involving irrational numbers, determime their sum or
difference in simplest form.

3. Given an indicated product of two radicals with the same index; determine
the product in simplest form;

4; Given a radical expression, determine an equiyalent form by rationalizing
the denwainator.

5. Given expressions involving irrational numbers, determine their product in
simplest form.

6; Given an indicated quotient in which the denominator is a binomial sum or
difference containing a square root radical, determine the common name by
rationalizing the denominator.

ti

ENRICEMENT

Given an irrational number, determine a rational number approximation to
required accuracy.

I-5

3 ?



UNIT I IRRATIONAL NUMBERS

CROSS REF RENCE TO CURRENTLY USED AND/OR. APPROVED TEXTS

OBJECTIVE Doloiani

(1973)

Dolpiani

(1978)-,

ocijelan i

(1980)

Foster

(1979)

Keedy

(1978)

Payne

(1977)

Sobel

(1917)

Sorge-nil*

(1973)

TraVeri

(1978)

264-267 45-277 276 =279 138=139 303 -307 --

243 ='246

254

.

281=285

152.154

167=190:

2
269-271 279;280 280-282 140-142 316.317 )3 -15

192.193 i

251.252 287-289 1717174

3 264=267 275:277 281282 138=139 308-312 9-12

1

253.254 281-285 164465

,

265-267 275-277 281-282 143-146 313-315 11 -12 254.255

.

287-288 167-170

271-272

_

279-280 281=282 138-141

310-312

320 15

192 =193.

2547255_ 287=289 171-174

6 271-273

---------...--__..........

261.-.263

280-281, 281.282 143-146 322=325: == 254=255, 287-290 171.174

271' 273=275ENRICHMENT 136=137 310-311 -- --

.

280481

.0

158;160



PERFORI.W.NCE OBJECTIVE., T -1

State in simplest form a given monomial radical expression

1.'Rename each of the following expressions n}simplest form:

i) vm70-

to) 1707

c) ITTO

d) tr017--

e) 147557y;

(NOTE: 4 of 5 for mastery)

2: Rename each of the following expressions in simplest form:

a) 17-

b) V.7237

d) 54a4 b3

d)31-1-6"

e) fxsy

(NOTE: 4 of 5 for mastery)

3. Rename each Of the following expressions in simplest form.

3
) 125X3 2

c) 473-21ETT

625a= Y7

e) rEIT.;:;;

(NOTE: 4 of 5 for mastery)



PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVE I-I (continued)

4. Rename each of the following expressions in simplest form'

S-625x3y5z6

4V-iV,Z76

21667fii':

d) /72-1:79

686x7y43

(NOTE: 4 of 5 for mastery)

I=8

41



PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVE 1-2 '

Given expressions involving irrational numbers, determine their
sum or difference in simplest for%

1. Determine the sum or difference, in situp, est form, for each of the

following expressions:

a) 8 )/7 = 11-2

b) 2 /-3--+ 53

c) 2 v1RY /71 c)

d) (2 + 3n) - us% 6) d)

e) (2 /43 - V-31) - cnyiy + /Ur 6)

(NOTE: 4 of 5 for mastery)

2. Determine the difference, in simplest form, for each of the following

expressions:

a) VT-= 7,7 a)

b) - ,r1F

c) 645.- 3417 c)

d) ( trn -T-(233-= d)

e) (3127 VIET = )170) e)

(NOTE: 4 of 5 for mastery)



PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVE 1-2 (continued)

3. Determine the differencq in simplest form, for each of the following:

a) 5 173- - 2 I-17 a)

b) )1,r 1-73 b)

6) 3 = 72 c)

d) ?IT 31.'1Z ;7; VIT.+ 3rfir d)

e) (2/73-- 6/73) - (3/711T = )10) a)

(NOTE: 4 of 5 for mastery)

Determine the difference in simplest form, for each of the following:

AO-7CM. r_12/71T .

a)

b) v71r - 4A7 b)

d) 6117 = zrim d)

dy,

e) CORI + - (37126 - /75) e)

(NOTE: 4 out of 5 far mastery)

4 3
I=10



PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVE 1 -3

Given an indicated product of two radicals with the same index'
determine the product in simplest formi

11111=11

Determine the product for each of the following and express the answer in

simplest form:

a)

b) vIr- v-11- b)

n-4- ?/70K c)

d) 17775 /507 d)

_e) Mi47_10T 31797T e-

(NOTES 4 of 5 for mastery)

2. Determine the product for each of the following and express the answer in

simplest form:

a) 1311 /2 a)

b) 3/rf 2/7g b)

c) 4r c)

d) 17Tin lariS3 dd)

e) 3/.--)7536) e).

)(NOTE: 4 of 5 for mastery)



'PERFORMANCE.OBJECTIVE 1-3 (continued)

Determine the product for each of the following and express the answer in

simplest form:

a) X4x2- a) ,

b) g277 ,SifEl7r b)

c) J32 . 2 M c)

d) 4754707 b3
e) 2,,25)7i PE??
(NOTE: 4 of 5 for mastery)

d)

e)

Ea-rank-the product for each df the- f 61164 ing- and- express the answer in

simplest form:

a) 475 4317 a)

12)' E\ b)

ye-
c) 3114

3
49 c)

d) 32A3b2 tgr12-1 d)

e) 1 . S/12IT7g e).

(NOTE: 4 of 5 for mastery)



ARFORMANCE OBJECTIVE 1-4 q

Given aradicalexpression, determine an equivalent form by
rationalizing the denominator.

1. Rationalize the denominator for each of the following fractions:

a) 1

j"--e)-- ----i---

3.

(NOTE: 4 Of 5 for mastery)

.....=

Rationalize the denominator for each of the following fractions:

a) I a)

b) b)

e)

V 2

dy

(NOTE: ,4 of 5 for mastery)

c)

d)



PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVE 1-4 (continued)

Rationalize the denominator for each of the following

b)

c)

5

13

(NOTE: 4 of 5 for mastery)

a)

4. Rationalize the denominator for each of the following fractions:

a)
3

v2

b) "/17

e)

J-s--

37
16

(NOTE: 4 of 5 for mastery)

)

d)

4 7
1-14



PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVE 1-5

Given expressions involving irrational numbers; determine their Product

in simplest form,

Determine the product of each of the following and express the answer

in'simplest form:

a) (2 + )5), (2 = )5). a)

b) (17+23) 0...+75) b)

c) 3) (7 - ) c)

d) inr(47 + 1T) di

0 (-4 +3 /9

'(NOTE: ;4 of 5 for mastery)

2'. Determine the product of each of the following and express the answer

in simplest form:

a) 15(2 1 - 5 12)

b) (1 - /2) (1 + 4)

c) ( rf + /3) (IT + /3)

d) =JiTT

0
(-3 )1F 2

6 6

(NOTE: 4 of 5 for mastery)

a)

b)

c)

d)

e) .



PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVE 1-5 (continued)

3. Determine the product of each of the following and express the answer in

simplest form:

a) ri.(6 5 - 3n) a)

b) (4x r3 = 2/8)(4xl3-1- 2/-5) b)

c) VT+ ig)(1/+ c)

d)

e)

d) or+ 40 vroT3 + isz

e) ,r2-

6 6

(NOTE: 4 of 5 for mastery)

Determine the product of each Of the following and express the answer in

simplest form:

a) /8- (3_ 5461

b) (6 +T) (6 -

c) (2/3-+ (215 + fi)

d) (Mg - /N.) (V-51" - 41)
4/TX-5 4(-5

(NOTE: 4 of 5 for mastery)

a)

b)

c)

d)

e)

49
X =16



PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVE 1-6

Given an indicated quotient in which the denominator is 'a binomial sum
or difference containing a square root radical, determine the common
name by rationalizing the deriominator,

I. Simplify each of the following by rationalizing the denominator:

a)
3

b)
+ 5

c)

e)

(NOTE: 4 of 5 for mastery)

a) 1111111a

b)

2. tSimplify each of the following by rationalizing the denominator:

a) 1

3

b) .

1

d)

e)

(NOTE:- 4 of 5 for mastery)

a)

b)

d)

1-17

50



PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVE 1-6 (continued)

'3. ;Simplify each of the following by rationalizing the denominator:

1

a) 747-7-477

5

b)

c). /.6%

.
=

d) Ar

e) )17+)37

411;

(NOTE: 4 of 5 for mastery)

a)

b)

e)

4. Simp/ify each of the.,folldwing by rationalizing the denominator:

+
a)

c)

e)

12

1:75. + 4
3 23sr

a)

b)

d)

)

51

1718



UNIT I = IRRATIONAL NUMBERS

ENRICHMENT

1. Determine IT to the nearest hundredth.

2 Determine IF to the nearest hundredth.

Determine 4637 to the nearest tenth.

. Determine 17E15 to the nearest tenth.

5; Determine" to the nearest tenth;

I



UNIT I - IRRATIONAL 'NUMBERS

ANSWERS
1

I-1 1-2

A) 2/2
b)

a) ab Tb

I q IrTi. or 3xy /753c

ti

2. a) 3 fr
b) 6x

c) 3ab3IFET

d. 231"2-

e. x2 or y3

3i a) 5x n-2-

b) -2bht712

c) 2 I ri 14:727. r 2n,/

d) 5abrai7

e) 3xy3 3(77E2

4. aj. ...5xy:z25 7,-/

4r-,---
b) 3 I ab I v3b2 or 3ab 4,71-132.

c) 6m2n23/7

d) 2b3i,S353:7:

e) 7xeY2 r".27-2 -cy

4

1. a) 54/ar

b) 53/5-

c) 4 j2-1

d) 8 + 2ir or 2(4 + TS)

e) il-T ; 17/T

;2. a) =ZIT
)

c) 91=
a) 5,3 - zrY

e)

3. a) 377-

b) 217-

o
d) 2 (2 +3/7)

337-7

1-2.9
53

/..



ANSWERS

I-3

a.) /10

b)

c) Sir
4) 30 z y2Vre

a) bab

2. a) 6

b) 168

c) 3

d) 54a2b2AT

e) 6x7-7,31

a) -2x2

b)

c) 12

d) 24;nn1
e) 42xV5;

4; a) 60

b) 96

c) 73-

d) 3

e) 3644-10

UNIT I -IRRATIONAL NUMBERS

1-4

14 a) if
2

2.
5

b)
4

5

3 :1



ANSWERS

1=4 (continued)

4.: A)
2

b)

2

d)

e)

I=5

1r75

5

)/40x2

5x

4

1. a) 1

b) 11 + 2/31-

c) =33 +

) 6 =sue

e)
9

2. ) 6 - or

b) =1

c) 10 + 2VTE

d) -72 + 41 /7

31

9

UNIT I -. IRRATIONAL NUMBERS

I= (continued)

1-6

1.

a) 0..

b) 48x2 - 20
c

c) 13 + 2/47/

d) 88 + 28/T

9 - VIT

a) -25 + 1/7

b) 36 -

c) 12 + 4/-21-1-c + 7k

d) -100 + 64/5

)
-23
49

d)

e)

3 +
7

35 = 7 -7
22

or 22

2

8 - 1/-6-

5

+x
5-x

(5 - IT)



UNIT I - IRRATIONAL NUMBERS

ANSWERS

1-6 (continued) ENRICHMENT

2.

3.

4.

b)

c)

1. 2.65
3 -

7

2. 5.20

4 + 4/5 3. 24.6

25+ m- 4. 45.1

5. 4.2
) 5 -

e)

c)

)

2 + 2/Fi + x

-4 - 1.7

9

=10 =-54-
2

2

=9 + 7/7.-

33

y + 21 + 2
= 2

3 =
4

b)
84 +-12/67

43

c) -2 + 1

aj 17 + 7)7r

4

e) 3 = 21T; - a
3 = a



UNIT II - COMPLEX NUMBERS

PURPOSE

This unit is designed_to- advance students' knowledge of number systems. A new
number system is developed with which -the square root_ofa negative real
number may be deterMined. If this unit is_taught early in the course, the
class may then use complex numbers and their properties in remaining units.

OVERVIEW

Whole numbers contain the additive identity, a property lacking in the natural
nUMbers. Integers possess,additive inverses; rational numbers contain multi-

plicative inverses; real numbers contain square roots. ThuS a natural__

introductory question for this dnitwoulebe,"What is theV-=4 ?" Accordingly,.

' the concept of the pure imaginary unit is developed. Subsequentlyi the complex
number system is fully developed.

Upon_completion of this unit; the student shOuld be able to: (1) identify a
complex number and its7Components;_(2) perform arithmetic operations using.
Complex nuMbers; and, (3) solve a linear equation containing complex numbers.

SUGGESTIONS TO THE TEACHER

In order to be successful in this unit, the student should have mastered the
skills in Unit I, "Irrational Numbers." There are no other entering performance
objectives for this unit.

It is important to_emphasite_the difference between a complex number and a
pure imaginary number throughout the Unit.

There are fifteen performance objectives ida the unit; and they should be
completed in approximately ten days.

Computer Applications: BASIC BASIC;_ Coen; pp. 139 -141; Computer Programming_
in the BASIC Language, Golden; p; 85; Algebra_Twowith
itiggigagItl, Payne, pp. 518-519; Algebra Two and
Trigonometry, Reedy, p. 361.

VOCABULARY

pure imaginary number
complex number
real number part
imaginary number part
complex conjugate

II 7



UNIT II - COMPLEX NUMBERS

PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVES

1. Given a set of numbers, identify the pure imaginary numbers.

2. Given the square root of a negative nUMbet, write it as a pure imaginary

.number in simplest i-form.

Determine in for any poSitive integer n.

4. Given an expression_ involving either addition or subtraction of pure

imaginary numbers; determine the solution in i-form.

5. Demonstrate the procedure forfinding the product of two pure imaginary

numbers.

' 6. Given an expression involving division *of pure imaginary nUtbdia, determine

the quotient in simplest fom

7. Given a complex number; identify the teal and imaginary parts.

8. Given an expression involving either addition or subtraction of complex

numbers, determine the solution in a + bi farm.

9. Given a complex number, determine its additive inverse.

10. Determine the .coefficients Of the real number and imaginary number parts,

given basic linear equations.

11. Given at expression involving multiplication Of complex numbers; determine

the product in a + bi form;

12. Given a complex number, name its confugate;

13. Determine the product of two <7onjugate complex numbers:

14. Determine the reciprocal of a given complex number.

15. Demonstrate the procedure for finding the quotient of two complex numbers.

ENRICHMENT

1. Given a complex number, determine its absolute value.

2. Apply the properties of a group to imPginary nUMberS.

3. Construct a geometric model associated with a given complex number.

58
11-2



UNIT - COMPLEX NUMBERS

CROSS REFERENCE TO CURRENTLY USED AND/OR APPROVED TEXTS

OBJECTIVE Dolciani

(1973)

Doiciani

(1979).

Dolciani

(1980)

Foster

(1919)

Keedy

(1976)

Wie

(1977)

Sobel

(1977)

Sorgenfrey

(1973)

Travers]

(14378)

410=411 292 295=299 150-152 342-343 -- 229 291=293 176 -178

2 411:413 292295 295299 150.152 342-343 15-16 225;226 291.7293 176-179

3 411-414 292-293 297 151452 345 19 225-227 292-293 176-179

411=414 293 =294 297-299 151.152 341-344 1718 227 228 29-293 176-179;

411;413 '293-294 297-299 151-152 346-349 1749 227-228 292-293 176.179

412.414 293=294 297-299 -- -- 18-19 227 292=293 --

7 415-416 295 299=302- 154456 343 20 229 2.94-295 178

8 415-417 296 -291 300 -302 154456 344=345 2345 23-235 294-297 183 =185

1111
296 -299.

291

300.:302 159 - 161344.345 23;24 234 298 181

10 408-410 -. 154.156 346 -- 294.296 --.

6°



H
H

UNIT II - COHPLEX NUMBERS

\

CI= REFERENCE TO CURRENTLY USED AND/OR APPROVED TEXTS

OBJECTIVE DOICieni

11973)

Dolciani

119781

11

12

13

414.417 298-299

414,417 206

415
298'

299

15 414;417

NRICIIIENT

1
IN

1...,..,..........4

299-300

566

566

Dolciani

(1980)

Poster

(1979)

Keedy

(1978).

Payne

(1977)

Sobel

(1977)

Sorgenfrey

(1973)

302;304 154=156 346;347 1E-28 233235 294496

300;302 155.156 34)-349 29 -31 236-239 4.297-296

howwwNIN

302-304 155-156 346 .350 29 236-239 297-298

302;304 160 348 29-30 237 297'499

302=304 157=158 348-350: 29;32 236.239 297.299

--+

.5 8
IOWA, 3557356 168 2411.243 466-467

12 43

4.. 344 48 42 -45

474-476598
IN 355=356 163.169

Travers

417f3

1187-190

ea.

188-190

181

-540W,
62



PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVE II-1

Given a set of numbers, identify the pUre imaginary numbers;_

1. Identify the pure imaginary numbers to the following set:

61, rr I, -47:17 1

2. Identify the pure imaginary' numbers in the following sec:

fr5-,317,342,18,12i,2Tr
3 '

i=75, 2 j

2.

3. Identify the pure imaginary numbers in the following set:

11, i7.2, 1/7: 2n, 91, )7.1716, 12, 3

4 .

3.

4. Identify the pure imaginary numbers in the following set:

iT; 4n 19,,j:1, 4,

-5 63

4;



'PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVE 11=2

Giver; the square,toot of;a negative number; write it as a pure imaginary

number in, simplest i-form;

I. Rename each of the following in i-form:

a) V717 g)

b) b)

c) c)

d) /-17a d)

d)
6)

(NOTE: 4 of 5 for mastery)

2: Rename each of the following in i-form:

a) 1776 a)

b) V=7Z7 b)

c) c)

d)" s/7-1Z3- d)

e) e)

(NOTE: 4 of 5 for mastery

=1131=SIME111...t.

3. Rename each'cif the following in i-form:

a) .74 a) :

b) b)

.11M011,

c) /755 c)

d) d)

e)
5

(NOTE: 4 of 5 for mastery)



PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVE /I-2 (continued)

4. RenaIIye each of the following in i- form:

A

a) 25

b)

t) t)

d) V:117 d)

e)e)

PERFORMANOEOBJECTIVE II-3

1.---.Determine in for any positive integer n;

il7 is equivalent to

a) i

b)

6)

d) =1

2. j32 is equivalent to

a) i

b)

c) 1

d) =1

11-7

111111111.111113MINM

3. equivalent to

A)

b)

c) I

d)

4; j4z is equivalent to

a) i

b)

c) 1

d)



PERFOliMANGE OffJECTIVE 11=4

Given an expression involving her addition or,subttadtion Of pure

imaginary numbers, determine e solution in i-form.

- i74-is equivalent to

a)

b) =3

d) 3i

d) v=71

2. 1417 = /727 is equivalent to

a) 5i13-+ 3/I-

b) WY-

0 2i

d) 2i/7-

e) Eti

equivalent to3. /71t) 4.I=Tis

4) 40-

b) 2( - ± /2)i

c) 4i VT + /7)

,21,/r

.4)

66

11-8

4.
A-1

1-4 is equivalent to

a)

b)

c)

:d)

e)

-



PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVE 11-5 .
Demonstrate the procedure for finding the product of two pure imaginary numbers,

_

1. Demonstrate the procedure for finding the product of and

2. Demonstrate the pro'cedure for finding the product of and 1-1:17%

Demonstrate the procedure for finding the product of and

Demonstratesthe procedure for finding the product of 1.778 and 17:772,



.4

PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVE 11-6

Given an expression involving division of pure imaginary numbers; determine

_the.quotient in simplest form4

I. )71.7
----- is equivalent to

/77:7-

a) 6

b)

c)

d) 6i

3. i-6L-1-737 s equivalent to
5 t=72".

a) 3-1717'

5

b) 3 pr

5

6i

..5

d) 3i ./

5

i8 equivalent to is
'75

4- ) 2111--

a) 1" 5

b) b) i

a) -1
c) 1

2
d) 2i

V2

68

II-10

equivalent to



PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVE 11=7

Given a complex number, identify the real and imaginary parts.

I. 2 + 3i

a) The real part is:

b) The imaginary part is:

2. 6 = 4i

a) The real part is:

) The imaginary part is

3. 7

a) The real part is:

b) The imaginary part is

4. 9i

a) The real part is:

b) The imaginary part is:

t



PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVE 11-8

Given an expression involving either addition or Subtraction

of complex numbers, determine the 'solution in a + bi form;

1. (

766.1000110.....711001..modwool

) (3 + 7i) is equivalent to: 4. (a + bi) (c + di) is equivalent to

a) (i b) + (c +.d)±

b) (b + c) + (a+ d)i

c) Oa+ d) + (b + -c)i

d) Om + c) + (b d)i

Ob + di + + c)i

A) 3 + 5i

b) 9 + 5i

C) 9 = 5i

d) 3 .7. 5i

e) 9 - 9i

+ 2i) is equivalent to

a) =3 .7. 5i

b) 13 - 51

c) -3 + 5i

d) -3 -

e)

3. (4 + 2i) -7, - 4i) is equivalent to

a) 7 + 2i

b) 1 - 2i

c) 1 + 6i

d) 7 + 6i

-1 + 6i

70
11;12



PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVE 11-9
lems171.0".

Given a complex number; determine its additive inverSe,
11313KMM171111..1.0, WNW

Determine the additive inverse of: 4. Determine the additive inverse o

a) 6 + 2i
a) 3 + 2i

b) 7 = 3i
b) 4

c) -4 +
c)

d) -5i
d) -8 = 5i

e)
e) -cr7r+

(NOTE: 4 of 5 for mastery) (NOTE: 4 of 5 for mastery)

2,, Determine the additive inverse of:

a) 2 + 7i
[

1b) 4 - i

c) Si

d) -091- 2i

e) V3--

(NOTE: 4 of 5 fdr mastery)

3. Determine the additive inverse of:

a) 4 + 5i

b) 3 - 7i

c) =I + 9i

d) 8i

e) VT- till:

(NOTE: 4 of 5 for mastery)

II-13

71.



PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVE II=10

Determine the coefficients of the real number and imaginary

number parts, given ba3ic linear equation ,

ealswalml,-

1. Dat:kimine the values of x and y for each of the following:

1,' + yi = 3 + 2i

b) X + yi - 5 + 4i = 0

c) 2* + yi = 7 = x + Si

) -I- 3i) + i) + (9 - 3 + yi.

e) 4a + - 2ji + 8i

(NOTE: 4 Of S for mastery)

2. Determine the values of x and y for each of the following:

a) x + y$ = 7 - 3i

b) x 7 yi + 6i + 5 = 0

c) 3x + 5+ yi x + - 7i

d) (9 - 7i) + (K+ yi) - 3i = 10

e) 2x - + 3)i = =14 + 3i

(NOTE: 4 of 5 for mastery)

3. Determine the values of x and y for each of the following:

a) + yi = =5 + 2i

b) x - 5i + 7 + yi = 4

c) 4x + 3i - 1 = yi + 11 = 2x

d) (4 = i).+ (5 - 3i) + (2x + y 4- 2i

e) (x + 5) Cy + 1)i = -5i

72

11-14



PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVE II -YO- continued)

4. Determine the values pf x and y for each of the following:

a) x + yi = -3 -

b) x + 31 = -10 - yi

c) i = 3x = 6yi 4- 5x = 16

d) (=5 + 3i) + (6 = i) (-2 + 5i) = x + 3yi

e) 7x + (7 - 1)i + 2x = -x + 10i

(NOTE: to of 5 fog mastery)

L

PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVE II11

Given an expression involving multiplication of
1--complex numbers, determine the product in a 4- bi form.

1. Deteimine the product of (}-1- 6i) (3 = 2i).

2. Determine the product of (5 = 60(1 +

3. Determine the product of (3 + 51)(7 + i).

4. Determine the Pioduct of (1 - 3i)(2 -

11-15



d
PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVE 11=12

GiVen a complex number; name its conjugate,

I; Name the conjugate of 6 + 5i;

2. Name the conjugate of 7 =

3. Name the conjugate of

4; Name the conjugate of -2i;

PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVE 11-13

Determine the product of two conjugate complex numbe s.

1. Determine the product of 6 = 3i)(6 + 3i) and express the answer in

simplest form.

2. Determine the product of (-4 +.i)(74 -i) and express the answer in

simplest form.

3. Det ine the product of 03 - 20(0 + 2i) and express the answer in

simplest form.

4. Determine the product of (a + bi)(a, bi) and express the answer in

simplest form; ,r","

74
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Unit II Complex Numbers

PERFORMNCE OBJECTIVE 11-14

Determine tWreciprocal of a given complex number;

The reciprocal of 1-i is

a) 1 +i

b)' + -1*

2

, 1i

) 2 +

2. The reciprocal of 3 + 4i is'

4

a).S 25
4_

b) 3 - 4i

4ic)

3 _
) 7

7

.3 The reciprocal of -2i is

2i

2

a)

b)

) 2

4

IL-17

The reciprocal of a +'bi is

a)

+ b
bi

a2+ b

ai _ bi
412 = b2 7:7F

a = bi
ba a2 b2

a bi
11 77.7 02 a h4



PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVE 11-15

Demonserate the procedure for finding the quotient oftwo complex numbers

1. Demonstrate the procedure for finding the quotient

answer in standard form.

5 . Express the

2 DeMonattate the procedure for finding the quotient

answer it a + bi form.

Express the
2 + 3i

1 = i

3. Demonstrate the procedure for finding the quotient 4=7-1; Express the

answer it a + bi form.

11
Demonstrate the procedure for finding the quotient 17- -4 -

answer in a + bi form'

76

Express the



UNIT II - COMPLEX AUMBE "

.q V
ENRICHMENT I

1. 13 - 4i I is equivalent to:

+ 4i
4

b) 1.111

c) 5

) :25

) --7

2. 18 + 6f I is equivalent to:

a) 100

b) 21/-7-

c) 10i

d) 10

e) 8 + 6i

3. = 12i I is equivalent to:

b)

c)

d)

e)

15

15i

225

9 + 124

4. I3x + 2iylis equivalent to:

A) 3X2 + 2y2

b), 3x +

d) i,W77171:1772.-

d) '1x2- 4y2

e) 3x + 2iy

ENRICIDIENT 2

Prove that the set li forMS

A group under multiplication.

Show that A. is a commutative group.

ENRICHMENT 3

Graph the following complex numbrs:

1. 3 + 5i(

2. =2 -I= i

3. 3i - 2



UNIT II - COMPLEX NUMBERS

ANSWERS

II=1

1. 471._

2. /13; 12i40

3. 14T0 9i 17:61

4. V75; 71.0

11-2

11-2 (continued)

4. (a) 5i

(b) t/i-7 ,

(c)

(d) 8W-5

(e) 517-
4

4. a

3 11=4

4i 1.

2.

Lir 3.

9ii3--

ill"
7Z°

4.

11=5

3. (a) 2i

.(b)

(c) 51./I7

(d) 12

(e) lir
5

d

b

. /7./ i.13-

= i2

( = )

a.

=

78

11-20



UNIT II 7. COMPLEX NUMBERS

ANSWERS

11-5 (continued) 11-7 (continued)

= 2L-72 4± 3. a). 7

8i2 ir b) 01

8(=i) ) 4; a) 0

,=8/1 b)

473i /-Z75 = 41/2

iix 12±2176 I. b

( = 12 (=OAT ) 2;

= -12/EF b 3.

4. d4; /..:117 C-471 5-1 .r3-; 12in-

60i2 3

.180 ( °1)
1; =6 =2±

= -180

11=6

b)

c)

3i:

4-
1; d) 5±

2. b
e) Lir

3.
2. 'a) =2 :7i

'4. c
b) -4 +

c) -6i

d) 9 + 2i

1. a) 2 e) =:73- + 1172-

b) 31.

2. a) 6

b) -4i '1



UNIT II = COMPLEX NUMER8

ANSWERS

II-9 (continued) II-10 (continued)

3.

4..

II-10

a) °4 =5i 3.

b) =3 +7i

c) 1 =

d) -8i

=15+ L/TT

&) -3 = 2i 4.

b) =4 + 71

c) 9

d ) 8 + 5i

e) 13

1; a) x 3, y 2

b) x 5, y -4

x = 7,. y = 5

d) x= 12, y
e) x = 3, = -6

2. a) x= 7, y.= -3

b) x = -5, y = 6

.c) x = =2, y

d) x'= 1, y = 10

e) c =4; y -6

a) x = -5, y 2

b) x = -3, y

c) x = 2, y =

d) x = 6

e) x 4.

b) x = -10, y

y i

d) x 3, y

e) = 0, = 11

II=11

1. 24 +

2. 5 = 6i

3. -35 + 21i

4.. -4 - 8i

11;12

1. 6*.r. 5i

2. 7 + 3i

3; 4

4; 2i



ANSVIERS

11-13

1; 45

2. 17

3. 4

4: az+ bz

1. a 5-

v 211-2

UNIT IT - COK ;EX NUMBERS

11-15 (continued)

3i

=

3i 2 -3i
2 + 3i 2 + 31 2

6i-- =-9i2

3i

4 + 9

-9 (-1) + 61
13

In 9 4-- b

13

+. 61
13 13

= 13i 4 31
+ 3i 4 + 3i 4 - 31;,

61;1- (.= 3 =-Eqi
4 +9

5 tri
212 Lir 25

314 = -2 1

412 25 25

) 3=+-/.7 = .3 +__0/--
4 - /1;2

4 +
4 - 11-2 4 +

= (12 - 2)
16

10 _+
18

18

+ (3/F+ 47 27..)5..

+ 2



ANSWERS

ENRICHMENT 1

1; c

2.

3.

.4; c

ENRICH/NT 2

1

=1
1

UNIT II COMPLEX NUMBERS

ENRICHMENT 3 (continued)

2.

1 -1
1 =1 i "=i

=1 1 =1. i
;I. 1 3;

i 1 -1

1. Group Properties:,

closure: see chart..

identity element: 1

multiplicative inverses:
1,1; -1,-1; i,;i;

associativity: see chart.-

2. Commuiativity: see chart.

ENRICHMENT 3

1.

82

11=24



PURPOSE

UNIT III = FACTORING AND SIMPLIFYINC RATIONAL EXPRESSIONS

The purpose of the unit is to reinforce Algebra I factoring skills and to
extend these skills to a higher order of difficulty;

The unit is prerequisite to Unit VI and all others utilizing these skills.

OVERVIEW

Buildil_ upon fctoring skills, students will factor polynomial expressions.
These skills are next utilized as the students manipulate rational expressions
and complex fractions.

SUGGESTIONS TO THE TEACHER

the unit is approx:imately twelve days.Suggested time frame

Special attention should be paid to the diagnostic test: students generally
enroll in Algebra 2 with very weak facto:ving skills. The allocated time allows
for review of entering performance objectives.

la simplifying the difference of rational expressions; emphasize the distri-
bution of the negative sign.

Factoring the sum of two squares, a2 + b2 =. (a + bi)(a - bi) is included.

Enrichment is included within certain assessment items.

Computer Applications: Algebra Two with TEig2a2221.a, Foster, pp. 284, 296;

VOCABULARY

binomial
complex fraction
constant term
linear term

polynomial
quadratic term
rational expression
term
trinomial



ENTERING PERFORMANCE,OBJECTI2S

1. Write the factors of an expression corgi--iming a common monomial factor.

2. State the factors of an expression t1 the sum or difference of two

perfect squares.

3. Write the factors of,a perfect square trinomial expreSSion.

4. State the factort of a trinomial expression as ele produce of two biLamials.

5. Given a polynomial expression containing four monomial terms, 1.,:ite an

equivalent expression that is the product of two binomials.

Write the simplest form of the quotient of two TownaIals in one or more

variables.

7. Determine the degree of a monomial.

8., Determine the degree of a polynomial.

84

MHZ



UNIT III - FACTORING AND SIMPLIFYING RATIONAL EXPRESSICNS

DIAGNOSTIC TEST KEMD TO ENTERING PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVES

I. Factor each of the following expzessions:

a) a2 2a a)

b) 3x2= &or b)

c) 5y - 25y2, c)

. Factor each expression into a product of two binomials:

a) M2- n2 A)

b) .42 3 b)

c) 81 1-X2 c)

3. Factor each expression into a product of twc

a) x2 + 6x + 9

b) X2 - 8x + 16

c) 4x2 = 4x + 1

a)

c)

.11...+4,1111

4. Factor each expression into a product of two binomials:

a) x2 2x - 3 a)

b) 2x2 + IIx + 5 b)

c) 6x2 + 13x + 6

5. Use the distributive property to factor each expression into the product

of two binix.J.als:

a) cx - xd + cy ydi

b) 6ax - 4bx + 2by 3ay

111-3

a)

b)



UNIT III =; FACTORING AND SIMPLIFYING RATIONAL EXPRESSIONS

.

6; Write each of the following expressiors in simplest form:

2
2a b-

a)
b

a)
a

b)
--9xy3 z2 b)

z

810a8b4t2d2
t)

1620a2dbt.
t)

7. Determine the degree of each of the following:

7x2
a)

b) -4 b)

c) .2ya
c)

8. Dev.ctline the degree c each of the following:

a) 3x2 - 2x -T- 4
a)

b) 6x2y - 4xy 7:: .= 2 b)

c) 4:i.2 y3 - 2x3 y:
c

1



UNIT III - FACTORING AND SIMPLIFYING RATIONAL EXPRESSIONS

DIAGNOSTIC TEST.

ANSWERS

a) a(a1.24

b) 3x(x - 2y)

c) 5y(1 - 5y)

2. a) - n) (m n)

b) '(a - /) (a + )17i)

c) (9 + xi) (9 - xi)

3. a) (x + 3) (x + 3)

b) (x - 4) (x - 4)

c) (2x - 1) (2:, - 1)

4. a) (x 3) ,A ' 1)

b) (2x + 1)(x + 5)

c) + 3) (1 + 2)

a) (c d) (x + y)

b) (3a 2b)(2x - y)

6. a) 2a

_b3C8J
2

a) deg 2e 2

) .iegree 0

d) degree 5

- 2

c:

b) degree 34

degree 5' 1115

8 7



UNIT III =. FACTORING AND SIMPLIFYING RATIONAL EXPRESSIONS

PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVES

1. Fa,:tor a sum of two cubes.

2. Factor a difference of two cubes..
_ Q

3; Factor completely, Over-the set of comPIex numbers, c difference of two

terms in the form am = bn, where m > 3; im> 4; and m and n are multiples of

2 or 3;

4; Factor completelY a given polynomial expressio;

5. State the simplest form of a rational expression by factoring the numerator

and denominator over the set of integers.

6. Write a_produt or quotient:of expressions as a single rational expresSion

in simplest form.

7; Write a sum or differette of rational expressions as an --ciiiivalent rational

expression in simplest fOrM.

8; Given a complex fraction, write it in simplest form.



H

UNIT 1II - FACTORING AND SIMPLIFYING RATIONAL EXPRESSIONS

CROS REFERENCE TO CURRENTLY USED AND/OR APPROVED TEXTS

OBJECTIVE Dolciani

(1973)

,pINYfir1111

Doiciani

497,8)

Dolciani Foster'

(1980) (1979)

..M...1=.

Keedy

(1976)

133;135 187 183-184 113-114 198-199

Payne Sobel

(1977) (1;7,)

67 =68 7777

SorgenfreT Travers

(1973) .(178)

177-197 99-101

P3-135

135

134;135

164-167

167=170

170-173

173=175

187 183-184

188 183;184

113-114

%Ns

198-199 67-68 77 177 -197 99.101

200;201

57.58

69 75-77 179

188 16.184 116 -121

196 192 -P 78-2 0

201-202 07-

204c 20.5

7.00-201 51;52 77

72 -74 11 -328260.262

.1648412H-263 75;80 328

199-201 1 286-289

178-179 99101

217=22025;127

30 221-223 128-130

8:1 -87 330-333 224;127

227-229
204-205 199-201 282-284 1272-274 87;88

131-133

135-137

91)



PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVE III=1

Factor a sun of two cubes;.1
1. Factor:

x3+ 27

2. Factor:

3. Factor:

it3-T-27y3

4. Factor:

27x3

PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVE 1112

Facto* a difference of two cubes.

1. Factor:

x3-

2. Factor:

- 27

Factor:

xa gya

4. 1,1ecor:

125x3.; 7y3

9



PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVE 11-1-3

_ . .

Factor completely, -over the set of complex numbers, .arence of two terms
in the form a - b , where m s 3, n > 3, and m and n are multiples of 2.or 3.

Factor completely:

x4-16

'2. Factor completeDr:

4 4x - y

3. Factor completely:

2x6 - 128

4. Factor completely:

161E4 - y12

5. Factor completely:

kl8 y36

6. Factor completely:

2x4 - 98

111=9



PERFORMANCE OBJECTiVE 111-4

Factor completeliagiven polynomial expression.

1. Factor completely, using the distributi7e property:

xy + Zx = 3y = 6

2. Factor complettly,using the distributive property:

ac + bc + ad + bd

' 3. Factor completCf, using the distributive property:

ex2 + 3by + txy 3ax

Factor completely, using the distributive property:

2acxy + bd + 2bcy + axd

5 Factor completely:

(a -b)5 + 4(t -

G., Factor completely:

r4 h r2s2 s4

7. Factor completely:

5x2 + 2)135x + 6

3
11140



PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVE-, 111-5

----------

State the simplest_form of a rational expression by factoring
the numerator'and denomiLator over the set of integers.

Factor and state in simplest form:

= 2X = 8
xy + 2y + 3k + 6

2. Factor and state in simplest form:

X3 1

X2 k + 1

3. Factor and state in simplest form:

2x3 v- ÷ 167

x ÷ 2

Factor and state in simplest for .l

i2 10k + 25
+ 125:

PZI6ANCE OBJECTIVE III- 6

Write a product or quotient of expressions as a single
rational expression in simplest form,

1. Write as a single rational expression in simplest form:

dabai. 3a

- 5x + 6

ka 3x2

9db3 + 9d1J2

2. Write as a single rational expression in simplest form:

16 - x2 lx +
2x2 + Ilx + 12. le- 10x + 24

3. Write as a singl rational expression, in plest fcrm:

ka = 14x - 10 4. 3x2 = llx + 10
8x + 4 x3- 8

4. Write as a single, rational expressiqn in simplest form:

6x2 = x = 7, 4.! 3-0k3 = 11x = 28
4x2 + 4x 9 4X2 + 12X

III=11



PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVE 111-7

Write.a Sum or difference of rational expressions as an

equivalent rational expression in simplest f6th.

1. Write an equivalent rational expression in simplest form:

+
b

a +
412 +ab+

2. Write an equivalent anal expretAion in simplest form:

5 + 4

3 3 = XS

3. Write an equivalent rational expression in simplest form:

1 + 2.x_a_ - 2 x 1 ,...e...
2 x (x Ex g)2

4. Write an equivalent rational expression in simples J:orm:

a

a2. ab +b a3 b3 a + b

95

Ili-12



PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVE III-B

Given a complex fraction, write it in simplest form.

Write in simplest form:

2. Write in simplest form:

2 1

3 + 3-
x

4

3. Write in simplest form:

X2 4x + 4 ,..._

2

3;0 - 12

4; Write in simplest form:

a + 3 + -1177-

a + 4 +a.,2

1 1 =. 1 3



UNIT III - FACTORING AND. SIMPLIFYING RATIONAL EXPRESSIONS

ANSWERS

1 . (x +. 3) (x2 - 3x + 9)

2. (2x +1) (4x2 - 2x + 1).

3. (x 3y) (e 3xy 9y2)

4; (3x + 4y) (9x2 - 12icy 4.16y2)

1. 1) (x + x + )

2. (2X = 3) (4x2 + 6x + 9)

3. (K 2y) (x2 + axy 4y2)

4; (5x - 3y) (25x2 + I5xy + 9372)

111-3

1. (x - 2) Or 4.- 2) (x + 21.) (x = 2i)

(x y) (x + y) (x + yi) 7 yi.)

3. 2(x = 2) (x + 2) (x2 + 2x + 4) (x2 = 2x + 4)

4. (2x - y3) (2k + y3) (2x + iy )
/

(2x -'=y3)

5 + ya ) (xa + xya + y4) (X2 xy2 + y4 ) (x6: + ys + y12 )

(X6 X3 y6 y
6. 2 (x - if) (x +;i -



A0:4IC2P.;'

/:

E

2.

3.

4.

1;

2;

3.

4.

"cu itinued;

(X (y 2)

t, b) . d)

(* 3) (ax + by)

b) (2cy + )

5.

b.

7.

x = 4

(a - b)'(a - b + .2) (a = b =

(i2 2 rs )(r2 s2 rs)

(vigx. + ig)2

2y xa - 2x + 4)

2)

+ 3(x -t- 2) (5, + 3)

(x - 1) 00_4,
x"3 + x

2._ +8i 2),..1.2- 2x + 4)
x + 2 x 4. 2

x + 5

1.

2.

(x + 5) (xa - 5x + 25

3a (b-= 1) (b +
(x 2) (X .; 3)

(4 (4 +
(2x __ 3 Ox + 4)

5x + 25)

X2 - X2 (b - 1)
9aba + 1 3b2 (x - 2)
2 2*_+_.3_)_
(x - 4) (x - 6)

- 2 or
= 6

2-(2x3+-1)-(3k - 5) .; 2) (32-c = 5)
4 (2X + 1) (x - 2) (xa + 2x +

2 (2x + 1) (3x - 5 = 2) (xa + 2x + 4)
4(2x + 1) (x - 2) (3x - 5)

(3 - x) -(4 -+ 5-k) + 1) (6x - 7)
4x (x + 1) (x - 3) (x + 3)

(3- = X) (4 + 5x) _cx_+_1_)_(6x=7)
4x (x + 1) (x = 3) (x + 3)

= 6

x2+ 2x + 4
2

(5x + (6x - 7)
4x (x + 3)

.0"
0 4x (x + 1) ' 3

(5x + 4) (6* =7)

or 2--
6 x

x
x - 3



ANSWERS (continued)

iAf-Ad-or
a3 - b3

+ b)
b3

2. 1- or -1

.ii2= 3 . X3

(x - 2)2

ab - b2 b)
4. or

1. x

;2x + 55
20t +.45

9--sA
X + 2

a2+ a +
2a-77. 3



UNIT IV = RELATIONS AND FUNCTIOnS

PURPOSE

Functions are generally considered the unifying concept of mathematics. It
is essential that students be able to distinguish a function (and its prop-
erties)from among various relations. Further, an understanding of functions
is prerequisite to the study of SedOnd=degted'equations.

OVERVIEW

Although introduced in Algebra I; functions are rigorously deVeloped in_this
unit. The analysis of graphs of reIationb and functions_is reviewed and
extended. The absolute value concept and its inclusion in functionb is studied
in detail.

SUGGESTIONS TO THE TEACHER

Teachers should emphaSize the use of functional notation throughout the unit
(e.g4; y * f(x))

It is essential that students planning to pursue_advanced_prOgrams in mathe-
matics developed the analytical techniques associated with certain unit
objectives.

The use of composite_functinh_nOtation varies with the instructional material
being used. Generally; f(g(x)) is synonymous with f 0 g(x) or f 0 g; A
variety of exercises using this concept is recommended for students planning
to take other mathematics courses..

4 _

The teachers' should emphasize; with several examples; the diStinction between an
equation and an expression.

I

The entering performance objectives for the unit may require extended emphasis;
The suggested time of 26 dayt for the unit provides for this extended treatment.

Computer Applications: Algebra Two with _Trigonometry, Foster, p, 269.

VOCABULARY

relation
function
intercept
composition
abscissa
ordinate

linear equation
absolute value
coordinate
domain
range
constant function

IV-1

I 0 0



UNIT IV = RELATIONS AND FUNCTION

ENTERING PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVES

1. Select equations of the form ax + by + c = 0 from among a list of equations

lof various types.

2. Write two ordered pairs'of real-numbers contained in the solution set of a

given equation of the !orm ax + by + c = 0.

3. Write the abscissa and ordinate for a given ordered pair of real numbers.

4. COnStrUtt a tabletOntaining at. Ieast'three ordered pairs and construct

the graph for a given linear equation (of the form ax + by +,c = 0).

5. State a .definition of an: a) x-intercept
b) y-intercept'

, 6: State the intercepts; given a linear equation (of the form ax + by + c = 0)..

7; Write the Slope of a line given two points.

B. Determine the Slope and y- intercept of a linear equation by transforthing

the equatioq to the forth y tk +b.
1

9. Write an equation of a line; given the slope and a point of the line.

10. Write the equation of a line in the form ax + by + c = 0, given any two

points of theiine.

II; Construct the graph of a linear inequality;

0



UNIT IV - FUNCTIONS AND RELATIONS

DLAGNOSTULTEST KEYED TO ENTERING PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVES

1. Se1ectfrom the following list the equations which a e in the form
ax + by + c a 0;

A) y + 1 .4 0

b) + 3y + 4 =4

c) 4xy - 2 = 0

d) x2+ 2T2+ 0

e) x + 4 = 0

2. Write two ordered pairs of numbers that satisfy the equation:

S.
2x + y

a)

b)

3, Write a) the abscissa and b) the Ordinate for the ordered pair (-.4i i).

a)

Construct a table of values and the graph of the equation:

: -x + y = 4,

5. State a definition of:

x- intercept

b) y-intercept

102
IV-3
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6. For the equation

UNIT .IV =' RELATIONS AND FUNCTIONS \ _

y) 5y = 303 state the x- and y-intercepts.

x-intercept

y-intorcept

State the slope of aline that passes through the points 5 4) and

Pa (I; -2) ammIlt.

8: Transform the equation (x; y)
3

x 2y - 1 0 to the slope-intercept form.

State the slope and y-intPrcept of the open sentence.

Equation:

Slope

y-intercept

Write the equation of the line that contains the points P

and whose slope is 2.

IO. Write the equation of a line; in ihe form ax + by + c kwhich contains the

?points Pi (3; 5) and Pa (5; =1).

103



.UNIT-IV = REIATIONS AND FUNCTIONS

a

I1i -Construct the graph of [(K; y) : 2x -1 y k

y

a

Iv-6104

A



UNIT IV - FUNCTIONS AND RELATIONS

DIAGNOSTIC TEST

ANSWERS

1. gi b, and e

2. a) (2,2) Answers will vary.

b) '(M,O)

a) -4

b)

4. X

1 5

6

=2 2

(Other answers are possible-)

5. Acceptable answ rs include:

a) where 'a line crosses the x -axis; where the y-coordinate is zero

b) Where a line crosses the y-aXis; where the k=toOrdinatie.is zero

x-intercept : 15 10.

y-intercept : -6 11.

7. -1

8. Suggested acceptable demonstration:

3
+ 2y - 1 =t 0

41,
712 1+

y -x +
6 2

Slope is 6, y-intercept is 7

9 i y I 2* +8

x. 4. y - 11 =r 0

105
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UNIT IV - RELATIONS AND FUNCTIONS

PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVES

.

L. State the domain and range of a relation.

.

and2; Distinguish between a function a relation that is nota function* given
several relations defined by sets of ordered pairs.

Determine whether a relation is a function; given the graph of the relation.

Determine the value of an algebraic function, given a value of the domain;

5. Construct the graph of a linear fianction_in the form 1(x) = mx + b.

6; Construct the graph of a constant function.

7. Demonstrate the procedure for finding the algebraic rule of a composite
function, given the rule for each subfunction.

. Determine"the solution set of, and construct the graph for, a linear
equality in one variable that contains an absolute value expression;

,

9. Determine the solution set of, and construct,the graph for, a linear
inequality in one variable that,contains an absolute value expression.

IC% Construct the graph of.a linear function defined by a rule involving absolute
value..



RE1ATIONS AND FUNCTIONS

CROSS REFERENCE TO CURRENTy USED AND/OR APPROVED TEXTS

OBJECTIVE

Dolciant

(1973)

[7
Dolotani

/ (1978)

DolUani

(1980)

Foster

(1979)

: Keedy;

(1978?

Payne

(1977)

50)61

(1977)

sotToftey

'(1973)

Travers

(1978)

------.-4

1 :209412 69;71 67-69 41 216-217 180-183 9245, 131434

-.4
224229

2 209-215 73 70;73 41;43 183.186 95-96

,

131-137 ,

._ .

230

3 209215 74 70-73 41 -45

'231

234-235 184;186 -- 131-137 230

,

2134215 70;71 74;76 41;45 233-236 186 97 135137 232434

S4 -95 76-79 14]6 46 -48

248

250

4

186 98-103
J1.

138-143 235438

,

6
.

.

213;217 91 74-76 46 -48 --

190

193

lat.

J97 -200

121-122

124 138.143 235-237

/
138 , --.

216 71 ,:-

------.
I

--

-.,,,--

251 :

,.....1.....
97-98

8
:

.

15; 13

5253

,

'60.63 58;6/ 139 = 142112 =114 63.66; 39-43

5354,

253

,

52-56 60;63 58;61 -- 140.:142 127-128 6446 65;61 53.4

10 209-212 58.61 56-58

147

219

241-243

159-161

193 153 131434

249'

253-256



PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVE IV-1

State the domain and range of a relationo

1. State the domain and range of the following relation:

t(0, 1), (4, =2), .(5, =3); (5;2), (;5,

Domain:

Range:

2. Sfate'the domain and range of the following relation:

((3, 4), (5, =4)4 (7, 1), (8, =1), (3, 3)S

- Domain:

Range:

3. State the. domain and range of the following relation:

1(-2, 2), (-1:0), (0, 0), (4, 4) 1

Domain:

Range:

. State the domain and range of the following relation:

1(10, 1), (20, 2), (30, 3), (30, 2)(20, 1)..

Domain:

Range:

r/..9 -109



PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVE 1V-2

Distinguish_between a function andarelation that is

not a function; given several relations defined by sets

of ordered pairs;

1. Each of the following sets defines a relatiod: Write the letter of each relation

that defines a function.

a) 1(0, 1), (1, 2), (=1, .5)1

b) 1(4, -2), (72-, -2), (1 1), (4, .5)1

c) t(0, 0), (5, 0), ( VT, CO), (100, 0)

d) {(2, 2), (3, 3), (4, 4), (5, 5), (6, 6)1

2. -Write the letterof each relation that defines a function.

f(-1, 1);. (-2; 2), (-3, 3), (=4, 4)

b) 1(=-5; 1), (-4,i8); (-3; 12), (8, =3); (12,

c) f(-1; ;0)i (=2, ), (-33, 2), (-2; 3), 4)r
d) 4), (20, 1), (15, 0)i

4

3. Write the letter of each relation that defines a function.

a'; (0, -81), (0, 81), (5, 21), (-5, =21)i

b' {(75-, 4), (;/F, =4) i

C\' (1, 2), (0, 4), , (0, 0)1

if=fi) 13.),' ( , ,ri), -157, f5-)i

110
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PERFORMANCE .OBJECTIVE IV-2 .(continued)

Write the letter of each relation that defines-a function.

(-2, 5), (4, 3); (8, 6) S

-14)4,

(4, 3), 4, =5), (4 =

(=2, =3), (0, 0), ( -2, =2), ( -2, 3).1'

a) (10, -2),

b\ ic7, 5),

2),

d) i(=1, =22),

PERF0RMANCE OBJECTIVE IV=3.

Determine whether _a relation is'a function,
given the graph of -the relation.

1. Pictured below is the graph of a relation. Determine whether or not

the relation is a function with respect to x.



iH"ANCE OIJECTIVE IV-3 (continued)

A%cturedqbelow is
the graph of a relation. Determine whether or not

the rotation is a function with respect to x.

1. 'Pictured l'elo0 is the graph of a relation. Determine whether or not

the relation is a function with respect to x.

..x

Pictured 'blow-is a graph of a relation. Determine whether or not

e relation ,is a function with respect, to x.

112
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PERFORMANCE' OBJECTIVE IV=4'

Determine the value of an algebraic function,
given a value in the domain,

1. Determine the value of the function f(x) = 2x - 5 when x = -3.

Determine the value of the function g(x) . x2- 4 when x =--2.

Determine the value df the function m(x) = - 2 when x =

N.,

4. Determine the value of the function h(x) = 2x2-- 2x + 1 'when x = 1.

113
IV-13



PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVE IV-5

Construct the graph of a linear function in the form

f(x) = mx + b.

1. Conatruct the graph of the linear function f(xY -2x + 1.

2. Construct the graph of the linear function f(x ) 3x - 2.

1V-14,



PERFORI.iANCE OBJECTIVE IV=5 (continued)

3. Construct the graph of the linear function f(x) = -x - 5.

4. Construct the graph of the linear function f(x) = 5x + 3.

IV-15 115
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L.

PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVE IV-6

Construct the graph of a constant function-4

Construct the graph of f(k) 2.

Construct the graph of h(x).= -4.

11.6

IV -16



PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVE IV -6 (continued)

3. Construct the graph of g(x) =

4. Construct the graph of f(x ) _ =3.

IV=17 117



1PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVE IV-7

Demonstrate the procedure for finding the algebraic rule

of a composite function, given the rule for each subfunction,

1; Demonstrate the procedure for findihg guw), Where f(x) = 3x and

g(x) 7 2x + 1; Write the answer in simplest forth.

2. Demons- to the procedure f6r finding g(f(x)), where f(x) = x - i and

x2 - I; Write the answer in simplest form.g(x)

118
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PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVE IV4 (continued)

°

3. Demonstrate the procedure for finding g(f(x)), where f(x)=.° 2A-and

g(x) = 3x2 + 1. Write the answer in simplest form.

7

Demonstrate the procedure for.finding g(f(x)), where f(x) and

g(x) = xa + I. Write the answer in simplest form.

110
IV-19



.PERFORMINCE OBJECTIVE ITiT -8

Determine the Solution set of, and construct the graph for,,a linear
3

equality in one variable that contains an absolute value expression.

1. Determine the solution set and construct the graph for i+ 1 . ;

4-
2 -1 0 -1 2 3 4 5

2. Determine the solution set and constrict the graph for !by- 5

=4 ;-; -2 1 2

7.

3. Determine the solution set and construct the graph for 121C+ 4 3x - .

-2 -1 6 7 8 9

4. Determine the' solution set and construct: the graph for x I=
i

Zic I.

=4 =3 =2 . 0 1

120
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.PERFORMANCE .OBJECTIVE IV -9

Determine the_solution set ofi_and construct the graph fori a
linear-inequality in one variable that contains an absolute-value
expression.

1. Determine the solution set and construct the graph for

-
=4 ;=3 =2 =r 0 1 2 3 4 5

2; Determine the;solution set and construct the graph for I x I

3. Determine the ,solution set and construct the graph for I3x + 2

4. Determine the solution set and construct the graph for I (ax 1) I j 3

3 4 5 6 7

IV-21 121

O



gEAFORMa OBJECTIVE IV;10

--,Construct the graph of a linear function defined by a-1
rule involving absolute values

1; ConstruCt the ,graph of f(x) 1 x I + 2;

2. .,Construct the graph of f(x) = 2 I x I = 1.

t. 3; ConatruCt the graph of f(x) = 1 x - 3 I

4; Construct the graph of f(k) -72Ix+11

122
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;
UNIT IV - RELATIONS AND FUNpTIONS

ANSWERS

IV-1

1. Domain: 0, -5

2. Domain: /3, 5, 7, 8

Domain: I -2, -1, 0,. 43

4. .Domain: i10, 20, 30 3

IV-2 - (All answers

1. a, c, and d

2, a, b, and d"

3; b and d

4; a, b, and c

IV-3

1. is

2. is not

is

4. is not

IV=4

1; - 11

. 2

4. 1

; Range: 1,

; Range: 4,

; Range: 1 2,

Range. f I,

=23 =3, 2, 31

-4, 1, -1, 3

0, 41

2, 33

must be listed fOr mastery)

123
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-ANSWERS

IV-5

2.

3;

UNIT IV - RELATIONS ANI) FUNCTIONS

f x) = 3xS - 2

i

t;

IV-24 124



ANSWERS

:IV= 6

1.

2.

3.

4.

UNIT IV - RZTATIONS AND FUNCTI ONS

h (x) =

IV-25



UNIT IV - RELATIONS AND FUNCTIONS

ANSWERS

IV-7

1; f (x) = 3x and g (x) = 2x +

thus g (f (x)) 2(3X) + 1

g (f (x)) = 6x +

2: f (X) = x .7- 1 and g (x) =

thus g(f i-= 1)2 =

g (i(x)) = x2 - 2x + 1

3;

g (x) = - 2x OR x (x-2)

f (x) = 2/7 and g (x) = 310+ 1;

thus g (f (x)) = 3 (2/1)2+ 1

g (f (x) ) = 12x

4. f (k) = and g (x) = x2 + x + 1i

(f = x + I) +.x + 1
1

(x + 1)2 x + 1
1 + 1

+ 1)2

1)2

'fc2 + 3k + 3 OR
(x + 1)2

x2 + 3
x2' + + 1'

1V-26
126



UNIT IV - REIATIONS AND FUNCTIONS

ANSWERS

TV=.8

(Mastery - both parts correct)

1. 3 =3 5

2. .1 6, -11

6 -5 =4 =3 =:2 =T 0 1 2 3 4 5

IT=9

=4 =3 = \-\1 3 4 5 6 7

4
x- 4in x > -4

-4 -3 -2 -1 '0 1 2 3 4 5

2. tki 63U Lx:

3.

(Both sets required)

7 x OR Ix:

1 A

=3 =2 =1 0 .1 2 3

IV=2,7

X



ANSWERS

IV-9 (continued)
-..

IV -40

I;

2.

`t

x 2

,cfmorwsomm.....01

,

UNIT IV - RELATIONS AND FUNCTIONS

: X <

-3 -2 -1 0 2 3

+2

(x) = 2 x -1

28



ANSWERS

IV-1O (continued)

4;

UNIT IV - REUTIONS AND FUNCTIONS

IF

IV-29
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UNIT V - POINTS AND FIRST DEGREE EQUATIONS

PURPOSE

This unit is essential to the transition from_linear po quadratic topics.
It also provides necessary background material for the continued study of
mathematics.

OVERVIEW

Distance and midpoint formulas are introduced in preparation for working with
parallel and pirpendicuiar lines, isosceles and right triangles. Simple
direct variation extends the previous unit's discussion on functions.

SUGGESTIONS TO THE TEACHER

Instead of administering a separate diagnostic test, the,teacher may wish to
incorporate the entering performance objectives into theciesson. Assessment
tasks are given for this purpose. Stating the general equation before working
problems in Performance Objectives One and Two may help the students remember
the distance and midpoint formulas. The teaches may find that some or all of
the material is review for the students; however, the unit is necessary as a
transition from linear to quadratic functions. Since the material may be
familiar to some students, several higher order assessment tasks are given for
some of the objectives. A review of narrative problems from Algebra 1 should
be.incorporated in this unit.

Computer Applications: Algebra Two and Trigonometry, Reedy, p. 93, "Finding
the slope and y-intercept of linear equations";

Dolciani (1978),
pp. 101-109.

The time needed,tocomplete the unit is,approxiMately tenkdays.

VOCABULARY

parallel
perpendicular
collinear
direct variation
proportion
constant of proportionality

(variation)

ENTERING PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVES

1.

non-collinear ,

isosceles triangle
right triangle
Pythagorean Theorem
perimeter
distance
midpoint

Use the Pythagorean Theorem to compute the length of any
triangle; given the other two

side of a right

Given the slopes of two lines, identify the conditions which establish that
the lineS are parallel.

3. Given the slopes of two Iines,.identify the conditions which establish that
the lines are perpendidular.

130



UNIT V - POINTS AND FIRST DEGREE EQUATIONS

DIAGNOSTIC TEST KEYED TO ENTERING PERFORMANCE OBJECTTVES

1. Given a right triangle whose legs have lengths 8 and 6 respectively, determine

the length of the hypotenuse.

2. Given a right.triangle whose hypotenuse has length 15 and one leg has length

9, determine the length of the other leg.

3. If a and b represent'the lengths of the legs of a right triangle, and c the

hypotenuse, write an equation showing the relationship among the three

measurements.

4. Given a right triangle whose sides are represented by 2(x 1) and 2x, ind

the hypotenuse.

5. Each of the following pairs of numbers represents the slopes of two distinct

lines. Select the pair which indicate that the lineE are parallel.

--.5; 5 b) =5; c) ;5;=5 d) =5; =5

V -2



UNIT V - POINTS AND FIRST DEGREE. EQUATIONS r-

6. If m1 and miare the slopes of two Parallel lines (ni and ml 0) select;

from the following, relationships which are true:

a)

b)

0

l mi

-1
ml g2

1
= '412

ml

d)

6)

f)

mi m2 = -I

ml
m2

-ml = -ml

g) mi -
m2

h)" 1
.

ml
=(-32

i) 1 =

ml m2

7. Each of the following pairs of numbers represents the slopes of two lines.

Select the pair which indicate that the lines are perpendicular.

a) 4; 4; 4

8. If m1 and m2 are the slopes of two perpendicular lines

select from the following, relationships which are true;

a)
ml m2 d)

ml. nt m "1
b) I ; 1 e) I -

J!21 m2 ml m2
c) 1 is -(m2) f)

1
- 1

In}

V-3

132

and m2 0),

1 =, m2

m1

ml 3= -m2

-ml 1



UNIT V = POINTS AND FIRST DEGREE EQUATIONS

DIAGNOSTIC TEST

ANSWERS

le 16 ee'

2. 12

3; e + a C2

4. 22X2 + 2x + 1

5.

6; ), h), 1) (at least 4 out of 5 needed for mastery)

L

g)i t) (at least 4 .out of 5 needed for mastery)

,1

133
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UNIT V - POINTS AND FIRST DEGREE EQUATIONS

PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVES.
fi

1. 'Demonstrate the procedure for finding the distance between two kints in a
Cartesian system, using the distance formula.

2. Demonstrate the procedure for finding the midpOint of a segment, given the
endpoints;

3. 11Given'three points in a Cartesian plane, determine if they are collinear.

4. Determine the perimeter of a triangle, given three non-collinear points.

'5. Given three non-collinear points, determine if the triangle is isoscele
and/or a right triangle.

6. Given an equation of a line, state the slope of the lines parallel and
perpendiOUlar to that, line;

7. Determine an equation of a line parallel to a given line and passing
through a given point.

Determine an equation of the line perpendicular to a given line and passing
through a given point.

9'. Translate edirect variation problem into an equation and'soIve..

10. Translate a-narrative problem:involving direct variation into An equatiOn
and solve.

II; Translate a narrative problem into an equation and solve.

V-5
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UNIT V = POINTS AND FIRST DECREE EQUATIONS

CROSS REFERENCE TO CURRENTLY. USED AND/OR APPROVED TEXTS

Objective Dolciani

(1973)

Dolciani

(1978)

Dolciini

(1980)

Falter

(1979)

Keedy

(1978)

Payne

(1977)

Sobel

(1977)

ST:genfrey

(1973)

Travers

(1978)

1 299-301 333-336 341-342 214-216 426-427 137-139 273-278 351-353 307-309

2 299 =301 3 4 3 6 343 215-21( 427 140-143 276-278 351=353 307;309

3

(

299-301

306

-- .1 0 ;; ;= 139 276,278 351-354

358-359

--

4

. .

301,306 335 -- 216 89, 139 == 354,358 ==

5

,

301 335 344 -- -- 139 276,278 354 Sli P.

6 303-306 336-338
.,1

346 70-72 85-89 149-151 129 =133 356-358 --

7 94 89 8 70 87-89 152,157 132-133 103 .-

.

306 337-338 345-346 71 88 -89

,

152,157 132-133 358 --

217-221

230

90-93 89-92 299 289 -29% 191-193 104-106 143;147

262-264

243;246



UNIT V - POINTS AND FIRST DEGREE EQUATIONS

CROSS REFERENCE TO CURRENTLY USED AND/OR APPROVED TEXTS

Objective Dolciani
(1973)

Dolciani
(19278)

Dolciani
(1980)

Foster
(1979)

Reedy
(1$78)

Payne
(1977)

Sobel
(1977)

Sorgenfrey 'Travers
(1973) (1978)

10 222-223
230-232

94 93 297-299 292-293 -- 147-148
264-266

243-246

11 -- 124=129
209,211

42=4403
119=124
158-161
202-204.

1417 114=122 119=126

_ _

70=74
86-87

230-231

38=41

136



PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVE V-1

Demonstrate the procedure for finding the distance between

the points in a Cartesian system, using the distance formula.

I; Demonstrate procedure for finding the distanCe between the Points (5,

and (7, -I)

2. D&Antatrate the procedure for finding the distance between ehe points (h., 3)

and 4, ;7).

Demonstrate the procedure or finding the distance between the points (2 AT, 5)

and (,-/27 -1);

4. Demonstrate the procedure for finding the distance between the points

(3TT;= 2)and(fT,3 I-5 )

HIGHER OpEK ASSESSMENT TASK

Demonstrate the procedure for fihdihg the distance between the points (- , 3b)

and (a, -3b),

137

V-8
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/
PFFORMANCE OBJECTIVE V=2

-------
Demonstrate the procedure -for finding the midpoint of a
segment, given the endpoints.

I. Demonstrate the procedure for .finding the midpoint or the segments whose

endpoints are (5, 3) and (-1, 5).

2. Demonstrate the procedure for finding the midpoint of the segments whose

I_
endpoints are (z, 3) and (z, =7).

3. ;Demonstrate the procedure for finding the midpoint of the segments whose

endpoints are (=2 .1-17, 5) and (=4,./17 =1).

4. Demonstrate the procedure for finding the midpoint of the segments

endpoints are (3 13-) and (Jr, 3 IS).

ti

whose

HIGHER ORDER ASSESSMENT TASK:

Find the coordinates of the point A, if point.B is 6) and the midpoint of AB is

( i , =2).

V-9



PERFORMANCE. MJECTIVE 1,7;3

Given three points in a Cartesian plane,

detertine if they are colIineari

.4-

1. Which of the following sets of points are collinear?

a) )(0, 3), (1, 7), (-3, -9)j

b) i(=2, 5), (3, 2), (1, 8)1

c) [(0, 0), (-3, 3), (5, =5)1

2. Which of the following sets of points are collinear?

a) 1(6, (1, I), ) }

b) [(2, 6), (4, =2), (5, 2)i

c) (4, 6), (0, 6), (-2, 6)3

3; Which of the. following sets of points are collinear?

a) f(0, 2), .(3, 0)i (1, 1)3

b) ((4, 0), (0, 5), (2, i.))

0 1), (4, 2), (1, 4)3

Whidh Of the following sets of points are collinear?

a) fni .=).)i (0, 4), (5 6

b) f(3iV3), (.7.1, 511), 1- 35

) t(5, 3), (5- =2)i (5, 1)3



PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVE V-4

Dttermine the perimeter of a triangle; given three non-collinear points.

1. Determine the perimeter of a triangle formed by'the liointa

(2, 1).

Determine the perimeter of a triangle formed by the points

( -2,1),

, 2), (2, ;2),

(1, =5).

3. Determine the perimeter of a triangle formed by the points

-2, 0).

(4, , (1, 3),

4. Determine the perimeter of a triangle formed by ehe''points (3; 213-), (1,

(4, VT').

PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVE V-5

Given three non - collinear points; determine whether thetriangle'is isosceles
and/or a right triangle;

Each of the following sets of points represents the vertices of a ttiatigi.
Determine whether the triangle is isosceles and/or whether the triangle is a
right triangle.

1. a) (1, 2), (3i 1), (-1; -2)

b) (=2, 1), (0, -2 ); (2,-1)

2. a) (2, 3), (6, 3), (6,

b) (3, 2 /73 (1, 0), (4, -1-5")

a) (1, ); (10, -8); (- =2)

b).(0,
2), (8; -7), (1, =5)

a) (li 3), (1, 0), (5, 0)

b' (4, 0), (1, 3), (-2,. 0)

v-11
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PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVE V=6

Given an equation of a line, state the slope of d:--71
lines parallel and perpendicular to that line;

1. a) State the slope of a line parallel to the line y = 2x + 3.

b) State the slope ofa line perpendicular' to the line y = 2x +
s.

a) State the_slope ofa line parallel to the line 2x + 3y = -1.

b) State-the slope of a line perpendicular to the line 2x + 3y ,4

3.. a) State the slope-of-a-lineTparallel-ta-the-line-4X-4Y-;-7
t

_ 1 _
-b) State the slope of a line perpendicular to the line 4x + y 7

State the-sIope of a liPe parallel to the line y. a =3.

State the slope of a line perpendicular to the line y

PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVE .V -7

Ettarisina_an equation of the Mine parallel to

a given line and passing through.a given point;

1. Determine the equation;of the-line parallel to y =.7 and passing through (1, 3).

1. Wtermine the equation of the Iine parallel to y = 3x - 1 and passing through

(1, =2).

3. teriaine-the- equation-of-the-- 1 ine-paralrer-to--2x - Sy =.: -4 and, passing through

(0, -4).

4. Determine the equation of the line parallel to
2
+ = 1 and passing through

(0, =2);



PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVE V=8

Determine an equation. of the line perPendieular
to a given line and passing through a given point;

ASSESSMENT TASKS

Determine the equation of the line perpendicular to y 7 and passing through

(1, 3);

Determine the equation of the line perpendicular to y 3x - l and 'passing

through (1, 2).

3: _Deteritine the equation of the line p dicular to 2x - =i4 and passing

through (-2; 3):

4; Determine the equation of the line* perpendicular

through (a; -2)c

5

x
2 5

and passing



PERFORMANCE OLTECTIVE V-9

Translate a direct variation probl6th
into an equation and solve4

1. Write an equation and solve:

If y varies directly as x and y is 14 when x is 21, what is x when y is 18?

2.; Write an equation and solve:

If y is directly proportioned to x and y is -3 when x is 12, what is

y .when x is6?

3. Write an equation and solve:

If y varies directly as x + 5, and y is 7 when x is 9, what is y when x is 3?

4. Write an equation and solve:

If y varies directly as 2x - 5 and y is 3 when x

HIGHER ORDER ASSESSMENTWK

what is x when y is 6?

If y is proportional to xi-and ax + by s cx dy, then y varies directly as x can be

restated as

a)

b

b) b d

a - c

c)

d)

a - c

) c- a
b + d

V-14
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PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVE V-40

Translate a narrative.problem_involving direct
variation into an equation and solve.

1. Write an equation and solve: (Answer maibe left in terms of ir,),

If the circumference C of a circle varies directly with the radius ri

and C is 4r when r is
2-- '

determind C when r is 8;

Write an equation and solve:

)5(:The. total cost of 7 gallons of gasoline is $8.61. termine the

cost of 12 gallons of the same gasoline.

3. Write an equation and solve:

The weight m of an object on the moon varies directly as its weight e

on the earth; A person who weighs 15 kilograms on the moon weighs 90

kilograms on the earth; Determine the weight of a person on the moon

who weighs 54 kilograms on the earth.

4. Write an equation and solve:

The divrdand on 150 shards of stock is $125.25. What is the dkcidend

------on-400sh-ar-esofstdck?

1,



PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVE V-11

ITranslate a narrative problem into an equation and solve.

,1; Mitch can prepare and paint a.room in 30 hourt. WOrkitg with his friend Wes,

he can fihith in 12 hours; If We had done the entire job by himself, how

:long would it have taken?

2. Mary and Ted decide to move themselVet AdteidS dhe country; Ted leaves at

9:00 a.m. with the truck; going 45 mph; IMAry;hat a few last minute chores to

do, so she doesn't leave in the car until 11:00 a;m; If they decide to stop

for the night when Mary, travelihg 55 mph, catches up with Ted how .far must

they drive before stopping?

3; An automobile radiator holds 12 quarts; How much should'be drained and

1 N,

replaced with pure antifreeze to change a 407 antifreezt solution to a 609.

solution?

rkl
4; The sum of two numbers is 94; If the second it subtracted from three times

the first, the result is 58; Whit are the two tutibert?



ANSWERS(-.

V-1

UNIT V - POINTS AND FIRST DEGREE EQUATIONS

V(5 - 7)4- + (=1 + 1)z = V4- =2

7.1 1'yr-4 4'

'V-3

1. a, c

b

b, c

(3 + 7)- = v100 = 10

+ (5 + 1)2 = 2-1V-7R- = wribi

2.

3.,

4.
4. (3V7 VD2 + ( -2/i 3V3)2 =0/1T7-7-5.

)4§7

Higher Order Assessment Task

(-2a - a)2 + (3b - (-311))2'

V(=3.a.)2 +7;77

V§a2 + 36b2

/9(a2R+ 41)2)

3a2 + 4b2

-2r

1. 1.5 + 3

2 '

+ I _7

-2
e4"m _2

2

= (2, 4)

t

3 .
(21Z + 5 +

, = (-3v2, 22

-3/1+ /2- +4. (
2 ' ) = (21Y, 2)

Higher Utder;Assessment Task

V-17

146

V-4

1. 4 + 2/13 or 2(2 + 4".3-)

2. 8 ff.+ VS or 2(4 + A"),

3 . 6 +.6171 or 6(1 + /2.

4. 4 + + 2/7 or

2 (2 + f3 4- /



UNIT V = POINTS AND FIRST DEGREE EQUATIONS

ANSWERS (continued)

V-5

1. The triangle is
triangle.

b) The triangle is

. a) The triangle is
isosceles and e
triangle:.

b) The triangle is
triangle.

.--i0 The . triangle Is

triangle.

The triangle is
isosceles nor a

4. a) The triangle is

b)

a right

isorsceles.

both an
right

a right

a right

V=6

I. a)

b)

2. a)

b) 3

3. a) -8

b)

4. a) 0

b) no slope or undefined
neither an
right triangle.

isosceles.

2

3

2

I

The triangle -is both an
isosceles and a right
triangle. 1. 7 '12

2. 3x y 5 or y 3k = 5

2_

3. 5y * 20 or y = 4

5-
5x +, 4y = -8 br y = 2

V-8

1. x = 1

2. X 4-- 3y 7 ot y. ix +

5
3 ag5x + 2y = -4 or y-rc - 2

4.. 4x - 5y = 10 or y=4-tx r 2



UNIT V - POINTS AND FIRST DEGREE EQUATIONS

ANSWERS (continued)

Y-9

I. ymkx xa27,

2, y a kx y a
-2

3. y = k(x + 5) y a, 4

4. y = k(2X a 5) 1.5

2

Higher Order Assessment Task:

e)

C m kr or k

6417

2. C a Gk where C
of gas

and
G in number of gallons

of gas

$14.76

3: m a k.e

9 kilograms

4; S k where

dividend and

S. a shares

$334.00

V=11

1. 20 hours

2. 495 miles

3. 4 quarts

4. 38 and '56

A



UNIT VI - SOLVING' SECOND DEGREE EQUATIONS iN ONE VARIABLE

PURPOSE

Since first degree equations have_been studied extensively, this unit extends
these concepts by solving second degree equations.

OVERVIEW

The student begins by solving the square of a binomiali then examines various
methods for dethrmining the roots of quadratic open sentences; concluding with
fractional equations with extraneous roots;

SUGGESTIONS TO THE TEACHER

The process of dhecking solutions should be emphasized before the study of
fractional equations With extraneous roots.

Answers to the assessment measurer of objective six are given in correct set
notation: the use ofdi n for "or," "and."

Objective seven maybe used; even if the sum and product of the roots to
determine theequation is not emphasized as the method.

Computer Applications: DA§Tg_BAiIC;_Coan, pp. 114-115 (Section 8-1);
Dolciani (1980)2 pp. 285, 308;

Algebra TObAilth-TtigtitiditiftttV, F-OtOt P. 209; 250;_253;
536;Saauter-Proiramming in the BASIC Language; Golden;
Op. 66, 67, 95.

The time allocation for the. unit is 15 days

VOCABULARY

cOefficient linear term
constant term quadratic term
discriminant root(s) of an equation
extraneous root(s)

vi-1

149



'UNIT VI - SOLVING SECOND DEGREE EQUATIONS IN ONE. VARIABLE

PERFORMANCE UBJECTIVES

1. Detettine the roots of a.quadratic equation involving the Square of a
binomial.

2. Determine the roots of a quadratic equation by factoring.

3. Determine the roots of a quadratic equation by completing the square..

4. Determine the roots of a second degree equatiOn using the quadratic formula.

5. Determine the nature of the roots of A luadiatic equation by examining the
discriminant.

6; Use quadratic and fractional open, sentences to solve narrative problems.

7; Given a quadratic inequality, determine itssolution set over R and graph
,it.

. Giima the solutions -of a quadratic equation with. integral coefficients;
use the sum and product of the roots' to determine the equation.

9. Solve fractional equations, checking for extraneous roots.

VI=2

-150



UNIT VI - SOLVING SECOND DECREE EQUATIONS IN ONE VARIABLE

CROSS REFERENCE TO CURRENTLY USED AND/OR APPROVED TEXTS'

OBJECTIVE Dolciani

(1973)

Dolciani

(1978)

Dolciani

(1980)

Foster'

(1979)

i

reedy

(1978)

Payne

(1977)

SObel

(1977)

zli

Sor4infrey

(103)

Travers

(1978).

1 251=255 284 "N- -- 234 -236194 -195 309.312 282 -283

140-143 283 ;186-188 166467 370=172 69;70 186=190 185187 281;283_

237;240 284=285 286-288 168.170

195

J103 237-240 194-195

309-313

335-338 .

273=274

2813

274-276 284-287 285;288

172-174

184 =185 374=378 241=244 i 96-201 313-316 285-288

5 281=285 300=302 05-308 175.177 379=380 145=247 '21-224 322-324 289.291

268

277

286 I:: 1

288.211. .06;108 182=184H378;386

372=373

284=288

243=244 199;201 317
i

292;295

7 285-287 313 -314 319-321 206-209 -- -- 205-207 189-191 300-301

8 279=281 304=305 '09=310: 178480 381=383 248.-;249 202=204 318-321 --

184-187 208-211 05.206 290.292 278.283 244 -- 236-239 139.441

.___.



PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVE VI-1

Determine the, roots of a quadratic equation
involving the square of a binomial.

1. Solve the equation (x - 4)

2. Solve the equation (x - 7)2 = 15

3. Solve the equation (x + 3)2 2 = 0

4; Solve the equation (x + 5)2 + 25 = 0

PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVE VI -2

Determine the roots of a quadratic equation by factoring,

-4
1. By factoring, determine the solution' et for x in the equation x - 5 = 4;

2. By factoring, determine the solution set for x in the equation

zx + 2x - 15 = O.

3. By factoring, determine the solution set for x in the equation

3x2 + 19x - 14 = 0.

4: By factoring, determine the, solution set for x in the equation

x(3x - 7) = x - 5.

5; By factoring, determine the solution set for x in the equation

VI-4

15'



PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVE VI-3

Detertine the roots of a quadratic equation by completing the square;

1. Determine x by completing the square x2 + 4x = 5 = 0.

2. Determine x by completing the square 2x2 = 12x - 5.

3. Determine x by completing the square x2 + + I = 0.

2
4. Determine x b completing the square 9x - 6x = 17.

5. Determine x by completing the square x2 - 6x + 13 = O.

PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVE VI=4

Determine the roots of a second degree equation
using the quadratic formula.

1. Use the quadratic formula to solve 16x
2 2x - 3 = 0 .

2. Use the quadratic formula to solve 6x2 + x,75 - 3 0;

3. Use the quadratic formula to solve 3x
z 8x + 2 = O.

4. Use the quadratic formula to solve 2x - 2x2 - 5 = 0;

HIGHER ORDER. ASSESSMENT TASK

Use the quadratic formula tc solve x4 -.5x2 + 4 = Oi

V1-5
0 4



PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVE VI-5
ro ,..

Determine the nature of the roots of a quadratic

equation by examining the discriminant.

By examining the diadriMinant, determine Which cm of the following btgt

2

describes the roots of the equation 3x + 8x + 2 = O.

a) one double real- root

b) two complex conjugate roots

c) two rational roots

d) two real roots

e) one double rational root

2. By examining the discriminant, determine which oaa of the following best

describes the roots of the equation x2 + 2/x - 2 = O.

a) one double real root

b) two complex conjugate roots

c) two rational roots

d) two: real roots

e) one double rational root

. By examining the discrithinant; determine which one of the following best

describta the roots of the equation 2x
2
- 4x + 7 =-o

a) one doubl.e real root

b) two complex conjugate roots

c) two rational roots

d) two real roots

oneidouble rational root

VI-6 lo5



Unit VI - Solving Second Degree Equations in One Variable

.PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVE VI-5

Determine the natuA of the roots of a quadratic
equation by examining the discriminant.

4. By examining the discriminant, determine which one of the following hest
describes the roots of the equation x2 - 6x +.9 = 0,

a) one double:real root;:

b) two complex conjugate roots

c) two rational:roots

d) two real `roots

e) one double rational root

5. By examining the discriminant, determi e which one of the following best
describes the roots of the equation 8x + 8x + 2 = 0,

a) one double real root

b) two complex conjugate roots

c) two rational roots

d) two real roots

e) one double rational root

a

VI-7



PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVE VI-6

Use quadratic and fractional open sentence to

solve narrative problems;'

INIIIMIN

The area of a rectangle is-108 fquare centimeters. If the width is 3

centimeters shorter than the length, determine the dimensions of the

rectangle.

2. The sum of the squares of two consecutive integers is 265. Determine the

two integers.

3. One side of a right triangle is 1 centimeter less than the hypotenuse arO

/ e,

7 centimeters more than the other side. Determine the lengtht of each side.

Two positive integers differ by 9. Their product is 112. Determine the

two integers.

A rectangular parking lot with dimensions 20 meters by 30 meters is

enlarged by extending each side of the lot an equal amount. If the area

of the lot is doubled, determine the new dimensions.

The base of a triangle is,4 felt less than the altitude, and the area of

the tri7 le is at least 48 square feet. Determine the length of the base.

VI=8



PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVE VI-7

-sr

Given a quadratic inequality; deterMi 4 its
solution set over R and graph it,

1. Determine the solution set for x in the inequality (x + 1)
2
> 9 and graph

the solution.

Determine the solution set for x in the inequality 3x2_+ ex - 3'>0 and

graph the solution.

3. DeterMine,the solution set for x in the inequality x2 + 2x * 1 < 0 and

graph the solution.

4. Determine the solution set for x in the inequality 2k2 = 11X + 12 5= 3 and

graph 'the solution;

-,PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVE VI-8

I IN .. im.S.

Given,the solutions of a quadratic equation with integral coefficients,
use the sum and product of the roots to determine an equation.

1. Use the sum and product of the roots 4; -71 to write an equation with

integral coefficientS.

1
2. Use the sum and product of the roots

-2-11
to write atieqUation with

ini4egralpoefficientb.

3. Use the sum and produce ofthe roots {2 + 2 -- VY} to write an equati--

with integral coefficients.

4. Use the sum and product of the

with integral coefficients.

HIGHEroRDER ASSESSMENT TASK:

roots -- + - 4} to write an equat.J.on
2 2 2

2
If one root of the equation x + bx - 14 = 0 is 7, find the other root and

the value of b.



PERFORAANCE OBJECTIVE 17I79

-- --s
Solve fractional eltiations checking for extraneous Valued,

,
Solvd and thecki

of the equation

2.. SolVe and check;

1

y + 2

'1

3. Solve and check,

the solution set

eliminating any extraneous roots from the solution set

x + 3 x-+_1 x - 3
_

x + 2 x +3 x + 5x + 6

eliminating any extraneous roots from the solution set

y
Z--t I

4

eliminating any extraneous roots from.

7
of the equation

x +
4 '

4. Solve and check,eliminating any extraneous roots from' the solution set of

-4-

+ 4

4

x - = I

15 9



L UNIT VI - SOLVING SECOND DEGREE EQUATIONS IN ONE VARIAELE

ANSWERS

2; {7 - i115, 7 + ;6"--.5)

3. {-3 + -3

4. {=5 + Si, -5 -

VI -2

1;

2.

3.

3i12, .31271
2 2

{ -5

{-1 J=71

4. {3, 1}

5. {3i, -30

V1=3

1; {1; -5}

2. f" -,. ins , 3 1 /0-7r
2

4.

{6 + Ili Ti irgy
I2 2

,=-1/ i =/5-- 1
2 2"

3

54
5. {3 + 2i, 3 - 2i}

or

V1-4

-2.'

_3
{

2. E

3. 4 + AT) 4
{ ,

4. 1)4. 21., .., k
`2 2 2 2 -I

Higher Order Assessment Task:

t 2, *1

V1-5

VI=.6

1. 12 cm by. 9 cm

2. 11, 12; -11, -12

3. 5 cm; 12 cm, 13 rat

4. .16, 7

5, 30 m by 40 m

base ? 8 feet

1 60



UNIT VI = SOLVING SECOND DEGREE EQUATIONS IN-ONE VARIABLE

ANSWERS (continued)

VI-7

1. { xf x>2u

2. t xf x u

x <-4)
4! -71h -; j1-71E

< -3)
-3 -2 -1 0 1

3: 0

4. {
2

x 53}

-8

1. x2 + 3N - 28 = 0

2. 6x2 - 5x + 1 = 0

3 . x2 - 4x + 1 = 0

4. 2x + 2x - = 0

Higher Order Assessment Taslc:

root = -2

b =5

4. =4ii r =4i

0 1 2 3'

z,

VI-12 16J



UNIT VII - SOLVING EQUATIONS OF HIGHER DEGREE

PURPOSE

higher_degree are StUdied in order that equations not readily
factorable can be solved.

OVERVIEW

The procedures for factoring and solving quadratic equations are extended.
Analytical methods are used to solve higher degreeequations over the complex
number system;

SUGGESTIONS TO THE TEACHER

In the objectives, the term "synthetic division" is used if the usual process
requires factoring; the term "synthetic subititution" is used if the process
involves finding roots Of an equation and values of a function.

It is important that the student understand the Remainder Th orem, the Factor
Theorem, and the relationship between the degree ofthe polynomial equation
and the number of complex roots of the equation.

Theenrichment for the unit includes Descartes' Rule of Signs, upper and lower
bounds of real roots, graphing of functions of higher degree, and estimating
real zeros of a function.

Computer Applications: Algebra 2 and Trigonometry, Dolciani (1978), PP. 317,
322, 326; Algebra ri.onomet, Dolciani (1980),
pp. 325, 331, 334; AlgOraTwo with Trigonometry; Foster,
p. 171; WCou-teidtheBASICTILa,
Golden,:pp. 30, 66, 171=479; Algekrzlnasa
Trtgonomerry,_Keedy, p. 47.5; Using Advanced Algebra,
Travers, p. 498.

An entire chapter of BASIC BAS1c;,by James S. Coen, is devotrd to solving
polynomial equations; developing programs for determining inLeg7a1 roots, real
roots, and finally complex roots (pp. 148 -167).

The time 'allocation for this unit is approximately ten days.
.10

VOCABULARY.

synthetic division
synthetic substitution
zeros of a function
depressed polynomial reduced polynomial)

VII-1
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UNIT VII - SOLVING EQUATIONS OF HIGHER DEGREE

PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVES

1. Use synthetic division_ to determine the quotient and remainder when a

polynomial is diVided by x - a.

Use synthetic substitution to determine the value of a given polynomial

function.
H

3. Use synthetic substitution to detetthihe which given numbers are roots of

a polynomial equation;

US-6 synthetic division to determine which given binomials are factors of

a polynotial expression.

ListalI possible rational_rootsof a given integral polynomial equation

by determine pig. where p is an- integral factor of the constant term

and q-is an integral factor Of the leading coefficient. (Rational Root

Theorem)

6. :

Udd_theRationalRoot Theorem and synthetic Substitution to determine all

rational roots of an equation with integral coefficients.

7. Use.synthetic_substitutionand depressed polynotiala to determine all

roots of a polynomial equation.

8. Given at Ieastone complex re-et of a polynomial equationi identify the other

complex root.

ENRICHMENT.

1. Uad Descartes' Rule of Signs to determine the hdtber of real roots possible

in a given polynomial equation.

Use Descartes' Rule of Signs to determine the nature of the roots of a given

polynomial equation.

3. Determine the upper and lower bounds for the real roots of a given

polynomial equation;

4. USe Synthetic substitution to graph a polynomial function over the set of

real numbers-and estimate any real zeros.

VOCABULARY.

synthetic division
Synthetic substitution
zeros of a function
depressed polynomial (reduced polynomial)



UNIT VII .. SOLVING EQUATIONS OF HIGHER DECREE

CROSS REFERENCE TO CURRENTLY USED AND/OR APPROVED TEXTS

------------.......-

ADJECTIVE Dolciani

(1973)

Dolciani.

(1978)

Dolciani

(1980)

Foster

(1979)

Keedy

(1978)

Payne

(1977)

Sobel

(1977)

Sorgenfrey

(1973)

Travers

(1978)

527-529 318-321 327;330 125.-428, 467-463 71 '339=342 195197 480-482

2 527=529 315=317 322-324 251-253 464 64

--

344 195-197

346 255-257

-F-
346 198=199

483-485

=.;3 52:9-532 3 9=321 m- 260- 262 '464.-465

4 529-532 319-321 =,m 257=259 .466467

65

71

111111 11111111111

--

39=342

344-346" 195-199 483 -486

275476

-- 275-276,

487-492'

487-492

255-258 265-267 261464 254456 471-474

254;256 471;474255 -259 3.20;321 261;264

7 532-533 320-321 .- 257-259 472 71 346 198=.199 494-497

8 533 -535 323-324 ;.;. 257-259 467-469 ... 300-313 494497.



UNIT Vu - SOLVING EQUATIONS OFHICHER,DEGREE

CROSS REFERENCE TO CURRENTLY USED AND/OR APPROVED TEXTS
1.

OBJECTIVE, Dolciani

(1973)

Dolciani

(1978)

Dolciani

(1980)

Foster

(1979)

Keedy

(1978)
=

Payne

(1977)

Sobel

(1977)

Sorgerfrey

(1979)

Travers

(1978)

ENTICHNENT

1 535-537 " -- 258 .- . -- --4',, 347-348 -.-.

2 535-537 ..... -- 260.262

3 541-542 -- -- 259 -- -- '-- 348-349 --

4 537-541 325-326 -- [2_64-266 =.= == 422=425



PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVE VII -1

Use synthetic division to determine the quotient and].
remainder when a polynomial is divided by x - a.

I. r3se synthetic division to determine the quotient and the remainder, when

4 3 -23x = 13k + 9x + Ilk = 6 is divided by x - 3.

2. Use synthetic division to detwl-mine tIze quotient and the remainder, when

4
X - I6X2 + 5x - 1 is divid x + a.

3; Use synthetic division to dettmine the quotient and. the rememder, when

3x4 + 2x' - x2 + Sx - 1 is divl.ded by x

'4. Use synthetic division to determine the quotient and the remainder, when

4 3 -2-X 4 2x - x + 5x - 1 is divided by x + 2i.

5. Use synthetic division to determine the quotient and the remainder, when

2x4 + 2x3 - 15.,2 - 5x is divided by x - (3 + i).

PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVE VII-2

Use synthetic substitution to determine the value
of a given polynomial, function.

1. If P(x) 2x' = 5)0'4 7x' = 10x + 3, determine P(-3) and P(5) by using

synthetic substitution.

2. If P(x) = x' + 2x2 6, determine P(-1) and P(-10) by sing synthetic

substitution.

3; If P(x) = x + 3x 2 + 5, determine P(2) and P(-2) by using syntheti;:

substitution.

4. If P(x) = 3x3 - 16x2 +17x - 4, determine P(4 and P(4) by using synthetic
3

substitution;,

VII-5
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PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVE VII-3

Use synthetic substituticin to determine which given numbers are roots

of a polynomial equation.

1; Use synthetic substitution to deterMine which of the numbers 3,

are roots of the equation 2x
3. - 3x

2 - llk + 6 = 0;

-1,
1

'

4
2

2. Use synthetic substitution to determine which of the numbers

are roots of the equation x3 + 3x2 - 2x - 6 = Ld.

-1, 1, 2

3. Use synthetic substitution to determine which of the numbers -3,

2 are roots of the equation 3x
3

- x2 - 20x - 12 = 0;

-2, =1, 1,

4. Use synthetic substitution to determine which of the numbers VT;

-/, -VI are roots of the equation x3 + 2x2 - 3x - 6 = 0.

PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVE VII -4

) I Use synthetic division to determine which given

!Anomials are factors of a polynomial expression.

1. Use,synthetic division to determine which of the binomials (x 4

(x = 1), - 2) and (lc - 5) are factors of the polynomial

4 _ 2
X - 2x - 6.

2. Use synthetic division to determine which of the binomials (x, + 3), 2);

(x + I)i and (x - 1) are faCtorS of the polynOmiaI x3 - 3x + x 7 3.

3. Use synthetic division to determine which of the binomials (x - 3)i (x 2),

(x + 1), and (x + 3) are factors of the polynomial X4 - X3 - 11x2 9x + 18.
sv.

4. Use synthetic division to determine,. which of the binoMialt (x VT),

(x + (x and. (X +1-) are factors of the polynomial

4 3 2
X t 4x + 3x - 8x - 10.

V11-6



PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVE VII-5

Litt all possible rational roots of a civen integral polynomial
equation by determining 4; where p is an integral factor,of the

q _

constant term and q is an integral factor of the leading
coeficient (Rational Root Theorem).

;,St all possible rational roots of the equation x3 - 2x2 + 4x + 12 =

2. Li at all possible rational roots of the equation 2x
4

+ x3 + 9x
2

- 8x - 24 =O.

3. List all possible rational rootsof the equation 4x
3

2k - x + 16 = O.

PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVE VII-6

Use the)14tioneI_Rc:;t Theorem and synthetic substitution to determine
all rational roots of an equation with integral coefficients.

Use the Rational Root Theorem and synthetic division to determine all

/

- =rational roots of the equation 4x 3 + 28x 31x + 8 O.

2. Use the Rational Root Theorem and synthetic division to determine all

rational roots of the eqp6tion x4 + 9x3,1+ flx2 - 21x = 0.

3. Use the Rational Root Theorem and synthetic division to determine all

rational roots of the equation 6X3 - 2X2 76x - 48 =- 0.

4; USe the Rational, Root Theorem and synthetic division to determine all

rational roots o the equation 2x3 - X2 - 6x + 3 = 0.

VII-7
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PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVE VII-8

liven At least one complex root of a polynomial equation with

real coeffiCientS, identify the other complex zero;

1; If 1 i is a root Of the equation 2x3 3x2 + 2k + 2 = 0; what other

2.

number is also a root?

a) -1 +i

b) =I =

:) 1 -

If 1 3i is one root o1" the equatiOn - 3x 6x2 + 2k = 60 = 0;

stAte ote other, complex snot;'

3 If 3i and 1 - 2i -,Ire roots of. ani equation of degree four; what .are the-7

other roots?

4; If 3 + i is a root of the equation 6x3 14xi = 2.11X + 40 = what

other number is also a root?

A) 3 - i

b) -3

c) -3 - i

VIT-8 169 .



PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVE VII-7

Use Synthetic substitution and depressed polynomials to d rmine

all roots of a polynomial equation.

1. Use synthetic substitution. and depressed polynomials to determine

all roots of the = polynomial x
3
- 7x - 6 =.0.

2. Use synthetic substitUtion and depressed polynomials to determine

all roots of the polynomial x4 + 2x3 11x2 - 6x + 24 = 0.

3. Use synthetic substitution and depressed polynomials to-determine
4,/

all roots of the polynomial 4x3 + 28x - 31x + 8 = O.

4. Use synthetic substitution and depressed polynomials to determine

all roots of the polynomial 2x - 17x3 + 58x2 - 77x + 26 = O.

VI/-9 1 0



.,

ENRICHMENT 1
.;

O

Use Descartes' Rule of Signs to determine the number of

real roots possible in a'giVen polynomial equation. .

1. Use Descartes1Rtle of Signs to determine the number Of positive real

4 3_
roots possible in the equation x + 3x + 2x

2 + 5x + 7 = 0.

a) zero d) three

b) one 10 four'

c) two f) five

_

2. Use Descastes'Rule of Signs to determine the.mlber of negative real roots

Possible in the equation x4 + 3x3 + 2x2 + 5x +7 = 0.
a

a) zero- d) three -

b) one e) four

c) f) five

3. Use Descartes' Rule of Signsto determine the number of positive real roots

possible in the equation x +,5x4 - 3x3 L 5x2 + 2x - 7 = 0.

a) zero d) three

b) One :

e) four

c) -two' f) five

4; Use Descartes' Rule of igns to determine the number of negative real roots

possible in the equation xs + x - x2 x + 7 = 0.

a) zero d) three

b) one e) four

c) two f) five

V1I-10
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ENRICHMENT 2 13,
Use Descartes' Rule of Signs to determine the nature og the roots of a
given polynomial equation.

1. Use Descartes' Rule of Signs to determine the nature of the roots of

x4 2x3 - 3x2 - x 4- 8 m O.

Positive
Real'

Negative
Real

Imaginary

N

4

2. Use Descartes' Rule of Signs to determine the nature ofiithe.roots of
ti

2x4 - 3x3 + x2.- 4x + 6 g. 0,t

Positive
Real

Negative
Real

:Imaginary

.-,--........

__...

.-\

3. Ilse Descartes' Rule of Signs to determine the nature of the roots of

3X5 = 2x3 X2 - 9 m 0,

Positive
Real

Negative
Real

Imaginary,



ENRICHMENT 3

41111111
....401MRINO

-
0i.trmine the upper and lower bounds.for the real roots of a given

ptdynomial aUatidn.

I; DeterMine the upper and lower bounds for the real roots of

x4 + 2x3 -

2. DiterMint the upper and lower boundS for the real roots of

2x4 - 3x3 + x2 4x + 6 = 0,

Determine the upper and lower bounds for the real roots of

3x5 - 2x3 i2 - 9 = 0;

0

ENRICHMENT 4

1.".te synthetic substitution to graph a polynomial function dver the set

of teal numbers and estimate any real zeros.

1 Use synthetic substitution to graph P(x) and estimate the real zeros:

P(x) = x + 2k2 = 5X = 6

2. Use synthetic substitution to graph P(x) and estimate the real zeros.

b

P(x) = x4 - 3k3 + 2x2 - x + 3

Use synthetic aubstitution to graph,P(x) and estimate the real zero

be tween CP and 1.

r.

V11-12



UNIT VII = SOLVING EQUATIONS OF HIGHER DEGREE'

ANSWERS

VII-1 V11-3

1. Quotient:

remainder 0

(3)0 = 4x2 - 3x +);
1. Solution set: {3,2}

'2

2. Solution set:
2.3 Quotient: (x - + 15x - 76/4

Solution tet: {-21
remainder 349

3. Quotientbx3 + (3 Y 2) x' +

(5 + 2 45 x+ (9 + 5 a)];
VII-4

4. Solution set: VT 43)

remainder' 945-4 9

4. x3 + (2 7 21)x2 + (-5 - 4i)x +

(=.3 + 10i); remainder (19 + 6i)

5. Quotient: 2x3 + (8 +-21)x2

(7 + 14i)x + (2 + 49i);

remainder (-44 + 149i)

V//-2

1. P(-3) = 193

P(5) = 753

2. P(-1) = 7

P( -10) -794

3. P(2) = 33

P(-2) = 33

4. P(4 = 0
3

P(4) =0

The, only factor is (x - 2)

2. None factors

3. All are 'factors

4- The factor are Cx - J3Iand

(x + VT)

4.

, ±2,

±i, ±1
1.2

,

±12, '71:24

+1; +2'
.

±1;

±3;

1-+
-4'

±5;

±3,

±2i

7;

±6, -112

+1- 4i
-2'

±4;

±i; ±q5

; ±16

. SolutiOn set:
I-8}
2

2. Solution set: {01 1, - -7}

2 i3. Solution set: N,. --3-, 41

4. Solution set: f4
2

VII-13
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UNIT VII - SOLVING EQUATIONS .OF HIGHER DEGREE

AN:MNRS (continued)

V11-7

1. (=1, 72; 3}

Enrichment 3

2. (2, a -41)
A

1. 2 -3

3. =3i 2.

4;
t

11.
'2

20 2i, 3 2i} 3;

-8

1.

2\1. 1-.3i

3 =3i01. 4. 2i

4
1

a

Enr'chmont 1

1. a

,. a , c ,

1

3.1- b , .d 1

1

4.1 b
i

Ent.

1

chmont 2

Positive
Real :

Negative
Rdil

Imaginary

---_----

1.; 2

2

0

0

2 0
2
2
4

0
2
2
4

Enrichment 4

1;

The zeros of;P(X) =1J 2.

7. 1

I

There are no real rotst;

3.

There is a root between 0 and .1
(approximately.0.2).

V11-14
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UNIT VIII CONIC SECTIONS

PURPOSE

Conic sections unify the study of Lines=and quadratic eqqations in ode'variable
with the right circular cone.

OVERVIEW

The student is expected to graph and analyze second degree open sentences in
more than one variable.

SUGGESTIONS TO THE TEACHER

Conic sections may be introduced by using examples from the environment

Formal defiuitiOnS for the conic sections are considered important; even
thotigh they are not included as performance ObjeCtives.

It is recommended that advanced Student-a demonstrate the procedure_for deriVing
the equations of each of -the conic sections. The'Enriohment introduces
eccentricity in determining the equations of conics.

Computer Applications: _BASIC-BASIC; COadi Op. 114=123;_Aikka112,tilt
itiaa5AILLJFobtet, Op. 198, 216; Computer Progoming.
illtataamlitikkli Golden; pp. 66-67, 95797; 170;
Al ebra Two with Trigonomtta, Payne; pp; 520-521;

1alocation for this unit is approximately 20 days.

conic section
'circle

parabola
-, hyperbola

directrix__
- focus (foci)

axis of sy=etry

PMFORMANCE OBJECTIVES

inverse variation
combined variation
joint variation
concavity
asymptotes
minimum point
maximum point
axis (axes)

1. Determine the equation of aparabola, given the focus and directrix.

Given a quadratic relation definedby ay2 + by + c or f(x) = ax2 + bx

a) Write it in x a(Y = k) 2 + h or f(x) = a(x - + k form.
b) Determine the axis of symmetrY.

176



) petermine the coordinates of the vertex;

d) If the relation is a function, state the maximum or minimum value.

e) Sketch the graph of the rel4tion.

3. GiVeh_a narrative problem involving the maximum or minimum value o

fiinetidt, translate to an eq4ation and solve;
.

GiVen its Centerand radius, determine the equation of a circle.

.5; Sketch the graph of a. relation in the forin (x h)2 + (y

6. Given the Coordinates of the foci and the sum of the lengths of the focal

radii, determine the equation of the ellipse.

1C2 -

7; Gitth an,egOtion in the form + 4- or _2 1, sketdi the
a b2 a lot

graph of the relation.

8. Given the coordinates of the foci and the absolute:vitiIae:of the difference

of.the focal radii, ,determine the equation of the hyperbola.

ic2 ie
9. Given an equation in the form - = 1 or - = 1S, sketch the graph

a2 b2 a2 '132

of the hyperbola.

if ; Given a quadratic equation cf the form AX + By2 + Cz + Dy E = 0:

a) identify the conie;

6) Write the equation in standard fort;

c) State the appropriate basic properties (fov the'circle, its radius and

center; for the parabiala, its vertex and r of symmetpy; for the

ellipse, its x- and intercepts and the :,o-:Aths of its major and minor

axes;. for the hyperbola, its intercepts and asymptotes);_

d) Sketch the graph;

,11; Graph the subsets of the plane defined by a quadratic inequality.

SketCh a hyperbola in the form xy = ki where k # 0.

13. Given a narrative problem involving inverse variation; translate-to an

equation and solve;

14. ,Given a narrative problem involving joint or combined variations, translate
into an equation and solve.

ENRICHMENT

betermine the equation for a conic, given the focus, directrix, and
eccentricity.
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UNIT VIII - CONIC SECTIONS

COS VEMUE TO CUVENILY VSED gOLOR APIROV3 TEXTS

Dolciani

(1980)

Foster

(1979)

Keedy

(1978)

Payne

(1977)

Sobel

(1977)

Sorgenfrey

(1971)

Ttavers

(1978)OBJECtIVE

.Eolciani

i-(1973)

Dolciani

(1978)

1 309-312 341-343 350-353 217.219

441

444 367:368

171=183

'279;282

.330-338

365 313-31-

2

226=230

237=240

a*P
307.312 .312-318 192-.194 403-408

215-230

336-368 281-282

330=333

335=342

362-365

269-278-

313:315

3

/.1 M

227-118 312.313 318=319 03.205 404=406

215 176 .271

217 179 339.343 ',76-278

1.................."

06-308 339-340 348-350 20-222

..........12121.-

429-431

288;289

358=361 291 359=361 310;112

306-308 340 148 =350'20 =222 430;431

.

360 291 359-361 310-312

6 312-315 '344-347. 353-356 24=227 432-435 362;366 292=296 366 -369 316-319

7 312-315 346 353-356 '24-227 432-435 363-365 293-248 366-36S '.)=319

8 315-319 347-351 358;362 28231 436:439,369;371 300 -304 369.372 320-323

9 315.318 349-350 358 -362 228=231 436439 3707371 301-104 369-372 320-323

10

306.318

Higher Orde

340; 343

246; 351 -- 232-234

431;435

440;444

365;366 279;304

167071 1H0: 302 359;372

319;323

324-327



UNIT VIII - CONIC SECTIONS

CROSS REFERENCE i; CURRENTLY USED AND/OR APPROVED TEXTS

OBJECTIVE

001016ni

(1973)

Dadsal
(1978)

Dolclani

(1980)

Foster

(1979)

Keedy

(1978)

1

t(1977)

Payne Sobel.

(1977)

Sorgenfrey

(1973)

Travers

(1978)

242-243 341; 343
359=361

11 306-308 347; 352 319-321 206=209 -= 383 208-210 362-365 299=301

-16)9-

266-269

12 319=321 353 364 439=440 72-373 -- 272 330-332

13 319-323 353=356 363=367 297-300 415-417 ;73-377 266=270 332-333

14 319-323 354-356 365-167 297;300 4154117 7175-17 -- 266-270 333

ENRIC1ptENT 337 -- -- -- -- == 3,6=31' ' 7:30 --

.. ..._
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PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVE VIII-1

[

,

Determine the equation of a parabola, given the focus and dire-:t7ix.

'TONIC M1 em.17.=10.

1. Determine the equatior of the parabola with focus

y =10.

(0, .and directrix

2. Determine tt equation of the parabola with focus

directrix x = 2;

-1) and

3. Determine the equation of the parabola with focus

y a -4;

(4, 0) and directrix

4. Determine the equation of the parabola with focus (6, -2) and

directrix y = 6.



PERFORMANCE OB_ECTIVE 'VIII -2

Given a quadratic relation defined by x = ay2 + by. + c or

f(x) = ax2 + bx + c:

2
a) Write it in x = a (y - k) + h or f(x) = a - h)2 k form.

b) Det_rMine the axis of symmetry;

c) Determine the coordinates of the vertex.

d) If the relation is a function, state the maximum or Minimum value

Sketch the graph of the relation.

;I; Given the quadratic relation defined by: x = 3 y2 + 30 y + 68:

a) Write it in x = = k)2 + h form.

b) Determine the .axis of Emmetry.

c) Determine, the coordinates of the vertex.

d) If the telatiOn is a function; state the maximum or minion Um vaue;

e) Sketch the graph of the relation.

2. Gin en th6 Aft relation defined by f(x) 6x + 8:

a) Write it in f(k) a (x = h)2 + k form.

b) Determine the axis of symmetry.

c) Determine the cocrdinates of the vertex.

d) If the telatitift is a function; state the MakiMtm or minimum value.

e) Sketch the graph of the relation;

3. (7-ken the quadratic relation defined by act= -2 Y2 + 6 y - 7:

a) Wtite it in x = a (y - k)2 + h form.

b) Determine Old axis of symme tryi,---

c) Determine the coordinates of the ver!,,,.

d) If the rel- on is u functir!, stet

e) Sketch the grad' the relation.

V111-6
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PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVE VIII-2 (Continued)

4. Giien the quadratic relation defined by f(x)

a) Write it in f(x) = a (x - h); + k form.

b) Determine the axis of symmetry.

c) Determine the coordinates of the vertex.

x2- 12 ic = 22:

go-

/
If the relation is a function, state the maximum or minimum value.

Sketch the graph of the relation.

PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVT. 1,111-3

Given a narrative problem involving the maximum or minimuca of a

function, translate to en equation and solve.

1. W. & G. Realty estimates that the month p" in dollars from a

buildirg "x" stories high can be founi k =2 x2 ± 44 x. Whit

height building would give the company the most profit?

2. From all pairs of numbers whose difference is 40; determtne the two whose

product is the least.

3. Ile Smith family used 200 feet of fencing to cnclose their rectangular

yard; What are the dimensions and he area of the largest pool with

a deck that can be built and enclosed by "this fencing?

4. Dr. Helen West and her associates see 100 patients a day, and each patient

pays $20.00 for the office visit; She estimates that the group will lose

our patients for earn $1;00 increase in the office fee. nod the most

profitable fee for,them to charge.

V111-7
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PERFORMANCE OBJECTII;Z V7:I-4

! Given its ,.'.!(,:rto;..- :4..ztermine. the equation of a circle.

A circle has center. at (0 0) and a radius of 6;writeits equation.

2. A circle has its cente: at the origin and its radius equals 7; write
4

its equation;

3. kcircle has its center at

equation.

and its radius equals 5; write its

A circle has its center at (-1, -4) and its radius equals V33 write;_-

its equation

PERFORMANCE OBJECTS VIII- 5

Sketch the graph of a relation in the form x h) + (y - k)

I. Sketch-the graph of x2 + y 2 = 25.

Ske' the graph of (x - 2)2 + y 2 = 16.

3. Sketch the graph of (x 3)2 f (y 2)2 = 9.

4. Sketch the graph of (x - 4)2 + (7 + 3)2 4.



PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVE V/II=6

! 1',cwn the coordinates of the foci and the ;gum of the lengths of the

Focal radii, determine the equation of the,ellipse;

1. Determine the equation of the ellipse which has (3,0) and (=3,0) as

coordinates of its foci and 12 as the sum of the focal radii.

2. Determine the equation of the ellipse which has (0,5) and (0,-5) as

coordinates of its foci and 20 as the sum of its focal radii;

. Determine the equation of the ellipse whiChlas (0,4) and ( i=4) as

coordinates of its foci and 16 as the sum of its focal radii.

4. Determine the equation of the ellipse which has (7,0) and (-70) as

coordinates of its foci and 18 as the srm of its focal radii.

HIGHER OpDER ASSESSMENT TASK

5. Demonstrate the procedure for deriving Lae equation of the ellipse which

has (c,0) and (- 0) as coominates of its foci and 2a as the sum of its

focal radii.

186



PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVE VIII-7

11MII 1110110.

x2 y2 2 -2
Given an equation in the form = 1 cr rs 1, sketch the

a b a

graph of the relatiOn.

X2 2

1. Sketch the graph of 4-
9

1.

2
2. Sketch the gra' - 1"

4
=1 1.

2

3. Sket,ch the gra = I.

2x
2

Y-
4.7

4. Sketch the graph of 16 26

PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVE

Given the coordinates of the foci and the absolUte value of the differencel

of the focal radii, determine the eqUation'of the hyperbola.

1. Determine the equation of the hyperbola which has (0,S) and (0,-6) as

coordinates of its foci, and 6 as th6 absolute value of the difference

of the focal radii.

Determine the equation of the hyperbola which has (0,7) and (0,-7) as

cooreinatesof its foci, alid 12 as the abSolute value of the difference

of the focal radii.

VIII=10

1S7



3. -Dittermine the equation of C. which hay (5,0) and (;-5,0) as

coordinates of its foci anti S as the absolute value of the differeuce

of the focal radii.

4. Determine the equation of the hyperbola which (3 ., ar,a (-3,0) as

coordinates of its foci and-4 as the absolute value cJ. 0,c difference of

its focal radii.

HIGHER ORDER ASSESSMENT TASK

J. Demonstrate the procedure for deriving the equation of the hyperbola which

has (c,0) and (-c,0) as coordinates of its foe; and 2a as dhe absolute

value of the difference of its focal radii.

PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVE VIII- 9

xa
Given an equation in the form -2." 1 or -- - = 1, sketch the

a b2 a b2

graph of the hyPerboIa;

I. Sketch the graph 0
- 9

2. Skctch the graph of L.- - = .

16 4

I

Z _2 :.

I

.L.3. Sketch the graph of - ;
i

i6- 4

2 -2

4. Sketch the graph of X-
4 64

" 1S



PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVE VIII-10

_

Given a quadratic equation in the form Ax By + Cx + Dy + E = 0:

a) Identify the conic.

b) Write the equation in standard form.

c) State the appropriate basic properties.'

(for the circle; its 'radius and center;.for the parabola;

its vertex and axis of symmetryi for the ellipse, its x and

intercepts and the lengt of its major and minor axes; for

the hyperbola; its interpts, and asymptotes);

d) sketch the graph.

Part etc Match,each of the eqtions 1 12 with the name of its graph

a) lime b) cireol parabola d) ellipse 0 hyperbola

1.
2x2 42 4. 9 0

4x - y - 3 = 0

3. x2 - 10x - y + 28= 0

4.
y2 49 0

5. x- 6x - y + 28 = 0

6. x - = 0

7.
24x + 25y2 100 = 0

X-2 -2
y..._

8.
16

- l = 0
IG

9. -16x2 + 9y2 - 144 f 0
1

10. X 2 %-2- y - 16 = 0

II; 25x2 q 9y2 - 225 = 0

12; y2 - - x + 13 = 0

1S)
VIII-12
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PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVE VIII y lO (continued)

13; 4x2 3y2 a* - 6y - 5 =

14. x2 - 2'2 4x - 6y7 0

. 15. 2x2 2y2. + 4y - 4x - 9 = 0

Fart El

For numbers 3, 7, 8, 9. and 12 of Part A:

a) write the eguat:-a .7=naard form.

b) State t. '-;.;:verties (for the circle, its rtldius and

center; for the parabola; its vertex and axis of symmetry;

for the ellipse, its x and y intercepts and the lengths of

its major and minor axes; for the hyperbola, its inteepts

and asymptotes);

gketch the graph.

For each higher order assessment task (13, 14, sad 15):

a) Write the equation in standard form.

b) State the basic properties (for the circle, its radius and center;

for the eIlipse its center, lengths its major and minor axes,

coordinate;: of the endpoints of major and Minor axes; rz,: the

hyperbola, its center, the lengths of its transverse and conjugate

Axes, the coordinates of the ilidpoir.r1 of the transverse and

conjugate nxes).

d) hetchS the graph.

V111-13

1 90



PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVE VIII-11............
Graph the subsets of the plane defined by a quadratic inequality;

1.

3.

4

Graph the inequality y > x2 - 4.

Graph the inequality 9X2 36;

Graph the inequality (7;c = 3;2 (y + 2)2>

ckagh the inequality x2 - 4y2 16.

25;

PERFORMANCE. OBJECTIVE VIII-12

1..__Sketch a hyperbOlc in the form xy = Ki where

1. Sketch the function xy = 6.

2- Sketch the function = -4.

1
3. Sketch-the fqnction xy =

4. Sketch the functich



PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVE VIII-13

Given a narrative problem involving inverse variatiOni

translate to an equation and solver.

1. Xf x varies inversely as yend x = 3 when y is 8, find y when x is 4.

2; If y varies inversely as xi and y isSwhen,xjs find x when yis 9.

3. The rates of two meshed gear wheels are inversely oroportional to the

'diameter of the wheels If one wheel has a diameter of 5' inches and

revolves at 750 r.p.m., at what rate does the other wheel revolve, if

.

it has a diameter.of 10inches7

4; The amount of light falling on a given spot is inversely proportional
,

t

to the square of the, distance between the spot and the source of the

_
light. If the spat is 8 lumens when the source is 30 feet away; how

much light falls on the spot when the source of the light i8 15 feet

away?

92
VIII-15



PERI( ")12,TECTIVE 'VI II-14

Giver .1i;,-rati.Je problem Involving joint or combined

variatons, trans.J.ate into an equation and solve.

-vo
1. If x 7..::.eq jointly es y and as the square of z ',,and x = 4 when y = 3

and z = 2, determime Tlhen y = 6 and z =

If x varies directly as the square of y and inversely as z, and if x = 2

when y = 3 an = 27 de-ermine x when y = 2 and z 724.

3. The pressure (p) needed to force water through a pipe varies directly as

the square of the relocity (v) and inversely as the radius (r) of the

pipe; If the pressure is 75 pounds when the velocity is 5 and the

radius is 2, determine the pressure when the velocity is 6 and the

iradius S 4.

. The volume (v) of a right circular cone varies directly as the product

of the radius (r) sauared and the height (h). If the volume is 432 cu.

am when the radius is 4 cm and the height is 9 cm, determine the radius

when the volume is 972 cu; cm and the height remains at 9 cm.

(



ENRICHMENT

Determine the :qvation for a cemic, given the focus, directrix,

and ectentrici

;-
1: Determine the equation of the conic 1,0.th focus

and eccentricity
7

, directrix x =

Determine the equation of the conic with focus (°1,91 directrix x = 8,

and eccentricity e = 3 .

3.
/

Deterthin the equaeion of:'-"Ehe conic with fbcus (6,1Vdirectrix x = T,

and edcentricity e = (
7 5

4. Determine the equation of the conic with focus (0,= 12),.

directrix y = -4, and eccentricity e =-XT



ANSWERS

VIII -1

1
1. 24 X2 -4

2. x = 5-(51 + 1)2
7/ I

3. y =
'S

Ex - 4) 2 + 2

4.

VIII-2

=
- _ _
Ti qx + 2

UNIT VIII = CONIC SECTIONS

1. a) x = 3 (y + 5)2 -7
b) y = -S

C) (-7

2.

d) Not a function

e)

11111111111111

11111mmlum iii

eani

IMMO MINI
11110Miii111111111111111111111111111MM

1.674.31011111121111rarinaniziammeimen

a) f (x) = 3 (x - 1)

b) x =1

c) (1, 5)

d) Minimum value = 1

4' 5

95



VIII -2 (continued)

2;

..

UNIT VIII - CONIC SECTIONS

111111111111MMEINIIIMMEIN

111111111E

REM,11111111110E11

3; a) x = -2(y -

b) y =

c) t-5;
2 2

3- 2
- 5

2 2

d) Not a function

e)":

trAr.11111111111111111111111110ERMI
110111=91..511MENIIIIIIMELSEE
51111111111111111111PREWAVEMIIIIIII
menuaamsbumforaiss
11111111111EM,NE: IIMEEMZI1111

Rammummxsminiummummunmanno
iNFIR11111111111111111111BERII
111111111111111111111111MimENIENE

VIII -19 1 9 6



`ANSWERS

VIII-2 (continued)

4;

VIZI-3

AJNIT VIII 7 CONIC SECTIONS

f(x; = -2(x + -4

x -3 'I

e-3

Maximum value = -4

1. 11 stories

2. 20; -20

3. 50' x 50'; 2500 sq. ft.

4. $27.50

1. x +

2
X + y = 49

3. (x + 5) 4". (Y -.7)2 = 25

4; (x + 1)2 + (y + 4)2 = 3

VIII-5

1;

2. r

3.

RUMMEMO.MES
-111MWORMAREE
muswimmemm
MASEMEKMMER
MMEMMEMMEME
MOMMENEEMME
MMONWIMMEEMO
UMENUMEMME
EMMUMENIUMME.
MEMAIMMININEMN
MUMMEMMOBENN
miummerassommmumnimmumwm
mommummmmmma
!MN MMEMEAMM

1_97



fUNIT VIII - CONIC SECTIONS

ANSWERS

VIII - 6

3
X62

2
y721;

2.

3 .

4'

5;

_x_
+

y

1

_ 1

75

__x_2

100
y2

48

x2

64

_.Y._
3281

F'P + FP = 2a
(x 4.6)2 2 21 .

(x+c) 2 + y2 = 2a 4x -c)2 +

(x+c) 2 + 2

4a2 - 4a i(x-c) 2 4. y2 + (x,.c) 2 + Y2

x2 + 2x6 + c2 + y2

4a2 4a(x c) 2 4, y2 4. x2 c2 4. y2

4xc - 4a2 = -4a jx-c) 2 -I- y2

a2 - xc = a I(x-c) 2 + y2
2a2xc + x2c2 = a2 ( x2 _ 2xc c2 + y2)

a4 - 2a2xc x2c2 a2x2 - 2a2xc +

a4 - a2c2 = a2x2 - x2c2 + a2y2

a2 (a2 - ) = x2 (a2 - c2) t+ a2y2

a2b2 = b2x2 + a2y2
x2 2= +
a b NOTE :

a > c
2a 2 > c

a2 c2 > 0
let a2 c2 ),= b2

9 2 + a2y2a y

VIII -21

t8



2.

3;

A
UNIT VIII - CONIC* SECTIONS

IMMINUIUMINEME1111
11111KRMAC2111111

11111111011=iiiiiiiME11
wrammummummem
siimummosegnosmorivaimmumajiimaiit

lommorassim.

4;
11111110111111111M1111111

111111111111MillE1111111
11111111111,21104111111111M
IIIREAVANSIMME
MLWALREIELIWZREnewinoncum

1111111111111111111111111
KilaR111111111111M

IIIIVIMMEREITAPA
RIPARLINWESIMiniamumal
111111110M111111111

111111111111111111111111111

VIII= 22

199



ANSWERS

X2 2
3; 16 9

x2
4

3.

UNIT VIII = CONIC SECTIONS

IPF' =PFi = 2a

(c 6) yz /(X-=c) 2 + y2

(3-c c + y2 = 2a + (x - c) L + yz

(x + c) 2 + y2 = 4a2 +. 4a (x - c)2 + (x-c)2 + Y2

x2i+ 2xc + c2 + y2 = 4a24a/(.2-c + y2 +. x2 2xc + c2 + y2

2a

O

4kc 4a2 = 4a (X - )2 4. y2

xc - a2 = a (X - c) 2 + 72

2 2 = a2 (x2 - 2 2
)2xc + c + yx c - 2xca2 +2

X2c2 - 2xca2 a4 = a2x2 - 2:cq,a2 + a2c2 a2y2

k2c2 a2k2 _ a2y2 a2 c2

X2 (C a2) a2 - a2)

x2b2 a2y2 a2b2

x_2
2 = 1a-

VIII -23

200

NOTE

c > a

c2 > a

a2 > 0

let

c2 a2, 152



ANSWERS

VIII - 9

4.

UNIT VIII - CONIC SECTIONS

NW

air
KAM CI

liall
illi

ihriall
OM

a :

1111 Ell
-WAINEUNE.E
Minallri%

Part A

1. )

2. a)

3. c)

4. b)

5: c)

6. a)

7. a)

8. b)

9. e )
4.

10. e )

II. d )

12. c)

EMUMMIUMMS MUM am
111131g1

'MEN
NRIAMEMMOMAP WIN W
'MEM= OMMOMMOMMM
mna gam. m_mmiammesam.

E

mem mONEEMMilm

I 11111
I

!OMNME

VIII-24 2



ANSilEES

VIII-10

Part B

3.
a)

b)

":UNIT VIII

(continued)

y = (x - 5)2

vertex (5, 3) axis of

symmetry x = 5

CONIC SECTIONS

.8.

a)

b)

c).

x2

(0,

4- y2 = 16

0); radiuS 4

1111MUMMINIMMIMI
111.511111MMIMMAIMM

NREEMEMENUMM

IIII

IIMM111111111110111111

r.

7.

mulmmommonal mm
111111111111111111111111Momm
mammilemmAmmumm

sigissitimorm
IIIIIMEMNIMMIMM111
NM Immo

a) 273-,* = L

b) (5, .0); (-5, 0) ; (0,. -2);

(0, 2) major axis 10; minor

axis 8

mnnamemummmonommansums
ummumweirimismiamposeiiinotarram

IIIMMWMMALM11110111111111
11011MMIMI

V111-25

202

9;

12.

b)

= 1
16 . 9

(0, 4); (0i --4); asymptotes

y
=

4
-x and y -x
3 3

a) x (y 4) -.3

b) vertex (-3, 4) axis of symmetry

4

,11111111111111111111

MAaAMIN MM.=

LIMI111111==1MOH
1111111111111111111

111111111M11111I .



ANSWERS.

dill -loB (continued)

I3.

14..

(7 - fie

UNIT VIII - CONIC SECTIONS

4 3

b) center (1, 1); length major axis 4;

length of minor

end pts, major axis (1, -1)0 (1, 3)

end pts. minor axis (2.7, 1) (-.7, 1)

2

(7 +
2

1

4

=, 2)

2

'b) center (2,_-1.5); length transverse

1--

axis 1; length of conjugate axis /2;

end pts. transverse axis (2, -1);

(2, -2); end conjugate axis

(2.7, -1:5), (1.3; -1.51

111111111115KM11111111 IIMOMEM. I
1111111LIVIBM)
M11111Erallhk.,ISIMP21 1
1111111Mial11111., 11111
ASED111111WUNIUTM

ilummuumainw
611151111311111111M1111
MIN-11111111.11111116
11.11M1114111111
11111 N-4P.M1111111111111

MI RPM-
11111

MI ....
.6 IMV1111 ....Ir._ ....

11M-.1111Ina Jo-.0-........,
N101111g

,-______

IF
,,

i ,,

I ; ;

i--

1,

.VIII -26
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ANSWERS

VIII -10B (Continued)

15.

UNIT VIII - CONIC SECTIONS

f(x 1)2 + (y + 1)2 =
2

b) center (1, -1 ); radius



ANSWERS

VIII-11

1.

2.

3;

UNIT VIII - CONIC SECTIONS

111111170111111111111111101111111imumaumpodins
IIIIM

lom
IEEmosiniMUM11

INIIIIMMENIIMI11111
1111111MIIIIMILEMEMO
11111011EmmimnimM4
1111FIESEIVEril

MINEWEES1111411

ILIMMININI1111111111111
IIIIINIMMENERWM11111111
11111u1IIIMMINPRIPALM
NE11111MIIIIIIMMUNIEEnum 'mum I:1MM

4.

MEM ' MEMNMMMMMENNmmn MMEMEM
I

EEEMS MIMENSE=
EMEMOINOMMEMEWEESE3
ilm.===limalumnimwm===.3
EMSEMMEEESEEF====
IMESUMMEMMEEMWEE=M
SE R2 IMMEWra

11111 NM!

VIII-12

1;

EEREEMEMENE ME
NM 111111112313ME MOMmss I 1 Mil
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EEME
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EENE
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'ANSWERS

VIII-12 (continued)

2;

.3;

4;

UNIT VIII = CONIC SECTIONS

4'

11111111

umnrime
IIIIIIIIEVIIII11111111111

IMMERAMMIERM.
Mmi InilIONIMM11111111111,1

1111111.111111Mir.
111111NIME113111111
IMME111111111111111
11111111MIME11
IIIMMINE NM=

1. xy = 24 = 4y; 6

2. x2y = 243 = x29; 3/1

3. (6) 750 = 4500 = 10x; 450

4. 8(30)2 = 7200 = (I5)2x; 32 lumens

1. x = 216

2. x = 1

3; p = 54

4; 6 = r

Enrichment

1.. 3:t2 + 4y2 - 12 = 0 or

yk2 2

3

2. 5x - 4y - I36x + 32y + 506 = 0

3; 3x2 + 4y2 = 34x - By + 99 _=

4; 2y2 = x2

2x
2.

= 0 or



PURPOSE

UNIT IX - SYSTEMS OF OPEN SENTENCES

This Unit extends the concepts and procedures learned in Algebra 1 to solve
problems that contain systems of open sentences;

OVERVIEW

This unit develops the student's skill in solving linear and quadratic open
sentences, using graphical and algebraic methods.

Some performance. objectives contain more than four assessment measures; Those
items that best suit instructional needs may be selected;

SUGGESTIONS TO THE TEACHER

Computer Applications: BASIC BASIC, Coat, pp. 182-186; Algebra 2 and
21140matti, bolCiaiii (1978); pp. 123, 135;
AI.:ebra&aVoc;ITri-onotme, Foster, p. 79;
mipiteroramming__th_the_BASIC, Golden,

pp: 96, 170; 211 (#42); 213. (#55); Aliibri Two and
Mriottet, Keedy,_pp;_123, 155; and AlObta TWo-t41th
Trighome -t Payne, pp. 522=524.

The time alloCation for this unit is 15 days.

VOCABULARY

system of equations
linear - quadratic systems of equations
quadratic=quadratic systems of equations
ordered triple.
octant

ENTERING PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVES

1. Graph a pair of linear equations to deterMine the solution set.

2. _Solve a system of linear equatiOns in two variables using the addition
'method.

3: Solve a system of linear equations in two variables using the substitution
method.



UNIT IX .=(SYSTEMS OF OPEN SENTENCES

DIAGNOSTIC TEST KEYED TO ENTERING PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVES
/

1. Graph the following pair of equations on the same Cartesian coordinate

system: 2x + y = 6

y '` -3

Write the point of intersection as an ordered pair.

2. Use the addition method to solve the system of equations:

4x + 3y -2

x - 3y

Write the solution as an ordered pair.

3. Use the Subdtitutionmethod to solve the system of equations:

2x - Sy = 1

x= 2y + 1

Write the solution as an ordered pair.

4



DI GNOSTIC TEST

ANSWERS

209
IX-3



UNIT IX - SYSTEM OF OPEN SENTENCES

PERFORMANCE CTIVES

. .z.

-1. Determine the- maximum witber'ef_pessible inter-section points of the gtaph
of linear-quadratic and quadratid=quadratic systems of equations;-4-

2. ,DeterMinethe solution see of a "system of linear,quadratic'equatip'ns
Using the:substitution method;

.

.3. Determine the solution set of a system of quadratic,A0adratid equations
in two variables using either thejsubstitution or addition method.

4. Given an ordered triple) construct the Coordinate box of.theimint..

Given an- equation of a Planej construct that.part 'of the plane that is
in the first octant;

1/4

6. DeterMinethe solution set of a system of linear equations in three
va bles..

7.. Date .e the solution set of '4:L:'iyateti Of linear inequalities in two
variables: by graphing.-

8. Determine the Solution of a narrative problem involving a system of open
sentences.

9.. Graph the subsets of the plane defined by a system of quadratic
inequalities..

ENRICHMENT

Use "Crier's Rule to solve a system c

,

linear equations iu three variables;

21



UNIT IX - SYSTEMS OF OPEN SENTENCES

"CROSS REFERENCE. TO CURRENTLY USED AND/OR APPROVED TEXTS

OBJECTIVE polciani

(1973)

Delciani

(1978)

Doleiani

(1980)

Foster

(1979)

Keedy

(1978)

Payne

(1977)

Sobel

(1977)

Sorgenfrey

-(1973)

Travers

(1978)

368.370 235.237

445

448 378 306-307 311-380 134.336

2 326-328 358-361 370.373 238.239 45-447

381

'382 305.310 375.377 337,339

4

3 329;331 362=364 3740375 238;239 i48;449 382 306-310' 318 -380 340342

4

104-105

109 141-144 139-142
4

-- --

1

172-173
_
...
_

211=213

'
105 145450 144.150 -- -- 277 -- -- 212.213

104-110 150 -153 1507154 i6-87 109-113 277. 280'142 =145 1174 21' '215;217

7 111;113 130436 126 = 128:'91 =92 148-154 273-276454-161 114-117 218.220

NOMPIOMIIMIM.111111.7011,1

8 328

IZZOEL

124-128 1124 --

447

450

258-259

271=272

1

i 45152

117; 121

311

,

206-209

9 324-325 .... 383 q)8-210 173-375 336

ENRINKENT

560=561,

574-576 157-160 \ 155458 84=86 553=554 286 68=169 X25 -527 559-560.



PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVE IX=1

Determine the maximum number of possible intersection points of the

grail- of linear-quadratic and quadratic-quadratic systems of equations.

1. The graph of a system of equations consists of a circle and hyperbola.

The maximum number of points of intersection is:

a) 0

:1) -2

0)

d) An infinite number

e) None of the above

The graph of a system of equations consists of a line and an ellipse.

The maximum number of points of intersection is:

4) 1

b) 2

-r

d) .An infinie number
'7

e) crane of the Above

. .

The graph.of a system of equations consists of a line Afi0 a hyperbola.

The maximum number of points of intersections is:

a)

c) 2

d) 3

e) None of the above

iX

13



PERFORMANMOBJECTIVE IX-1 (continued)

.

The graph of a system.of equations consists of an ellipse and Parabola:

The maximum number of points,of intersection is:

a)

b) I

CY- 2

d) 3

'6) -'None of the above
.

5 The graph of a system of equations consists Of a parabola and a circle;

The maximum number of points of intersection is:

a) 3

b) A

c)

d).

e) An infinite numbs=

I

6. The graph of a system of equatidns' consists of a Iine and circ19.

The maximum number of points of intersection is:

a)
c

b)

,c)

d) 3

6) None of the above



PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVE IX= I (continued)

7- 'The graph of a systeth of 'ecivations consists of two ellipses. The

maximum number of points of intersections is:

a) 1.

h) 2

c) 3

d) 4

e) None of the above

The graph of a system of equations consists of a line and a parabola.

The maximum number of points of intersections is:

-b)

c)

d)

e) An infinite number

IX-9

21&-

L.



PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVE IX- 2

Determine the solution.set of a system.of linear-quadratic'
r

.

equations using the substitution method.

1. Use the substitution method to determine the solution set of the system:

x2A

y = 3X + 4

2. tise the subStitution method to determine the solution set of the system:

X '

y = 17

3. Use the substitution method to determine the solution, set of the system:

2x2 y2 24

Y = x

4. Use the substitution method to determine the-solution

2
y = 12

2x

IX-10

set of the sYstem:



yERFORN&NCE OBJECTIVE IX- 3

Determine the solution set of a system of quadratic-quadratic equations

in 'two VakiableliUsing either the substitution or addition Method.

1. Determine the solution set of the system:

2x2 * 4

2 ,ZX y * 5

2: Determine the solution set of the system:

2x
2 y 2

21 4 ,

_z _2
x y x2

3. Determine the solution set of the system:

si 3

t 1

4. Determine the solution set of ttio systeM:.

Y X24, 3x +1

y,* 2x2'- 3

5_. Determine the solution set of the system:

'



PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVE=LX-4

Given an ordered triple, construct the coordinate box of the point.

donstru t the coordinate box of the point (2., 5, 3).

2. Canitruct the coordinate box .of the point (4, 4, 1).

3. Construct the coordinate box of the point (3,

Construct Ehe coordinate bOX of the point (1,

2, 4).

PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVE IX=5

Given an equation -of a plane, construct that part of the plane that is

in the first octant:

I. Construct that part Of the plane 2x + 3y + 4z = 12 that is in the

first octant.

Construct that part of the plane x + y + z = 4 that is in the first octant;

3. ConatrUdt that part of the plane 3x + y + 3z = 6 that is in the first octant.

4; Constructdhat part of the plane x + 5y + 2z = 5 that fs in the first octant.



:PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVE IX-6

Determine the solutiOn"Set of a system of linear equations in three

variables.,

L.

1. Determine the solution set of the system:

3x + 4y - z = -10

x + 2y - 5z = -22

2.;c - y + iz = B.

The solution set is:

a) { (1, 5)}.:

b) 000 0, 10) 1

c) [(-2, 0, 4))

d) ',{(4i -8i 2))

e) NOne of the above

2. Determine the solution set of the system:

2x + y + z

x - z 211 MID

331, - 4y - 3z = -1

The solution set is:

a) {(2, -2, 5) }

b) {(-2, 5, 2) 1

c) fl2, 2, -5)1

d) OS, 2, -2) 1

e) 0

f) None of the above

6

LK 13
. 21.9

-1



PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVE IX-6 (continued)

3. Determine the solution.set of the system:

+ y - z in -4

2x + y + z =I 3

x y + 2z ma 3

Tha'solution set is:

a) {(I, 2. 3) }

b) {(3, 2,-1)1

{(-1i -2i 3) }

d) { ( =1, 2 3)}

e) None'ODf the above

4; Determine the solution set of the system:

2x -y +3zsa 10

3x + 2y - 4z -8

z + y - 3z is 5

The solu.4on set is:

7r))

b) 11, 31

t 69- 3..51

2 '; 2

d)

e) None of the above

ON.

2 m



PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVE IX-7

Determine the solution set of a system of linear inequalities

in two variables by graphing.

1. Determine the solution set of:

2x - ys 2

y 2x

by graphing.

2. Determine the solution set of

3x + 4

y > x - 3

by graphibg.

3. Datermine the solution set of:

lx + y 2:

+ 3y s -6

by graphing.

Q. Determine the solut. set of

-x + 2y a

2x + 3y< 6

by graphing.

5. Determine the solution set of:

x Z 3

y a 2x + 1

by graphing.

2 1
TX--;15
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PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVE Lk=7 (continued)

HIGHER ORDER ASSESSMENT TASK

6. .Park Company. --oufaotutes two types of auto partsi both of t4hi-Ch require

two machines. Each machine is available for a maximum of 180 minutes a

da7r. Part A takes four minutes on machine I and three minutes on machine II;

it will yield a profit of $8.00. Part B taked five minutes on machine I'and

six minutes on machine IL; it will yield a $12.00 profit. How many of each

part should be produced to, maximize the profit?

7. Mr. Green plans to make two types of punch for a large party. Hi has on

hand 32 units of aoncetrate A and 54 units of concentrate B. Each liter

of type I pfinch requires four units of A and one unit of B. Each liter of

type II punch requires one unit of A and six units of B. Determine the

maximum number of liters that Mr. Gteet can make;



PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVE IX,41

Determine the solution of a narrative problem involving

a system of open .sentences;

1. Determine all pairs of integers for which the sum of their squares

is 25 and the. difference of their squares is 7.

2. .A rectangular lot which lies with its longest side on a river's edge

has an area of 72 square meters; If the owner wishes to fence the

other three sides, he will need 25 meters of fencing; Determine the

dimensions of the lot.

3. Determine,all pairs of integers for which the product is 12 and the sum of

their es is 25;
2

.

4.. Determine the lengths of legs of a right triangle whose hypotenuse is

13 centimeters and whose area is 30 square centimeters.

5. Determine the.measures of the angles of.a triangle if Mice the first,

plus the second; is equal to the thirdi and if the second plus the third

is 20 more than three times the first;

6; Beatrice -,is five times as old as Dick. Tin years from now Beatrice will

be three times as old as Dick will be Find the age of each;

-
7. A Shopkeeper sells a blend of coffee for $4.25 a pound. When mixing the

blend he adds together coffee beans selling for$3.50 a pound and beans

staling for $4.75 a pound; If he wants to prepare 20pounds of blend;

how many pounds of each kind of coffee must be mixed?

i.

77



PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVE IX=8 (continued)

8: Ralph paddled his kayaleup the -creek to his brother's igloo in four hOlurs.

A storm caused Ralph to be left up the creek Withcitt a paddle; but using a

make =shift oar, he returned downstreamto his starting point in 2 ilhOurs.

If the round trip was 24 kilometers, find Ralp1's average rate and the

e oi the current.

Mt;.Jenkins finished his bus route and counted the change in the coin box;

He found a total of 3200 coins worth $398.00. If the coins were dimes and

quarters; how many of each coin did Mr. Jenkins have?

PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVE IX -9 ti

Graph the subsets of the plane defined by

a system of inequalities.

1.

2.

3.

Graph the following system of qualities:

x2 (y a l)2-1 4'

2
i -

1-x
- 1

2

Graph the following system of inequalities:

,
x- y- - 16 < 0

2X2 8y2= 32

Graph the following system of inequalities:

y2 - 6y + S 0

9,2 4,70 <

4. Graph the following system of inequalities:

-y s x +i

25x2 + 4y2 - 100 s 0

4y2 - x2 4 :

`IX l8



ENRICHMENT

Use Crater's Rule to solve a system of linear equations in three variables.

Use Cramer's Rule to solve the system:

-x + 5y + z a -5

2x + 3y -5z 7

x + 4y + 3z .4 9.

2. Use Cramer's Rule to solve the system:

-x - 2y + z 4

2x- y + 3z 1 7

3x+ Sy - z -4

3. Use Cramer's Rule to solve the system:

x + 4y + z 6

-3x + .y + 6z .1. -3

2x+ y - - 3

4 Use Cramer's Rule to solve the system:

3x+ y + 3z rn I

2.y +.:5a at -3

=6* = 2y + z -5



&Wan

Ix-1

1. c)

2. b)

3. )

4, e)

5. b)

6. c)

7. e)

c)

, IX -2

AMMT IX - SY TEMS OF-OPEN SENTENCES

I. {(4, 16), (-1, 1)}

2. [(4i 1), -10

1.X=4

1.

2.

3.

4.

IX -3

{(24%

{(2ii

24)i (724., -24)

(-2i,-4i)j

1 3.

1. f;(x, y): 2, (-2, -I) ,

(=2, 1), (-2, -1)1

2. {(k, y): (Vi, 0), (45, 0)}

3. {(x, y): (1,2), (-1,-2), (21,-0,

(=21,1) }

4. ((x, (4,29). (-1,-1)1

5. [(xi Y): (5,1), (1,5)i

EX-20

717 ... 226



UNIT IX o SYSTEMS'OF OPEN SENTENCES

2; 4;

r-

EX-21,
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ANSWERS

IX-6

1. c)

2. a)

3. d)

4. e)

IX-7

1;
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ANSWERS

{continued)

2.

3.

UNIT IX =. SYSTEMS OF OPEN SENTENCES

A7

-Tx-23
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ANSWERS

IX=7 (continued

4.

5.
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UNIT IX - SYSTEMS OF OPEN SENTENCES
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HIGHER ORDER ASSESSMENT TASK

6.. (20, 20)

7. 14 liters

ix-24



ANSWERS

UNIT IM= SYSTEMS OF OPEN SENTENCES

_1148 7 7

1. ((4; 3 ); (4; -3); (-4; 3);

(=4; =3) }

2. ((9 meters by S meters), .or.

(16 meters by
1r

or 42 meters)}

. ((=1; =4); (30 4) )

17=8 (continued)

4. (5 centimeters and 12 centimeters}

(40; 40; 110)

6. Dirk--10 years old
.

Beatrice--50-years old

7. 8 lbs of $3.50 coffee

12 lbs of $4./5 coffee

8. Ralph's rate--39kph

Current's rate-- .9 kph

9. 2680 dimes

IX -9

520 quarters
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ANSWERS

IX-9 (continued)

4i

I

UNIT Ix - SYSTEMS OF OPEN SENTENCES

ENRIMENT

i. {(5; di i)5

2. {(3, 2, 5A .

3 E(

2 2 2

4.
t(

-4;
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PURPOSE

UNIT X= REAL NUMBER EXPONENTS

Rail number exponents provide further study of-expressions and equations as
background for the exponential and logarithmic functions in-Unit XI.

OVERVI2t7

This unit advances the study -of exponents by supplementing whole number
eXponents_with integral, rational, and irrational exponents. Although new
material is introduced, the student shouId find the topics closely related to
firit semester Work,' and, therefore; a break.in the otherwise rigorous second
semester.

SUGGESTIONS TO THE TEACHER

4 This u nit, will progress rapidly if thitudent deMonstrateA s mastery of the
enteringperformance objective.

1 1-

The basic negative exponent equivalencies:
a

;6' a-n (a 74

are nokindividual pirformance objectives, but should be emphasized.

Computer Applications: Dolciani (1978), p. 397;

Golden,
pp. 50-51, 58, 137-138; and Algebra Two and Trigonometry,
Reedy, p. 335.

The time alloCated ft:it thiS unit is twelve days.

VOCABULARY

babe
power

x1 233



UNIT X.- REAL NUMBER EXPONENTS

. PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVES

1. Given an expression involving:

a) a product of rational_expressions
b) a quotient of rational expressions
cY.a power of a rational expression

with integral exponents, use the properties of exponents to deterMine an
equivalent expression.'

2. Given an expression with positive integral exponents; rename quotients as
products using properties of exponents.

.3. Given an expression With integral exponents, write as equivalent expression
using positive exponents. ---------

4; Write an in radicil form, when "a" is a real !Wither and "s" is a rational

number.

5. Determine the equivalent exponential form for a given radical expression.

6. Given an expression in the form7, write it in simplest form..

. .

7. Given a number which can be expressed in radicak form as .07 write the
radical with a smaller index by reducing Min.

Given an indicated product of radical expressions with different indices,
demonstrate the procedure for simplifying to a singleradical expression.

9. ;Given a radial equation in one variable, deternene the solution'set.

10. Given an expressionWith irrational exponents, write it in simplest form:

ENRICHME:NT

1. Simplify a given radical expression.

2. Given* an exponential equation in one variable, determine the solution set.

x=



1

UNIT X - REAL NUMBER EXPONENTS

CROSS REFERENCE TO CURRENTLY USED AND/OR APPROVED TEXTS

Dolciani

(1973)

Dolciani

(1978)

Dolciani

(1980)

Foster

(1979)

Keidli

(1978)

'Payini

(1977)

Sobel

(1977)

Travers

(178)
OBJECTIVE

Sorgenfrey

(197 )

1 159162 174=177 381-384 304-306

- 1

328-330

:

59

294-295

6772 209-216 115-120

2 159-162 -- 171-175 304-306 327=329 300=301 213-216 119=423

3 339=340 171475 304-306 298-302 301 12 38989 190 119-.123

119A41 367-369 381-383 311313 328-330 3027305 147-249 389=391 351;353

5 139-341 -368,369 -381-381-- -311413- 328=330 304305 248 89;391 351-353

6 09-341 =---. 381.383 311-313 330 304 == 89;391 351-353

7 ii == 381=383 311=313 330 307 153-254 89=391 351;353

8 39=341 368-369 381.383 311;313 330 307 53254 89-391 351-353

9 51-255 370 282=284 321323 331-334 309-313 17-260 72-274 2964.98

10 ;42-344 372 .. 314-315
1

--
90-393 354357

235
236



Payne

(1977)

Sobel

(1977)

Sorgenfrey

(1973)

Travers

(1978)

315 255 391

14-315 ;- 394 355=357

OBJECTIVE Dolciani

(1973),

4%

237

UNIT X M NUSER EXPONENTS

MOSS REFERENCE TO. CURRENTLY USED AND /OR.APPROVED TEXTS

ENRICHMENT

lidded

(1978)

372

236



PERFORMANCE OBJECTWE X-1

Given an expression involving

a) a prOduct`of rational expressions

b) a quotient of rational,expressions

c) a power of a rational expression

with integral exponents; use the properties of exponents

to determine an equivalent expression.

the properties of exponents, simplify each of the following:

d) C. 4=1)2
Y

e)

r.

NOTE: 4 out of 5 for mastery)

2. Using the properties of exponents, simplify each of the following:.

a) 5a3 6a4

b)
3a.2

2a3

c) (alb) -3

d) i -1
(--2)

-
e) (a, -b*

(NOTE: 4 of 5 for mastery) x: 2 9



PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVE X-1 (continued)

3. Wm' the properties of exponents; Simplify each pf the following:

a) I3x2- 4x-2

c) (4x-I)2

e)
(i2b3a -1)2

.1/

4NOTE: 4_of 5 for masterY)

4. Using the properties of exponents, simplify each

a) xa x2

b)

c)

d)

e) ocaa 13)2

(NOTE: 4 of 5 for mastery)

of the folslowing:



PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVE X-2

Given an expression with positive integral exponents, rename

_quotients as products using properties cf exponents.

x2
1. Write e.,"-r as a product not in fraction form.

330_i
2. Write 3 as a product not in fraction form.

y w

3." Write
a

as a sum of products not in fraction form.

4; Write 5x2 + x 6
2 1

+ - -2as a sum of products not in fraction form.
x x

PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVE X-3

Given an expression with integral exponents, write

an equivalent expression using positive exponents.

Write-----.aisan expression with positive exponents.

3.1 4
write as an expression with positive exponents.

-Zw

3. Write a- a
s
b as an expression with positive exponents.

6i + b)-4. Write as" an expression with positive exponents:Ic2133

X=7

241



PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVE X=4

at

-1ff:Write a. in radical forme when "a" is a:

real,nuMber and. "ta" is a rational number;
n

1. Ewterminetheequivalent radical' form for 7 71;

2. DeterMinls the equivalent radical form for 2ab .

5.

,beterntind the equivalent radical form for

2

3x
T
y

DeteriOne_ the equivalent tadidal form for ;TcT;

Determine the equiNielent radical form for x y ;

rl

Determine the equivalent g radical form for 54 'A b 11

PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVE X-5

Determine the equivalent exponential form for a given radical expression.

1. Determine

2. Determine

the equivalent exponential form fory x21,

the equivalent exponential form for ag-1772--;

3. Determine the equivalent exponential form for 5 1V/7,74

4. Determine the equivalent exPonential form for 43X y .
_

X43

242



PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVE X- 6

Gil/6h an expression in thAorm write it in simplest form;

1. Write .1311 in simplest form.

2; Write in simplest form.

3. Write 4(77 in simplest form.

4; Write .171:1W in simplest fom

PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVE X- 7

Given a number which can be expressed in radiCal for as V.:hr._

write the radical with a smaller index by reducing ff.

1. Write 4/iF as another radical with a smaller index.

Writ's as another radical with a smaller index.

3. Write 46W? as another radical with a smaller index.

4._" Write 3 s 64a is another radical' with A smaller index.

r-



PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVE X -8

Given an indicated product of radical expressions witii-different indices.,
,-, .-

demonstrate the procedure for simplifying -to a single radical expression.

d

1. Demonstrate the procedure for simplifying OM to a single radical

expression.
5

2; Demonstrate the procedure for simplifying (N(5)6, to a single radical

expression;

3. Demonstrate the procedure for simplifying VS0(05?) to a single radical

expression.

Demonstrate the procedure'for simplifying (1/

radical expression._,

PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVE

W57) -i6 a ssngie

Given

,
.

Given a radical equation in one variable, determine the solution set.

t; Determine the:solution set for x ifq5k = 7 *42x + 5;

2. Determine the solution sit for x if-177777+ 3 0.

3. Determine the solutioh set for x if x 20;

4. Determine the solution set for x if N/75;77:7 2 x.

. Determine the- solution set for. x if 2 Vrc + 41771

X-10

44

N.,



PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVE X-10

Given an expression with irrational exponentsi: wr ite it in simplest .form.

1. Simplify (2

/5 .4T,
2. SimplifySimplify v-7-49

2 v

3. Simplify
2

2

= 1- .-fr
Simplify (3 )' (3

--if -VT-
---)-(3----

IENRICHIENT

1. Simplify given radical expressions.

a) Simplify /*A/512 s:

b) Simplify
3

.Pr.7
2. Given' an, exponential equation in one variable, determine the solution set.

a) 8na2nf3
- I

2-



ANSWERS

UNIT X .; REAL NUMBER EXPOW;NTS

X-2

-2 1. X2 r 31. a) x'2 or 1
X

b) x6

.2
C) x y or 377

d) or 2Y2

-6 3 43
e) x y or

2. a) 30a 30or a

_3_ la -4Orb) 5-2a 2

d)

a-6 b-s or

a-1 b2-:2 orb' a

or

.1

1

a° b-2

2. 3w x2 3 z

3. 2a-3 4 5b-2

4; 52 = 6 + 2x-I - x-2

X=3

C2

1.
a4 b2

2.
3y z

3. b +?
4..

X-4

2b3

c2 (a+b) 2

3. a) 12

b) a or 1. --_--
-Era 17

-2 16
c) 18x or --x2- 2. 2a4-

9a-2 9di or
4b" 4a

aa ha
a) a4b6c-2 or --r

3. a) x

b) x3- a

c) 2ax4 a

ic2a 2 aa
d) or x y-a

x2 a 2 (a+b)
or

2 a + 2 b
y a y

3. 1

4. Ya-

2 4 6 X =12



UNIT X - LEAL NUMBER EXPONENTS

t4

1.125, -125}

(2, 51

4

ANSWERS

X-5

1. x y or (x y)
3 -2 i

2. abs c or a (b3 c2 )1-

3. 5i4-y+

X-9

I.

2.

3.

4.

5.

3
4. (8x - y) X410

1.X-6

1. 8 2.

1

3 2
3.

3. X3

4;

4. 64

5.

X-7

25
1'6

2.5"

3 2\7 2 or 3 2 (Sir+1)

tr3-TT- - 2 or

ENRIMENT

1-1. aj 2 a
y2

5\/27bj

X-13 247



UNIT XI - EXPONENTIAL AND LOGARIMIC FUNCTIONS

PURPOSE,

Logarithms introduce an alternative method for SolVing difficult problems
involving products; quotients) and powers of numbers.

OVERVIEW NN

This unit begins with the development of exponential functions and their
inverses. The student learns to use the table and interpolate. Anti=
logarithms and the laws of logarithms are also studied.

SUGGESTIONS TO THE TEACHER
4

The relationship between exponential and logarithmic functions can be seen
through the use_of their graphs and by an examination of inverse functions.

SO Me confusion may he eliminated if the study of the laws of logarithms it
introdnced without encumbering it with interpolation.

Since logarithms are the basis for slide rules, they can be introduced as an
enrichment at this time.

The use of calculators,for_addition. subtraction) multiplication; and. division
may be used at the discretion of :the teadher for selected performance objectives.

Computer Applications: Aigeb-ra-2-and-T-ri-gonemetry;- (1978). p. 397;
Algebra-2-and-T-ti-gonometryi DelCiani (1980)i pp. 410;
.414=415; Coasuter Programming in_the BASIC Language;
Golden) pp. 137,(#51i 52)) 170 (#39).

The time allocated for this unit is approximately twenty days.

VOCABULARY

common logarithm
Characteristic
mantissa'
Tinear interpolation
antilogaritha_
scientific notation
exponential function
logarithmic function

C.`



UNIT XI = EXPONENTLAL AND LCGARITBMIC FUNCTIONS

ENTERING PERFORMANCE JECTIVES

I. :State a given number in scientific notation.

2. GiVen a nuMber in scientific notation; write it in decimal form.

DIAGNOSTIC TEST KEYED TO ENTERING PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVES

State in scientific notatizn: 63,400.

State in scientific notation: 722 million.

3. Write in decimal form: 6.91 a 106,

4. Write-in deciMal form: 7:3 x 16 "'.

mowp "7

000'016'9

x 'Z

0 I x 47E-9 'I

sransbri

XI=2, 2-19



UNIT XI - EXPONENTIAL AND LOGARITHMId -.JNCTIONS

PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVES

Select exponential functions from a list of given functions.

2. Construct the gtaph of an exponential function-with two first negree
variables.

3. State the domain and range of exponential functions.

4. Given a logarithmic equation; write an equivalent exponential equation;

5. Given an exponential equation, write equivalent logarithmic equation;

6. Given logarithmic eqUations of the form logbN = r where any two of the
three variables are given, determine the value of the third variable.

Wriasa given problem as to the sum or difference of logarithms, by using
either one or both of the laws: logb xy = logbx f logby

logb .70 Iogbx = logy

8. Usipg the law loglixr a' r logbx, write the eqUiVelent expression
logarithm of a power of rnumbet.

9. Using the laws of logarit
a single number.

for the

state a given problem as the logarithm of

10. Using tables of common logarithini,
a given number.'

the mantissa of the logarithm of

11. Detetthine the characteristic of the common logarithM of a number;

12. Name the mantissa and characteristic of the common logarithm of .a number.

13. Given log a; determine log (a x 10'), where n is ay. integer.

14. Using a table of common logarithms; determine the antilogarithm of a
given number.

_

15. Using the
prOducts,

16. Determine
numbers.

laws of logarithms, determine the logatithMir6 equation of
quotients, and powers of numbers.

the common logarithms of products, quotientS, and powers of

17. Determine -the solution set of a logarithmic equation in.one variable.

18. Approximate logarithms and antilogarithms of numbers not given in the
tables by using linear interpolation;

19. Use common logarithms to solve narrative problems.

20. Use common logarithms to solve a given equation;
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UN- IT XI EXPONENTIAL *N LOGARITHMIC PUNCCIONS

_CROSS REFERENCE TO CURRENTLY USED AND/OR' APPROVED TEXTS

Travers

(1978)
OBJECTIVE 6olc1ani'

(1973)

Dolclani

(1978)

Dolciani

(1980)

oetar Keedp Payne Sobel Sorvinfroy

(1973)

342-344

71

375 390;393

.

-- 482;484
392;394 54-357

342-344 371' 390.393 331-333 483=484 322424357-359 392-394 '54 =357

3 344-348 390.393 331 ;;,

358.360

;; 64465 397.400 58.361

346448 = 376477 390.393 328.330 487.489 328430365-367 394-397 58-360

5 349 376.377 390.393 328;330 486 -489 328-336365-368 394-397 58 360

6 346 -348 377 390.393 331-333 487.489 331 67;368 406-403 .58-360

7 354-355 379381 394-397 335-337 490494 335338 69371 409-4,12 .69-171

8 358;359 391 ,406.409 335-337 491-494 336.138 X 70471 412-415 ' 373.375

354.355 381 394-397 335337 444 337 371 409-415' 369375 .

10 349;351 3824183 97.399 339-341 495-498 332-334 ;76478 404-406 362-364

25t
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WIT Jil EXPONENTIAL ATI ILCARITINIC Focrious

CROSS REFERENE TO CURRENTLY USED AND/OR APPROVED TEXTS

OBJECTIVE Dolciani

(1973)

Dolciani

(1978)

Bolded

(1980)

Foster

(1979)

Needy

(1978)

Payne

(1977)

Sobel

(1977)

Sorgenfrep

J19731'

Travers

(108)

11 X49.351 382.383 397.399 339 =341495.498 339 x75.378 404.406 362.364

12' 49-351 111382.383 3.97-390. 339-341,495=498 '339;341 376 04-406 361,-364

362;364
13 49=351 382 397'199 339-34 497-498 339.141 X75 =378 404406

4 149.351 ' 383.384 397;199 339-341 99.500

333.334

340-341 378-379 404-406 °

.

3627364

*303 94,395 02.406 345.347 OW 142- 344 383-38 409-415 :369-375

16 54=363:

95-390

98401 '02-4i6 345-347 01.502 )9-344 383.386 409;415 36;375

-,,

17

37

363 384-386 11414 335;337 508 338

371 ;

86=388

395.397 gnti

402403 375

18

IMPW

:351154 384.386 399. 402

409410

414

342.344

352;355

349-J51

503 345-348 380 -382 406 -408 365-36f

,412=416

419 )79482'
19

20

363;364'

365-366

'394 ,

396=397

VIMIIMMI

398 -401

509-513

567-508

348=350

352 387=388'

351 .'352 386..388 376478
411-413

417418' i

253



PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVE XI-1

Select exponential functions from a list of given functions.

1; Select the exponential

Ay a._ i2 f (x) * 2x, 32

2. Select the exponential

x 2

(x Y3. * 2 6x

3. Select the exponential

OMMEMNIIIIM

funztion(s) from the following set:

i

9, x .1i 3
Y

, 6
3 * 216, ax al yl

function(s) from the following set:

_

Y; 63 * 216, f(x) 3x}

function(s). from the following set:

(32c -y; f(k) * 5x 43 0 64, x e 41; f(x) * 7xI

4; Select the exponential function(s) from the fOIIowing set:

(f(x) * *,32, 2y2 f(k) x2; x 2Y}

C.7

PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVE XI-2

Construct the graph of an exponential function,

9

with two first degree variables.

1. COnstruct the graph of y * 2X

2. Construct the graph of; y
X



PERFORMANCE OB3ECTIVE XI -2 (continued)

Construct the graph of x = 2Y

4. Conatruct the graph of n 3Y



PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVE XI-3

State the domain and range of...m.. (.1 exponential functions:

1. State the ptomain and range of the exponential fUnction f(x)

2; State the domain and range of the exponential ftnetien f(x) 24

3. State the domain and range-of the exponential function f(k) = 4 7.

4. State the domain and range of the exponential function f(x) = 5x = 2.

PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVE XI-4

Given a logarithmic equation, write an equivalent exponential equation.

1. Write an equivalent exponential equation for Iog39 = 2.

2. Write an equivalent exponential equation for loo 32 = 5.

3.WriteanequivalentexponeattialequationfOrlog2 tt 2.

4. Write an equivalent exponential equation for log 10,000 = 4.

XI -8 257



PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVE XI -5

Given an exponential equation, write an equivalent logarithmic equation.

Write an equivalent logarithmic equation for 82 a, 64:

2. Write an equivalent logarithmic equation for 35 = 243.

3. Write an equivalent logarithmic equation for x = 64;

4. Write an equivalent logarithmic equation for x2'24 729.

PERFORMANCE ORJECTIVE

Given logarithmic equations of the form logbN = r Where any two of

the three variables are given, determine the value of the third variable.

1. Determine the solution set for r iflogs625 =

2. Determine the solution set for N if.log2N

1
3; Determine the solution set for b if 10% = -3.

4. DeterMlne the solution set. for r if log 0.00001 =

XI=9

258



PERFORMANCE OWECTIVE xi-7

PIP

Write a given problem a@ the 5tun or difference of logarithms, by ehihq

either one or both of the laws: logbxy m logbx logby

4C
logbY -- = logbx

1. Using laws of logarithms, write an equivalent expression for

log (17) (43).

2. Using

3. Using

logs 6.

laws of logarithmd, write an

laws of logarithms, write an

equivalent

eqUivalent

2
expression for logs3;

expression for

. _

4. Using laws! of l- ogarithms, write an equivalent eXpretSion for log 21
11'

PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVE XD-8

Using the law logbxr y r = logbx, write the equivalent expression for the

the logarithm of a power of a number.

1. Using laws of

2. Using laWS of

logarithms:,

logarithms,

write an equivalent expression for log 35.

write en equivalent expression for logs49.

3. Using Iaws of logarithms, write an equivalent exnris...Jion for logs- 7.

4. Using laws of logarithms, write an equivalent expression log
9

25

1



PERFORMANCE OBJECTZVE

ilm101.4
Using the laws of logarithms, state a given problem_as

the logarithm of a single number.

1. Select an expression equivalent to lbg 6 + log 5:

a) log

b) log 11

c) log, 30

a) 30

2. Select an, expression equivalent to logs2 -

a) log 515

b)

) logs29

d)

3. Select an expression equivalent to 2 lo 2 loq
5
2:

a) 2 logs 7

b) 100

c) logs 10 + logs 4

a) logs 100

260
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PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVE XI-9_ continued)

4. Select an expression equivalent to --(log 5 7 2 log 8):

a) .?/Se- 82

b) log N31- - log 82

82
log - log

3

log

PERFORMANCE OBJZCTIVE XI-10

Using tables of common logarithms, name the mantissa of the logarithm

of a given number.

Using a table of common logarithms, name the mantissa of the logarithm

of each of the following numbers:

a) 6.31

b) 790

c) 0.083

d) 5

e) 21.1

(NOTE: 4 of 5 for mastery)

0,



PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVE XI-10 (continued)

2. Wing a table of .=mcon logarithms; name the mantissa of the logarithm

of each of the following numbers:

a) 3.46

b) 270

c) 0.0923

a) 5.01

e) 60.0

(NOTE: 4 of 5 for mastery)

3. Using a table of common logarithms, name the mantissa of the logarithm

of each of the following numbers;

a) 8;03

b) 410

c) 26.7

d) 30.0
a

e) 3

(NO1E: 4 of 5 for mastery)

4. Using a table,of common logarithms, name the mantissa of the logarithm

of each of the following numbers:

a) 4.75

b) 3;90

c) 5.61

d) 80.2

e) 70.0

NOTE: 4 of .5 for mastery)

r

XI=13
()

ti



PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVE X2-II

Determine the characteristic of the common logarithth of a htMber.

1. Determkne the characteristic of the common logarithm of each of

the ft: 1..),oWing :

b) 0.073

0 9.0

d) 72.60

a) .0.0000132

(00TE: 4 of 5 for mastery)

2. Determine the characteristic of the common logarithm of each of

the following:

a) 0.161

b) 7

c) 2640

d) 6,000,000,000

e) p.00079

(NOTE: 4 of 5 for mastery)

3. Determine the characteristic of the common logarithm of each of

the following:

a) 743,000

b) 0.00631

c) 13

a) 8.34

e) 0.000000075

(NOTE: 4 of 5 for mastery,

XI-14 263



PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVE XI-11 (continued)

4. .Determine the characteristic of the common logarithm of each of

the following:

a) 9230

b) 17,

c) 6.90

d) 0.00138

1) 0.5

(NOTE: 4 of 5 for mastery)

PERU ORMAN= OBJECTrre XI-12

Name the mantissa and characteristic of the common logarit hM.of a number.

1. When log x = 3.6291, name

a) the characteristic

b) the mantissa

When log x =0.1430, name

) the characteristic

b) the mantissa

3. When log x = 2.7853, n:_Ae

a) the characteristic

b) the mantissa

4. When log =x = 7.2967-10, name

a) the characteriatic

b) the mantissa XI-15 264



PERFORMANCE ONECTIVE XI I3

Gives log a, deter Mine log(a x 10n); where n ins an integer.

1. If log 4.97 8.6964, determine log 4970.

2. If log 5;6 =0.7482, determine log -.0.00056.

3. If log 1.9 0.27813, determine log 19.

4. If log 8.08 =0.9074, determine log 0.0808.

PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVE XI-14

Using a table of common logarithms, determine

the antildgatithm of a,given number.

.Using a table of logarithms, determine

anvIlog 2.9165.

2. Using a table of logarithms, determine

entilog 8.6149=10.

3. Using a table of logarithms, determine

antilog 5.3579

4. Usitg a table of logarithms, determine

antilog 7.8768=10.

XI=1.6



PERFORMANCE 08JECTIVE XI-15

Using the laws oflogarithMSi dete=ine the logarithmic

equation,,of products, quotients, and powers of numbers.

1. If C al (617)(0.073)3, which of the following logarithmic equations

'would be used to compute log'C?

al log 617 Ax 3 log.073
2

log 85.3 'is log C

log-15-17 + 3 log .073,,
b) ps log C

A

/
Z log 85.3

(Ks.

c) log 617 + 3 log .073 - 85.3 l log C

log-6-L7 * log -073
d) log C

,1
-2- log 85.3

2. if C 726

11-151.4) (0.0689)

which of the following logar thmic equations

WOuld be used to comp log' C?

1 1
,is) log 728 - 3- log 51.4

3
lag 0689 . o

b) log 726
1

3
(log 511.4 x log .0689

lag 726
c).

3 (log 51.4 + log .0689)

et log C

lo

51.4 .0689.
log 726 - + log --Tv xl log C

A



PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVE XI-15 (continued)

697
1269 x 523

3. If C = i which of the folloWing logarithmic equations

would be used to compute-log C?

.151 1269 x log _523 ) * loga) 2 log 697

b) 1
(log 1269. + log 523 - log 697) log C

log 1269 + log 523.
)0

2
k

log 697 '

Jog C

-1269
2

+ log - log
2

697 = log C
2

4; If C Es

(52) (. 0673) , whioh of the folloWing logaiithmic equations

-would be used to compute fog c?

1 1
a) i [71. log 163 + (log "52 x 3 log ;0673)] . log C

1 log 163

(

) mg log C

2- log 52 + 3 log .0673

b)

a) 163 - (log 52 + 3 log .0673)]; log C

d) 1 (log /63- - log 52 + 3 log ) a leg C
2 4

267
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PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVE:XI-16

Deter Min; ;he common logarithOs of products, quotients, and

powers 'of

.6'-
1. Using:a table of common logarithms, determine log 7-4

F1Th.

Using a table of common logarithms, determine joga
3. Using a table of common logarithms, determine 1

21
;0892

4; Using a table :,)f common logarithMS, deterdind lob

PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVE XI-17

(612) (561)

Determine the solution set of a logarithmic equation in one variable.

Determine the solution set for x if log7 x =g 2 logy 6 - 2 logy l6 e

2. Determine the solution set for x if logs x = 2l
1

'logs - logs 2'.6

3. Determine the solution' set for if lo% - 2) + log3x =

4. Determine the solution set for x if log
0

-



PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVE XI-18
r.M11....1yrr.a

Approximate logarithms' and antilogarithms of numbers not

given, in the table% by using linear interpolation.

I. use linear interpalat,?w. :o determine an approximate value for:log 2.436.

2; Use:linear interpolation to determine an approximate value for antilog

2.6907.

Use linear interpolation to determine and approximate value for log 693.2.

4.. Use liniar interpolation to determine an ap, o imate value for anti og

7.9780 - 10.

PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVE XI-19

Use common arithms,to solve narrative'problems.

I. If the volume of a cube is 693 cubic, inches, that is the length of a side?

$3,000 is invested 9i compounded semi - annually, what Will'it amount

to in 5 years?

(Anawer in three. significant figure4)

What principal amount will have a,value of $5,000 in ten years, if invested

At 10% compounded semi-annually?
. #

(Answer in four significant figures)

A. How many years will it take $600, invested at 8% compourd semi - annually;

to increase to $1,000?

(Answer in three significant figures.)



PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVE X1-20

.11.1=111/...11..

Use common logarithms to solve a given equation;

1. Determine the solution set for x:

log38 x

2. Determine the solution set for x:

log6 7 x

3. Determine the solution set for x:

4
3x + I

4. Determ4ne the solution set for x:

x + 1
5us
2x - 3

3

t

HIGHER ORDER ASSESSMENT TASKS

1. The groWth of a certain bacteria is found by using the exponential
,1

equation E(t) =11 SO x 16 where t is time in hours and E(t) is !the

number of bacteria in the culture. -

a) What is 'the initial amount of bacteria?

1
b) MeowOw many bacteria are present after --hour?

o) How many bacteria are present after thour?

The law of decay Of a radioactive element is given by E(t) 180 x 3

where t is time'in years and E(t) is the amount-of sUbstance present at

time t.

a) What is'the initial amount of ,radioactive substance?

b) Hew much substancePis present after 100 years?

c) How long will it take the substance to decay to

3- the original amount?



ANSWERS

X1,4

1.

I;

3.

4..

XI-2

2;

UNIT - EXPONENTIAL AND LOGARITHMIC FUNCTIONS

{f(k) * 2x; k AT, 33%eX

2x}

{x = 4Yi f(x) 7x}'

{f(x) a 2x; x
4

y}
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ANSWERS

2;

.

4;

EC4

1.

2.

3.

4.

2;

3:

4. liigx729 a 3

UNIT XI o EXPONENTIAL AND LOGARITHMIC FUNCTIONS

D a real numbers 1;

real numbers > 0 2;

D " real numbers 3.

R .51 real nurabrs >3. 4.

D s xeal !Umbers

it a real numbers > 0
XI-8

1.
D so real numbers

2.
R I real numbers > -2

3.

33 at 9

25 *I 32
21-9,

X3 a X3
1;

104 10; 000
2.

loch 64 al 2

logi243 31 5

lox 64 * 6

4.

1.

log ,17 + log -43

log3 2 - logs 3

loth 2 + logi 3

log. 7 + log 3 - log. 11

5 log

2 logs 7

2 logs 17
i.

2 log 3 - 2 log 5 or

2(log 3 - log 5)

5

b)

d).

d)

a) .8000

b) .8976

c) .9191

d) .6990

) .3243



UNIT XI = EXPONENTIAL AND.LOGARIMIC TUNCTiONS,

ANSWERS

XI-10 (continued)
XI=11 (continued)

2.
2. a), .5391

.4314

c) .9652

(1) :6998

a) ;7782

3.
3. .9047

b) .6129

c) .9996

d) .4265

a) .4771

;4. a) .6767
4.

b)

c)

.5911

d) .9042

a) ;8451

a) -1

Ib)

c) 3

d) 9

e) -4

a)

b)

c) 1

d)

e)

a)

b)

c) a

d) -3

d) -1

1

X1-11 tI-11

1. a)
1. a) 2

b) .6291
b) -2

2. a)
c) 0

b) .1430
d) 1

e)
3. a)

b) .7853

4. a) =3

b) .2967

XI-24
2 7'3



ANSWERS

XI-13

1. 3.6964

2. 6.7482

3. 1.2788

4. 074

UNIT XI = EXPONENTIAL AND ZOGARITHMIC FUNCTIONS

XI-18

1. 0.3867

- 10 2. 490.6

3, 2.8408

- 0 4. 0.009506

XI-14 M-19

1. 825 1. 8.85 inches

2. 0;0412
2. $3738.55

3. 228,000 3. $8144.47

4. 0.00753 4. 13.0 years

XI-15 XI-20

1; 0 i. 1.893

2. a) 2. 1;086

3. b) 3; 0.2432

4. c) 4. 2.795

XI-16 HIGHER ORDER ASSESSMENT TASKS

1. 2.0762 1. a) 50

2. 9.3213-10 b) 100 "

3. 7.6606 200

4. 8,5894-10
2 a) 180

XI-17
b) 20

1. (9}
50

{24}

3. {-1, 3}

XI



UNIT XII TRIGONOMETRY

PURPOSE

This unit is designed to ictroduce stud( :o two kinds of periodic functions,
and' to develop a working knowledge of the fundamental Properties and methods
of trigonometry.

OVERVIEW

This unit is an introduction to trigonometry with the definitions oZ the circular
functions given in terms of coordinates of points on the unit ercIeand the
definition of the trigonometric functions given in term of co:4-cttwtes of
points_on the terminal side of an angle in standrd position. The two_
periodic functions are _related by_means_of radi angle- measure. Detettieing
functions of angles_andarc lengths is developed though use.of coordinates
of4oints on the unit circle and through use of tables of values of the
trigonometric functions. The fundamental identities zlre ,ii.. ,7,1oped and these

identities are used to proVe other identities and to deriv:c fotmulas nec-
essary to solve triangles. The sketCh'of the graphs of the six circular
functions and their inverses is diveloped. Solutions both general and par-
ticular are determined for trigonometric equations.

SUGGESTIONS TO THE TEACHER AND UNIT OUTUNE

Part I: Objectives.1-17

This unit covers t basic definitions c the trigonometric functions and how
to use the unit c .e or tables to find ~se values of the trigonometric
functions,for an: ..sksz

Time: 7-10 days

PV7t II: Objectives 18-20

This is a short unit on graphing the trigAomecric functions.

Time: 6 days

Part III: Objectives 2-25

This unit covers tt= voofs of the basic trigonometry identities and some work
with verifying idenzities.

8-10 days

PART-IV: Objectives 26-28

This is,a short study of the inverse trigonometry functions.

Time: 8 days

Part V: Objectives 29-34

This section deals with the solutions of triangles.

Time': 7-10 days

r--
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-_.

The total tiMee.event on the trigonometry unit should be 7-9.weeks; It is sug-

gested that the order of completion of this unit be Part I.; Part IL, and_

Patt IV; The de_PareIII and Part V in the order which best supports the

students, best suit* CIO tftdaining time and the courses to be tikee by the

students the following, year.

The following should be noted:

All basic identities should be derivel; not simply Stated.

Studintii theeld understand the relationship between the circular

funetidd and the trigoel=cric functions;

Curves should be sketched tieing only critecal pol.etaiand the x-axis

should be marked off in radian measure, Students should not be allowed

to use degree measure on the x-axis.

Students will need much practice in working with the trigonometric

.

identities and solving trigonometric equations.

Computer Applications: BAST: 1 BASIC; Coani 00, 124=128 Chapter 9: Trigonometry),

141-145; Algebra 2 and Trieonometee, Dolciani (1978);

pp; 486; 51I;e5I6;_Aleebra 2 and TWo-notae, Dolciani;
0.980), pp. 509,_535;_541; Computer
BAS2C Laeseeem, Golden; pp; 32 (#85..86); 33 (;r95), 36=57,

68 (#94=97); 97 (#72, 78); 98 (#79; 80, 88);

99 (#97=102; 104);_139_(#70, 77); 140 t#82, 83),

171 (#42-44); A1ELb-SaTV-6-W-th-rnotietr7 Payne

pp. 528-530; Modern Aleerae ad Tri-onometre; Sorgenfrey

p; 511.

ENRICHMENT

Additional assessments are provided to assist instruction of polar :orMi graph=
ins on the polar coordinate plane; and the use of de-Mnivre's Theorem.

VOCABULARY

wrapping function
trigonometric functions
circular functions
identity
trigonometric equations
radian measur
degree measure
sine
cosine
tangent
cosecant
recant
cotangent

period
amplitude
phase shift
Pythagorean Identities
inverse function
Arctan
Arccot
Arcsec

-1
Csc

Sin
-1

_-1
Cos

La of Sines
Law of Cosines



UNIT - TRIGONOMETRY

PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVES

1. Nat the point in th# unit circle x2 y2 , located by ti-:a wrapping
Iunction, w.

2. Detertine sin 9 azd cos 9, given the coordinator of a poir on the unit
circle.

3, Determine the sin 0 and cos 9 for given values of 9.

4. Determine the sin 0 and cos 9 of an angle_G in standz pos4.tion, given
the =ordinates of a point on its terminal side.

5; Giver. the quadrant of the:terMinal side of 9 and either cos 9 or sin 9,
-apply the basic identity cos29 + sin20 1 to determine the value of
either the sin 9 or the cos 9.

6. Define tan 9, cot 9, sec 9, and csc 9 in terms of sin 9 and/or cos 9.

7. Dete=mine the tan 0; cot 9,set9,or_csc 9i given sin 9 and/or coz-,

and/or the quadrant of the terminal side of G.

8. Defne the trigonamet_ic furations in term' of the sides And angles of a
given right triangle.

COI:Wert from radian measure to degree measure:

10, Convert fram degree measure to radian.measure.

II. Determine the values of the trigonometric fUnctions of 45 °, 300, 60° and
their multiples between 00 and 3600,

12. GiViira the Measure of an angle in standar position, determine the measure
Of its reference angle.

13. he measure of an' angle to the neare-t ten minutes, use the table
to deeerwine the given function value.

14. Given the mewure of an angle to the nearest 74.nutei use the table to
determine the given function value to four significant digits.

15. Determine the measure cc: 9 (to the near it 10 minutes) Ear the fIrst
quadrant angle with the given function -value.

16. Diet .nine the measure of 0,in degrees and minutes (tL, L.he uearrst minute)
for 0 1.50 5 360°, wi :wen function value.

17. Jae the periodic or , and table or values of the sine, cosine, aud
tangent furiions to evaluate :An 9. co L, 9, or tan 9, when 9%1'3600.

. XII-3

7 7



18. Sketch the_graph of each of the six circular functions over twz
fundarental periods of the curve.

19. Given the equation 4.1 a trigonometric function, determine:

a) the amplitude

b) the period

..) the phase shift

d) the vertical translation

1

20. Sketch the graph of the given fence on over one period.

21. Write a proof of the Pythagorean Identitied.

'22. Write a proof of the sine, cosine, and tangent of ac:c'e sums or differences.

23. Apply the sum and difference formulas in writing the proof of a reduction

formula.

24. Apply the sum a diffetehed firmlas to determine the sine; cosinei or

tangent of a glyzn angle.

25. Write S procf of the sin 29, cos 29, and g: a sine cosine,

,.angen, of the sum of 2 angles.

26. Write a proof of the half-angle formulas givea the double-an7le formulas.

27. Use the basic identities to simplify a complex trigonometric expression

to a single function Value.

28. Use the basic trigonometric identities to vx-ify other identities.

29. SketOh the graph of the inverses of a given circular filnctiOn and state
the domain and range of the portion of the graph that is its principal -valve

fUndtion.

30, Deteraline the value of an expression involving inverse trigonometric
functions

31. Detarmina the solution(s) of trigonometric equations. StE..e both the

gemral and particular soIution(s.

-Ise the trigonometric relat4onships !.n a rigLc angle to sol% narrativt,

nrLAems.

33. Apply the Lek Of Cr triangle.



34. Apply the Law of Sines to a triangle, when given two angles an one side
of 'a triangle.

35. Solve a determined number of triangles, given two sides and an angle
op9osite one of them.

36. Determine the area of a triangle, given two sides and the included angle
of the triangle.

37. Determine from the given data which of the laws to apply initially
solving a given triangle.

ENRICHMENT OBJECTIVES

1. Given the coordinates of a point in Cartesian form, determine a pair of
coordinates of the point in polar form; :11

2. Given the coordinates of a point in polar form, determine the Cartesian
coordinates of the point.

3. Given an equation in polar form, determine an equivalent equation in
rectangular form.

4. Civenan equation in rectangular forms, determine an equivalent equatiou
in polar form.

5. Sketch the graph of a given polar equation.

6. Express a alpiLx number (x + y i) in polar form.

7. Detcv dhe eroduct of quotient of complex numbers in polar form.

8. Use DaMoivre's.Thsorem to determine roots and powers of cam lex numbers.
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UNIT XII - TRIGONONETRi

CROSS REFERENCE TO CURRENTLY MED AND/OR PPROVED TEXTS

-OBJECTIVE Dolciani

11978)

aolciani

(1980)

Footer

(1979)

Payne

(1977)

. .

Sobel

(1977)

:Sorgenfrey

(1973)

Travers

(197 )

Dolciapi

(1913)

pedy

(1978)

1 463-464 483 505=508 ==

596

598 -- 407-4.10 --

,487 510.514 452-455

.

599

.

;= 421 430434
2

466-469

37!-374

42i
3 466=469 491494 514=518 452-455

08=409

-- 11-414 .430-434

427428
4 371.374 487 514=518 ;', 599 442=447 421 ,

1 :

427=430:. .

=; 489-490 510-514 463-465 596

..

09410 431433

421-422

377;378

.,............4

506 530=534 463.465 59-600

23424

483-485 426

,

34;435 ; 435

506=508 ! :a,"
, 601 442-446 '27-429 -- 436-438. 179-382

.

512 536.5

"I'

488 59?-593 443 62;463 '440-441 443
8

, , ,

383

: 9

_ .

463-466 4-485 505.508

- -

448=450 596-598 ',478-i80

'12-423

425 514-517

,

427-429

427-429
i0 463-466 -84-485 508

.

:422-4n

448-450 96=598 78=480 425 514=517



UNIT XII » TRIGONOMETRY

CROSS REFEREM TO CURRENTLYTSED AND/OR APPROVED TEXTS

==,

Main
_

7..illciani

(1973)

colciani

.(1978)

lcian

(1980)

Foster

(1979)

Kvady

(1978)

Payne

(1977)

Sobel

(1977)

Sorgenfrey

(173)

Travers

as78)

11 382385 -r 5 4 : 452-455 01-603 47-450 39=443 436-437

12

...

395-398 499=500 52152 452455 603 442447 52453 436

13 386-394 494-496 518-52 491-493. 626 454=458 451-455 443-452 439-441,

'4 386-394 495497 518-52 491493.24626 54-458456-458 443-452 439-441

t5 386-394 496497 518 i 491-4 3 25-626 44-458.454-455 443-452 439-441

16 386-394 406-497 521-523 491-493.25-626 454458457-458 443-452 439-441

r-

17 395-398 93496 521-523 -- . ' 6 '454-458 --

424

.428=429

443-452 429

531-502

508 524-529 456-462 606-610 482-487
13 470.477

,m.,

520:627 436-437

502-5(6

568-511 524-51456-462,619422 32-487 416=421 520,527
19 470;477

505-505 .

506=:,:, ,:i24 -534 456-462 6 9-622_ 32-487 418-421 520-527 436-437
20 ,

470-476

nmMalwawrimmrna

282
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UNIT XII = TRIGONOMETRY

CROSS REFERENCE TO CURRENTLY USED AND/OR APROVED TEXTS

. ' i .'...........V141.,

OBJECTIVE

A.,1.1.1 , ......... ,O.,,,,,, .u.....,1.1 , - e , ,

Bolded

(1980)

t ', ,.

Foster

(1979)

Keedy'

,

Payne

A711110111141111W

4d8

489

'

Sobel

L

411

426427

,

Sorgenfrey

U97

472-41'

?ravers

(178)

432

460

W1ciant

(1973)

Meant

(1918)

.13-61421 : 422

489

519,520

,.........

545.5!.!,i

;.,.,,,.........

551;558

;yv.1'

t '

1 '7,/,455

4

469.47122

23'

24

43D-431 1525-528

433434 532.;534

..,,K:,

35-638 433-436 48 -d5 -467

528;530

538

,.,,,.,,.

5 1 558

--N.
469=471 639 -- 436,

433-436. 535-537 551.558 469-471 38;639 93 494 435 483-484 469

565;568 472;474 40-641 497 470'

. 436-439 538-539 565-568

n,

472.474

L

42=643 4 9 437-438 487-488 .

470. ,

27 426;427 521;522 568;570 .. 94-497 432 .. 462-464

28

522.;524

426-42) 537 568.570 466=468 45=647 497

430.433

439-440 477-478 62-464

---
29 480=485 553-555 583.589 478-481 48-651 ,98500 44;hj 527-5,

,.

30 484-485 555-558 583589 478481 .49-652 500, 454-4J5

.......

442-443

530-535 --

2'64



UNIT XII - TRIGONOMETRY

CROSS REFERENCE TO CURRENTLY usgp AND/OR APPROVED TEXTS

OBJECTIVE Doleisni

(1973)

Dolciani

(1978)

Dolciant

(1980)

589i597

Foster

(1979)

475477

Keedy_

(1918)

Payne,

(1917)

gobel

(1977)

gorgenftek

(1973)

Travers

(1918)

653-656 501-503 59-462 5357539 74-476485;487 :558;56131

32 389-391 515 537-540 ,4957500 659461 452454 65-466 51-452 44-445

33 444;447 544=546
' 571';574 505;507 667;669 468=470 71-473 494 49-451

34 447-450 547-50 574-578 502-504

662-463

666

,

466.468

66468

470 97-498: 446-448

3i 447-450 5 574-578 508-510 663666 468470 468-410 Alit 449-451

leiltm401.

36

37 -,

447;456

457

450456

5447

...0 5740578 -- -- 466-468 -- 5067507 446=448

571;579 502;510 ;.; -- -- 501-506

ENRICHMENT -- 61-572 593-604 -- 670475 7= 474=483

1

;
,

A*
,

,

2 S5



PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVE XII -1

Name the point in the unit circle x2 + y2 m 1, located by the wrapping

function w.

1. RAMO the point in the unit circle located by w (1).

2. Name the point in the unit dircl,e located by w

3; Name the point in the unit circi located by w

4. Name the point in the unit circle IocFlted by w (1214.

5. NAMe the point in the unit circle located bit., C-

PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVE XII-2

Determine sine and caSaig.iVen the- coordinates of a point on the

unit

1.
GiveraRkIi-01-as-theicoordthat-ts of a point on the unit cicleo

determine the,sineand cove.

2. Given: PiO, .1) as the coordinates of a point on the unit circle,

determine the sineand Cos e;

3; CVer.: b) as he .coordinates of a point on a unit circle,

determine the sine and cosfr.

4. Given: P(-a, -b) as coordinates of a point on a unit circlei

determine thc. sine and cos

28



PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVE X11-3

Detertind the in 0 and cos 8 for given valudt of-0.

..

1. sin s Tn. ?

2. sin

cos

3. sin = ?
4

cos ?

4

57
4. Sin

; 2
= ?

cos = ?
2

PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVE XII -4

.

Determine the sin, 9 and cos 9 of an angle 9 in standard position, given

the coordinates of a point on its terminal side;

Determine thesin 9 if (1, 2)' are the coordinates of a point on the

terminal side of 1:1_ in standard posititina

De,Ormine.the cos p if (-3i =101. are the coordinates of a point on the

terminal side pfBin standard position.

. DeterMind.the:d0t(44) if (-2i 1) are the coordinates of a zioint on the

terminal: side of_(-9) in standAkd poditioh.

Determine the sin ( -8) if (3i, =4) are the coordinates of a-point on'

the terminal side of lin.standara positiOn..



PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVE XII-u5

Given theAtadtaht of the terminal side of 8 and either cos -9 or sin 0

Apply the.basic identify 00e20 stns 2 i to determine the value of

. .

either the pin 9 or the cos .

Use the identity cos28 + s 1 to determine the sin e if coZ6a

and 8 terminates in the second quadrant.

2
0

-2
2 Use the identity cos + sin e to determine the coseif sirs

/

andipterminates in the third quadrant.
ti

3. Use the identity cos28 + sin20 1 to determine the -g'('-8) if sia

and 8 terminates in the first quadrant.

4. Use the identity cos28 + sin28 1 to determine the sin

cos 0 2 .7071 and 8 terminates in the fourth quadrant.

4
PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVE X11-6

. /

9 if the

5

Define the tan:Oi cot,9i sec Oi and csc 9 in terms: of sin le and/or cos 9;

Define the' WI Din terms of

2, Define the dot 9 in terms of

Define the'sec 9 in terms of

the sin 0 and/or

the sin 9 and/or

the sin 0 and/or

sin 0 and/or cos4. Define the csc 0 in terms of

co.

cos

cos

0.



PERFORMAI4CE;OBJECTIVEACII-7;
I

.Determinsa_the tap 0744k Oi sec 9, or cac 9, given the sin 9 and/or

the cos 0 and/or the quadrant of the terminal sideof 9.

1. If ein 9 .4_4 and cos ®= determine the yalue of the tan 9.

If sin 9 a and 9 is an acute Anglei determine the value of the sec 9.

3. If/cos 0 = t and4 is an acute anglei determine the value of cot Q.

4. the cos 0 = and < 9 <. 2.1 ,determine the value of csc,0.

PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVE XII-8

Define the trigonometric functions in terms of the sides and

angles of a given right triangle.

C

1. Given right Li ABC, right angle at B, determine the sin. A, cos A,:

tan A, cot A, csc Ai sec A.

B1= A se.:

cos" A =

tail A

cot A

csc A
0 .

sec A =

_

9



PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVE X1179 .

Convert from radian measure to degree measure.

sr
1: Convert to degree measure.

9a-
2; Convert

-
-7- to degree measure.

c)

3. Convert -2 to degree measure

4: convert to degree measure.;

PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVE XII -10

Convert from degree measure to radian measure.

L. Convert 140° to radian measure. .Express your results in'tfirms of v.

2; Convert =30° to radi- measure. Express your resultt in terms of.v.

3. Convert; -546° to radian measure. Express your results in terms of v.

4. Convert 330'to radian measure. Express your results in terms of Tr.

291



PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVE XII-11

Determine the values of the trigonometric functions of 45
0

, 30
0
, 60

0
, and,

their multiples between and 360 °.

\
-

I. Using isosceles right triangle ACB with right angle at C and angle A in

-0
tanposition, :determine- sin 45°, cos 45-0 tan 45

6
.

2. Using 30° - 60° right triangle with-the

determine the sin30°, cos 30°, tan 30°.

angle in standard position,

3. Using -30° - 66° ,right triangle with the 6- angle, in standard position,

determine the sin 60
-0

, cos 60
0

, tan 60'.

Using-3d° 60 ° right triangle, determine the sin 240°, cos 246° , tan 246°.

'PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVE XII-12

Given the measure ofan.anglein standar

measure of its reference angle.

position, :determine the

1. Given an angle 321e in standard position, determine the

of its reference angle.

,-/-
measure

2. Given an angle (=120°) in standard position, determine the measvire

of its reference angle.

3. Given an angle 2 in standard'position, determine the measure of

itse reference angle (use /1".01 3.14) .

R
4. Given an angle

6
in standard position, determine the measure of

its reference angle.



'PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVE XII -13

I-----

Given theideabUte of an angle to the nearest ten minutes;
,

use the table to deterdind the given.funttion value.

,4°

cos 197P'50.

tin (=2610 301)'

3. sin 161° 40'

4. csc 300° 20'

PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVE X/I-14,

,Given the measure of an angle to: the nearest minutei, use the table

. .

tddittettline..thegivenlunction value to four significant:digits..

sin -22? 54'

cos (-57° 421)

3. tan 145° 23t

4. cot 82- 36'

4

a



PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVE XII-15.

Detettiihe the measure of e (to the nearest ten minutes). for the

first quadrant angle with the given function value..

l. cos 8 ;6604

2. cot 8 as 2.605

3. csc 4.620

tan 0 tIg 1.224

PERFORMANCE OBCECTiVE XII-16.

Determine the measure. of 9 in degrees and minutes (to the nearest

minute) for 0 5 8.5 3600, with the given function value.

1. cos 81 7843i sin 8 >

2. sin 8 .7742, cos e > 0

3. tan 8 40 6.500, sin 9 < 0

sin 8 At.- 0..5773i cos 8 > 0



PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVE XII-17

Use the periodic properties and table of values of the sine,-cosine,
-

and tangent functions to determine sin 9, cos 09 or. tan 4then Q > 21t

or 9. >3600i

1. cos 1110

4

3. sin (-660e) =

4. cos (-131T) =
4

5. tan 4200 =

6. tan (-=1172)

4

=watemoloommemONo,

PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVE XII-18

IMMEMINNEMIIM111/01

Sketch the graph of each of the six circular functions over

two fundamental periods of the curve.

1. Sketch ((x,-1): y = sin xe 5 X 5 2it}

12. Sketch { y) : y = tan x, - 211'5 x str}

3. Sketch {(x, y): y = .00s x, it 5 x '45 r}

4. Sketch x, y): y= cot x, - 4r5x5

5. sketch {0t-i y 3 sec xi - 2* 5 x 5 2*}

6. Sketch x
-

, Y): y csc x, =.2 5 x 5 2_
it

7-



PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVE XII-19

Given the equation of a trigonometric functiOtio determine:

Xhe'amplitude

a

b), the period

0) the phasesh4ft

d) the Articai translation

f(x) ag:2 sin - w)

2. f (X) iiT1 3 cgs( + 3)

(x) 2 tan (x + A.) + 2

4. f (x) = csc 3 x

.5. f(x) sec (x -
2

PERFORMAN4' OBJECTIVE XII -20

Sketch the graph of the givenL n function over:one period.

/ 1. Sketch the graph, of (x) Zir

2.

sin
2

(x +

Sketch the graph of (x) !it -2 tan (x

iketch the graph of f cso 2x

4. Sketch the graph of f(x) in 3 cos (x :11) 2

V
Sketch the graph of f (x) 2>sec (2x + +



pEraiorauics OBJECTIVE X/I-21

Writs.a proof of the pythagoreanlidentities.

. Write a'prOof of sine 0 + cos2

2. Write a .proof of 1 + cote 0 le

3. Write a proOf of taint

iPEBBMBANar OBJECTIVE ra-22

Write a proof of the sine.i cosine i tangent

of angle scams: or differences.
4

11.

r. Write a proof of the cos (81 = @2).= cos 81 cos g2 + sin el sin 8

2. Write aproof of the COS CO + el) s cos ei cost sin82

3. Write a proof of sin Cei 82),,,TB in el cos, 82 + cos 81 sin 82 .

44. Write a. proof of sin (el 2 ) = sin er cos -cos 81 sin 82 .

Write a proof of tan

Write a proof of tasi4i,

tiu1:41 + tan el

1 tmn. Ai tail 02

tan G2

. 1 + tan 81 tan 8 2



d

PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVE SI1=23

-3

Apply the sum and diffeience formulas in writing the proof

of a reduction formula.,

Apply the formula-for cos

sin

± 62) to prove cos ± 0 )

Apply t)iellormula'for cos (8i t 02) to prove cos (11-± 8) = 'cos

A - 31/.

3. Apply the formula for cos (01 t 6) to prove cos (---± 0) 't sin

4. ;Appli the forddla for sin (81 t 02) to prove sin ( -± 8 ) cos

. .Apply the formula for sin (81 t 02 ) to prOye.sin:(IT ± sin 6 .

Apply the formula for sithei ± 02) to prove sin (4.±-8 ) =COS 0 -

7. Apply the formula for tam (61 t 82) to prove tan (* t 8 ). ± tan 0..

PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVE X11=24

iInewolowe
Apply the sum and difference,formulas to determine the

sine, cosinepbr tangent of .a given angle.

1'. Apply the formUla for cos (81

Q.

t

711.
) to determine cos a .

Z. Apply the fOrtilla for - to determine Sill

13*-Apply the forttla for sin (61 + 62 ) to determine. sin i ).
'

4._ Apply the fainda for tan 82 ) to detendhd tan ( 75? '4,



PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVE X11-25 "=.,11
Write &proof of the sin 2 cos 0 and tan 2 6 .

Apply the forhdla for sin CO -) to prove that sin 2 8 a 2 Sib 8 cos 8.

2. Apply the fo afor cos ( 0 + 81) to prove that cos 2 0 = cos 2 e.- sin.2

tieing cos 2 9 + sjn 2 0 = 1, detertihe that cos 2 6 = 2 cos 2 8 - 1 and

cdil 2 0 iv 1 - 2 sin: 2

Apply the fOrtilla for to ( 8 + el) to prove that tan 2 13 = 3 E12,-
tan ' 8

z

PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVE XII-26

Write a proof p the.half.angleformulas given the dotble angle forhnlas.

I. Write a :pi-di:if of cos
1; + cos 0 given that cos 2 8 = 2 ccs20 - 1.

2

write a pioof of bin 13- j^ given that cos 2 Osi-Isin
2

3.. Write proof of tan -(2- =
2

\

cos 8 8liven sin and c
1 + cos 8 2

cos
2



Use the basic bdentities to simplify a complex trigonometric

expression to a single function value.

Using the basic ide/ ntitiesi.express

of the tan 0.

2 sin_8_
Sin. e cot cos, in terms

sin 8 ta nO2; Using the basic Adentitiesi express cos Ersec +

of =lc 8 .

cos 8
Using the basic identities, express in terms of sin e .

Sec 6 - tan 8

6
4. UsipT.tfi- basic identities, express

cot 0
in

;

terms of sin 8'ado+ tan e .

PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVE XII,=28

Use the basic trigollometric.identities to verifyotherdentities.

1. Use the basic identities to verify:

"" csc

2; Use the-basicjdentities to vrify:

r 2-tan
-. sin

3. Use the baSic identities-to

cos 2ix
cos x sin x

verify:

.cos x +, sin x

Use the basic identities to verify:

tan e " Cot -e- -2m 2 sin
tame + cot 0



PE ORMANCE OBJECTIVE .

Sk tch the graph of the inverse of a given circular function and state the

domain and range of the portion of the graph that -is the principal-value.

function:

1; Sketch the graph of Ir.= Sin x and state tge dOmain and range of the

principal-vaIue function for sine.

_1

2. Sketch the graph of v = gos x and state the domain and range of the

principal-valug function for Cosine.

Sketch the graph of y a Arc tam .x and'state the domain and range of the

principal-value function for tangent.

Sketch the graph of y = Arc cot x and state the domain and rage of. the

principal-value function for cotangent;

5. Sketch the graph of.y = Arc sec x and state the domain-and range of the

principal-value function for secant.

'Sketch the graph df y a Cad'1 X and state the domain and range of
the

principal-value function for cosecant.



PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVE XIDT30.

Detitdine theomilue of an expression involving inverse trigonometric functions.

1. Determine:

2. Determine: *Arc sin -0.3311 .

3. Determine: sin [Cos-1 t- 14
5

4. Determit4: Sec
'1 (cos 0

0
;

S. Determi6: Sin ( Arc tan + Arc tan 1).
2 3

PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVE XII-31
_ y

Determine the solution(t) of trigonometric equations.

State:both the general and particular solution(s).

1. Determine the general solution of 2 sin 8 + 3 = 4.

2. Determine the particular solution or tan 2 x + tan x = 0 in the interval

0 5 8 3 2 1' .

3. Boetermine"the particular solution for 2 sin 2 e + 3 sin 8.- 2 = 0 in the

interval 0 5 6 5 2 w

4. Determine bbth the general and particular solution for

(cos 2 0)(3 - 4 sis2 0 = O. Determine the particular solution in

interval 0 5 6 5 3800.

HIGHER ORDER ASSESSMENT

Determine the particular solution

interval e ,t 8 !.4966;

7

/2

for sin 3 e + sin e 04 cos 3 e + cos 8 in the

XII=25.

302_



PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVE XII=32

use the trigonometric relationships in a right triangle to solve

narrative problems.

1. Find the length of the altitude of an isosceles triangle whose base has

.
length 20 inches and each of whose base angles has measure'34°.

Wesville is 200 km N 40 E of Blue Note, and due, north of Roses. Roads is

due east of Blue Note. Determinethedistance from.Rosas to Weaville.
;.

3. 'A guy wire.holding an antenna 70 feet long and is attached to the

;antenna-at a distance of 50-feetfrom the ground. Find the measure of

the angle formed by the wire and the ground.

/
4. :ills angles of elevation; to the top and bottom of a vertical flagpoleon

top of a building from a point 1.40 feet from the base of the building

measure 59° and 570 50' 'respectively.: BOW tall is the flagpole?

ll'' 1 :, a - -

(

:5.-.DeterMine the measure of the interior angles of a rhoMbus if the area

_-. ,

68.7 ce and the length of one side is 12 cm.

6. Find the area of a parallelogram with sides of 10 inches and 17 inches' if

one anglebasmeasure 650 30'.

ti



PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVE XII-33

Apply the La of Cosines to solve a triangle.

l; In triangle ABC, a 6i. b = 8 and m L c = _ Ge. Use the Law of .Cosies

to determine c to the nearest integer.

2. in triangle ABC, b MI 1 ar c 9 6 nd m L li. = 1500. Use the Law of Cosines

to determine a to the nearest integer#

r

3. in triangle ABC, a P 6, b a 9 and a 14. Use the Law of Cosines to determineand

measure of the largest ang e of the triangle.

4. The sides Of a rhombus. measure 8 inches each. One of the anglei of
5

this figure is 100°. .Find the longer diagonal, correct to the nearest

tenth of an inch.

PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVE ICII=34 ".

Whem.given two angles and one side- of the triangle.

Use the Law of Sines to find the length of side triangle ABC if

side a in triangle AK: if
9.

Uae:the;aw of SineStofind the length of side a.; in triangle ABC if

25°'-.30' and m 4 B a 70? 50'i

all the sides and angles in triangle. ABC

15, m2fp A a.45° and M C al 36° 10'.



PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVE XII 35.

Solve akdetermined number of triangles given two sides and an angle opposite

one of them.

1. Determine how many triangles exist and, if any do, solve the trianglt(s)

-if a * 14, b. 18, and m * 350;

DeterMine how many triangles exist and, if any do, solve the triangle(s)

. _
if b - 136, c*i.150 and m .413 * 110°.

3: Deiirmine how many triangles existandi if any do, solve the triangle(s)

if 14, c * 7;8, and m4 C * 31° 20'.

4. Determiie how Misty triangles exist and, if any do, solve the triangle(s).--

if a 21 II, b * 6, and m B 32 .

PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVE XII-36
.1

Determine the area of a triangle, given'tw sides

and;tht inauded. angle of the triangle.,..

1;,Two sides of.a.triangld are 6 feet.and, 10 feet and the. included angle

is 1500; Determine the area of the iriangle;

2.. If two adjacent sides of a triangleare S and:8 and the included. angle

is 30°# determine the area"df the triangle.,

3. Determine the area of a triangular plot of ground if two of its'adjacent

sides are 19 ro s and 14 rods and the included angle is 121°.

ap

4. If the area of A Ase = 150, a - 100 and b = 25, determine the measure of

angle C to the nearest degree.,

_

5. Determine the area of a piralIelogram with gagopils of lengths 40 cm and

60 cm if the diaigonals intersect at an angle of 54°.

305



pERFCiMA4CE OBJECTIVE xII -37

Determine from the given data which of the laws to apply initially in

solving a given triangle.

1. Which law would be used first in solving triangle ABC if a = IU; b = 7;

and c in 14?

Which law would be used first in salving triangle ABC if a al 12,b

and m 4B lig MP?

3. Which law would be used'jTirs in solving triangle ABC if a a 1B, si4 B wa

and m C 70°? .

Which law would be used fiial-+alblving triangle ABC if a is 1

and. m 4 O = 700?



ErnuenRen I.

Given the-coordinates of a point in Cartesian form, dete

a pair of coordinates of the point in polar form.

Given (2,_2),determee apair.of.c6Ordinates of
.the point in polar

f o r m with: 00* 460
P

T
.

Given )- detertine a pair of coordinates of the point in'

polar form *ith 0° 4 ei 180°

ENRICHMENT 2 -

Given the coordinates tiVa point in polar form, determine

the-CarteSian.coordinates of the point..

DeitsOine;'the Cattesian.coordinatediCf
5# 600);

A Metermind the'tartesian coordinates of ( 3 I 2, 1350) .



( given an-equaiion in. polar formt determine

an equivalent equatiOn in rectangular form.

1; Determine the equation in rectangular form eqiii4alent to r r 4 sin 9;

. ,

2; DeteMpine the equation in rectangular form equivalent to r :TB 2 tan 9;



Skettfrh the graph of a given po1ar equation.

Sicateth-the.graPh Of r ' 2 cos G.

2. Sketch the graph=of r sin 2 G.
A777

=



EURICF/1MENT 7.

ITetersiine the product:of:quotient of complex numbers in polar form;

ummewirpoME11.

1. Determine thecproduct of '2 (cos 2250,0 and 3 (cos 75° i sin 75°).

2: Determine the quotient Of 4_(cos 125° + i sin 12e) and

5 (4:0111 ge i sin 95,0)::

nutxcamma 8
=1111.

Use DeftiVrete_Tbeorem to determine soots and
powerz_of complesntAers.

r.

Us. beMOivre's:Theoremto simplify (2 (cosy 30° sin 300)15,

ifte's.Theares_to determine. the threw.dube roots of
SAO) sin.90°)

Deterraikki the soluti set of x4 am 16 over the set of complex numbers:
,

4

t.

*i



1

1. Bill 'e 0
.
and CO5 6

2. sin Q go. 1 and cos 6
\
0

'-,1

. s3 t \, 8 -01 b awd coos 8 -.a a

4. sin 1 se b and cos 8 is - d

4; - .7071

Off
cos

cos 8cote.
e

X1143 a

/54

COS

Sin It S3I

rl 1

2.

12=1.0ccr 2

t.
1

sec 8 ---rEcos

Scsc e



'; 4r-um 3-int = TRIGONOLIETR,

ANSWERS

1.

2.'

3.

156°

7405°

._360°
R

X1I-41 (continued)

4. .cos 240° - .

2

sin 240° cv-Y--=
2

ten 240° a sirr
15°

2.

3. -3w

11*
" 6

1. cos 45° a

sin 45° -a 2

XII-12

1. 40°

2.. 63°

3.. 1.148

Et.

XII-13

1. =, .9520

2. =66691

.3145

4i - li159



- .8903

1299

.44

48° 40'

210

2° 30'

. Soy SO'

*13.48

38° 18'

SO° 44'-

3. 261° IS'

4..324° 44'
ni-r7 ;

UNIT xri: = TRIGONOMETRY
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XII=19

I. a.

b. 4w

a; w to the right

none

2. a.

b. w

4. a. aone

b. -22-
3

C. Nixie

d. Nohe
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MSWERS

n±--.21

r. jc2

a

2 .1. 2 a
127 .

.

cost 0 + sin2

1

UNIT _3CEI = TRIGCCNONETR.r

sin 2 + cos 2 e= 1

1., cos(3 -± 8) m cos cos

(0) cos e

2.- cos (n ±

a sin e

s
2

(1)_ si.n 8

In cos 'Tr cos 6 sin IT sin e

a ( '..1 ) cos 8 7. (0) (sin 8)
sin 2 6 cosz_e_
aii7"27.4.1=273 sins- ,

- ,.. cos a

1 + e . CSC/cot 6 2 6
- 13. aim (

2
7r + 8) 1- cos

2
-7r- cos 8 --1,: Sin L7r- Sin 8

sin 2 e + cos 2 .6 i = (0) cos 8 4 (-1) sin 8

Sin 2 6 + cos 2 e . I cos (-2- ± e) in ± sin 8

-c;171-1 -cc-Tsriir cosiTT
cos '2 e # 6

tan 26 + sec 2

m -22

No answers_ are given.

These can be found in

any trigonometry book.;

ff. sin ± e ) = Sin -1r COS 0 i COS -1 bin 0
2

Ng (1) (cos 8 ) t (0) sin
sin (2 ± 0) s cos e

S. sin (w e) la sin ir cos e cos ir 'sin

( 0 ) cos 9 ± (-1) sin e

sin Or t e) t Sill 8

6. Sin (22 w
e) si 3 3wn 7 cos 8. cos 7 sin e

aa ('"1) cos 9 ± 0_ein

2 ± 0) =J.-cos

e) tan t tart 9
4: tan IT tan 9.

± tan
.3.



XII -25

P.

,NNIT 1:(1 - TRIGONOMETRY

xn-26

1. ccis 2 u 2 cos 2A =1

Replace .9 With 31
2

nes_2 Pa') -13 2 cos 2 A = 1

in (8 + e )=sin 8 cos e
1

+ cos a

Replace 9 with 0

sin te + e) = sin e cos e + cos e sin e

sin. 2 8 u 2 sin 9 cos

. cos + cos 9 cos 0

-2.

COS cos_e_ +_

2

cos 2 co 1 - 2 sin 2 6

Replace 8 with (I)

cos 2 A so 1 - 2 sin 2 A
2

sin A., on 1 - cos e
2.

- cos 6
2 .

Replace el with e

iabi e) - cos e cos e - sin e sin

_.- .

a) cos 2 A cds - sin 2 9

cos 2 0 u 1 sin 2

b7. cos 2 9 1 2 sill 2 9

664 1 e = 669 e din , 9

= cos ; (1 L.- cos e )

2. 4

cos 2 .,8 u 2 cOs 2 0 1

111,17

1. tan 9

2. csc2

3. 1 + sin

sin 0
A9kri tfi + e )

t2f8
+
tan

el
I tan



5 'urn - TRIGONOMETRY

ANSWERS

XII-28 (Other methods ere acceptable.) \
1 an_+_t 2 x .. -cos-2x

-1. 3. a
-1:arr --4-x

sec 2 x cos 2 x Sin 2 x
71MEN111. awe cos ic a.in ic

I

tan x

2 '(cog é- sin x) (cos x + sin x)
(COS X sin x)

cos 2 x sin 2 x

2sim-=c 111 CSC X

If:S X csc 2x
tan h X

2; 1_2tan_x
,1 + taut x

_2tan x
sac 2

rail:11_3c)
COS X

St

.ti 2 X

2 Sin x coS x * sin 2, sr

sin 2 x us I+tan2x

cos x + sin x

_cos 2 x
cos x - n, cos x sin x

tan 9- - cot 0
tan 9 + cot.a
Sine

sin 9
in-9 cos 9

cos 9 Si n 8

SW

sin 2 0 -HJoti'-; 9-
cos 9. a

2 9 +COS2' 0
dda9 sin 9.-

Sill(; 0 =
:

- cps te ai 2 sin 2e- I
tan - cot 9
tan 9 + co I 2 sin 0

90,
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ANSWERS

,a1=29: (con inued)

5. ronorrii

somaerAmm
Erkisirammumesammonniolour-----inuoiln
11111111111NELMELIMI
11111111111111111111111111MII
1111111111111111111111111111

510111011
Domain tx; a 11

Range {Y: 0 S

541-30

1. =.30°

2. 19°

4.

5 22

XII-31

1. x

2. (o, Tr

ilidarEILIE0111111111111111:11sommionommiNalliaila.

anumunuommiminomma
manniminsamehmaumsrigissimuummaiefin.
aissarissoneirmumumm
111111111MMENILICAMIIIIII

111111311111111111111111MMIELLMIIMI
111111111111111111111111111111111MILM
SKIM 11111111211M111111111111

X I a

ir=

4. General solution:
450 + 360k, 135°r+ 360k,
225° + 360k, 315° + 360k

( 45° + 180k, "135° + 180k ) u
60: + 360k,:240 + 360i4

120 + 360k, 300° + 360k)

Particular Solution:

( 45, 60, 120, 135, 225 240, 300;'.315

2

HIGHER PltDE-18P4ISMENT

22,5°

XII-45



.xii=32

13.76 in. .

153.2 km

-4.' 10.36 feet

5; 151°30% 280301

6; 154.7 in2

z ni,34

1. b a 537

a ml 3637

a - 0.3466

4, 10.74

8.96

m 4 B a 98° 50'

i =35

137°

12.3

=1-36

1. 15

2. 10

3. 114

4; 7°

5. 970:8 em2

XII-37

1. 'TAW of Cosihes

2. 144 of Sin42

3. Law of Sines

4. law of Cosines

Two triangles exist

m 4 8 - 47° 32' m4C a 97° 28' e a 24.2

m4 8' - 132° 28' m4C a 12° 32' e'a 5.28



ANSWELS

ENEtICHNENT 1

''/.` (217, 454')

(1, /20°)

ENRICHMENT 2

5 51. (2'
T3-

2

2, (3, -3)

Emaciacia 3

i. - 4y + 0 or ic2

2. z2 (x_2 == 414 = 0

3173

-411111..4

In 4

ENRICHMENT 4

21. r s 3 cos 9+ sin 9
2. r2 + 2 r. cos'a 34 0 oz r n - 2 cos. 9,

ENRICHMENT 5

(Ses next page)
,Q

(cam 33° 48'. + t sin 33° 486)

(COS. 330° + J.' sin 330 a
)

cos 300° + t sin 300°)

lack 3o + t sin 30°)



ANSWERS

sta;aimieNT 5

g

UNIT XII TNIGONOMETRY

47O°

4



UNIT XII - TRIGONOMETRY

I. 32 (cos 150° sin 150°) or --16r3-+ 161
- -... .

--
4i (3 (cos 30° .4-1. in 30°),-3 (cos 150

0 + i. sin 1500),
3 (cos 270° + 1 sin 27Q°))

(2 (cos 0° i sin 0%, 2 (cos 90° + 90)2
2 (cos 180° + in 800), 2 (cos 270 + I: in 270°) )

t .

(2, =20 210 =21 }

or



UNIT xiil - SEQUENCE. BINOMIAL THEOREM

.::12URPOSE

vital- role in- the

_A:sties:I interpretation of physical,econodics,_an4 sociological situations
and are appropriate.to the development of students' mathematical knowledge at

this time. Becanae:of-their importance in laterdathematical'stUdies* they
are included in Algebra 2.

:-OVERVIE

Thel4it develops theconceptai and properties of sequences and Bartel. These
concepts are appileCto problem-solving situations. The Binomial Theorem is
used to expand binomials: and to identify specific terms inn expression.

1VOCESTIONB TO THE TEACHER

The. terns_ "progresiice and "sequence".
objectived have eight assessment tasks
and _geomattic. sequences. (serie9). The
be done. using Pascal' s triangle and /or

are synonymous terms in the unit. Some
since they deal with both arithmetic
expansion mentione4 in Objective 17 can
the Binomial Theorem;

The following fOrlatlas are used in the edit:

.A) ti 34 a..+ Oa - 1)d

-n
b) to ar

-1

2
(2a + (n - 1) di

n
d) 14 + a-)

n 2,

SA, , a - arn
r

f) SA. a
-ran

l -r

g)

h) r

OM.

n(n - 1)(h=2) ..; (n = + 2y in - r + 1Li r > 1
a

(r - 1) 1

Time allocation for.this unit is six days.

O



UNIT KILL SEQUENCESi SERIESi AND THE BINOMIAL THEOREM

Computer Applications:- BASIC RASIO, Cciani.pp. 204-2054 lra 2 and
Trigonometry:i'DOlciani.(l978)i pp. .229i 243;
Algebra 2 and Trigonometry, Dolcianii (1980),'0. 2264
AlgebralTwatwith2rikouometryi Fosteri 527;

Golden;
pp'170-pI; Algebra_Wo_and-Trigonatem Keedyi

540; ?ailthe-t- PaYne;'
pp. 324=526.

.

VOOABULARY
o

binomial upaniion
sequence._
progression
sexiest:,

factorial .

_th -th-
n ) _term

z

-summation
sigma notation
first term: In

common difference: d

-common ratio: r

last term: an

infinite series (finit



UNIT XIII = SefUENCES, SERIES, MID THE BINOMIAL THEOREM

PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVES

,I. Identify a given sequence as arithmetic or geometric.

2. Write the first n terms of an arithmetic or geometric sequence.

3; Determine the n-th term of an arithmetic or geometric sequence.

4. Write the algebraic rule for a given arithmetic or geometric sequence.

S. Given throe variables from an arithmetic' or geometric seqpence,
deternine the value of the fourth variibIe.

6. Determine a specified number of arithmetic or geometric means
between two given elements of a sequence.

7; Write the expanded form of an arithmetic or geometric series, given
the exPression ineummation notation.

A

8. Write, in summation notation, a given arithmetic or geometric series.

9. Determine the solution set for a linear eqpation involving summation
notation.

10. Determine the sum of an arithmetiC =ries;

II. Determine the sum of a finite geometric series.

Determine'the.sm.:. of an infinite geometric series.

.13. -14,014tify the ddli.i4dot of a. narrative problem tnvolving an lizithmetic
Sequence or series.

14. Detettine the solution of a verbal problem involving a gedmetrid sequence
or series. ,

IS. Demonstrate the procedure for finding an equivalent fraction for a given
repeating decimal by using infinite geometric series.

, _ _

16; State the simplified form for an expression involving factorial notation.

n
17.ftiteemexPaulgionof(atb) for h>2,acriatural number.

2

18. Determine the r-th term of the expansion of a binomial.



OBJECTIVE Dolciani

'11918)

Doiciani

.(1974

toiciani

(1980)

6

226.230 '

Foster

'(1979)

Keedy

(1978)

Payne

(1977)..

Sobel

(1977) ,

Sorgenfrey

(1973)

Traveri

(978)

,..

1 507 230

1604 2

30;171 531 395 510 354

2

',495497

5004507 ;233

213.216

226.230

360'362

369.371

.

533 396;400

4 J

513

'
553=55

.1 00

'401-403:

3

:495498..

506.508

122;

233

213;216

226=230

360=362

369;171

.

533 396.40

0,

510, 511'

.

553;555

. .

401403

.:495-490

p6.508

'' ,219

233 ;

213.216

226-230.

:360;362

369;371 393: , --

543.545

'553.555

389-392'

401.403

495.497

506408

220

233

213=216

226 -230

'360462 !

169-371 526;527

396,

400

508

510

543545

553=556

309.392,

401.403

90.500

509.511

-

235.238

16=220

1.235

360;362

369.371 ;

396

'400 511'

-

553.555

.

404.40

501=503

511

25.227

240;241

20=225

=Di 341114 523' .- ;;

.

557;553

.

40440
,L....1

8 501.503

225;227

240;241

21-

35;239 .37243

ii,

?4 ,523, - ...

:

549451:

393-396

401.405

504 " ". 7' 364.365c 551,-.552.

10 501-503'. , 224.221 20425

,

366=368

.

528;530,: 01.405 506-.508 544451 392;396'



UNIT XIII r; SEQUENCES SERIES, AND TEE EINCMIAL TENN

CROSS REFOOLO:CURRENTLYISED AND /OR APPROVED TEES

ovsscrivs Foster uod Payne

(.1979) (1978) (1971)

Travers

223.224

228

407.409

519.120

436;438
414.411
420.422



ERFORMktiCE badECTIVE XIII -1

IdentiO a. giyet:aequendOtstarithmetic'or geometric.

1. gtatii whether the fallowing sequences are arithmetic, geometric, boihi or

neither.

a) {2, 11

b) ; =1±
2' 4' 8' .16' "

.c) (3i6 4i 5,. 6,

d) 2;_2; 2, . }.

State whether the following- sequences are arithmetic, geometric, both; or
neither.

,

a) Aa4 2a0-4ai 6a0 ...} ,

13) .{a157 3 107 5 w07.7ovi;

c) 114 Zi 3i, 5, 8;

10;

Ili 14;

41,0v;7,9,

Statiethir..the.40116Wingjequences are arithmetic, geometric, bothlOr-:
neither.,

4 --1451,



8RiORMANCE OBJECTIVE XXII -2

tirite the first n terms.of an arithmetic or geometric sequence;

Write the next three,ternisof the sequence (2,.6;

Write'the hextthreeterms of the'arithieticEsequence (4, 7; 10j 13;

Write the'next'three ter* of the arithMetic sequence (1,,=3; =5-

the arithmetic Se4lenae (-2,'10, -18, ..

Write the first four terms of a geometric sequence if a:* and r

Write'the first-lour terms of a geometric progression:if a gm 2 and r

Write the next:three::termi of

Write the first four terms of a geometric .progressicn if a p 21tand

.

i

!rite the firs* four terms of :pkofaCgeometricgresiienN
i_

and r all

_
: 0

2



PERFORMANCE OBOCTIVE X211-3

betezmiiid the n- term. of an arithmetic or geometic sequence:

1. Determine the 5th term o

and common ratio is is.

Dettirsiine the. 4th term of a geometric sequence whoet first term is -;-.4

-e _

a geometric. seqUence whose first term is 6

./

and comon :ratio is 4; /
Determine the 6th term of a geomeric °sequence, whode first term is 3fr
and coat= ratio it 2. //
Deternitne the 25th term of tie geometric sequence: {1i -li 1; !-1.* ...

. Determine the 5th term of/an arithmetic sequence Mid:2g a ya 2 and d 4.
.

Dieeothiine Ole 19W ter1 of,Ithe atithbletid sequence L-6i =:24 4 10 s....'..

'Deter:One the-29th..terM of an arialmetic ieouence (6, Si ,Q.4 - 3.....:
i-

77
: ,:: ' .: _ : ..' ...:._, .

ktinhat -,been 644- Ied 17 yeArd and 'had :a 0,a#ti#g

.

salary qf..48600 mt

i'l.

salary
___ --- : '1 .

fe417ly increase of''"$450. The .itients salary during the. 17th year of

eeitilo*-lent is
-.0-,



Write the algebraic rule:: for a given arithieetic or geometric sequence.

Write- the algebtaid rule fOr the arithmetic sequence (3, 5, 7, 9, ...L

Write the algebraic rule for the arithmetic sequence {22, 15, 8

+ 3, 2x

Write the algebraic rule for the
( _geometric progressiOn .2, . 4

. ,

6i Write the algebraic rule for the

for the-

for the

_1-1
geometric progression' (3, 1i p --s.

geometric progression -(4,
' 28

3-1; .12' 16" "

geometric progression 17,5
27 '"

vi'ALkeaR154.ig



surpiramac oraJECTIVi

Given threi variablei from an arithmetic or geometric sequence,

determine the-vilue of the fourth 'Amiable.

1. Given an atithmkidIsegyence where a = =2, n = 5, ::determine

Given an Arithmetic progresiion where t,= 100 and d = 2, determine

Gliven.an-arithMati- progretsion where

ven-an*arithmetic progression Where ti = -122; a = d = .12

a = 65, and n

detarMine.n.:

. Given a geometriC.siguenceAthere AL'ic -2, r - 2, ea3 .n.

Gives, agodietrid:ueggence where t3 =.10i-r '

.. Gime, a geOme#1.1cengOence:where t =:425, a = n

poseible.va/ues-of r.

7deterMine

3, detarMine two

Given '11,, georetric sequence White t 8



pERIPORMANCE DIFEcTra xnt-6

Determine a sOodified number of arithmetic'or geometric: eane between

two givenelements)of-a sequence:

1Mtersarte three

ZS

eometric means between =7 and =112.

Determine the mean proportional between 6.4 and 10.

Determine four geometric means between 2. and 4802.
7

e two geometric means between m2 aril

5, Determine two arithmetic means between 24 and 32.

6. Determine: two arithmetic means between 6 and 12. .

74 Determine ihree arithmetic means between 18.and

8. Determine two arithmetic means between 3 afia 921.



pscRroievasez OBJECTIVE

WM,

'.- Write -the of ifi Ai tic air geometric series

gi,en tide ekpreASion in ediliatiOn7Ootetion.'

Write the geometric series represented by

iheiti-thi-geometric semen' represented by

_ f

Writo:.the geometric series represented by



FINANCE' CWIECTIVE

410t04in4UMMAtion-potation, a:given arithmetic or geometric seriesi

. _

11SeeigMA'nOtation to write the sum of:the

+ 8 +3.6 +

2: Use sigma notation to Write 'the Aut6of.

7.

Use.sigmanotation to Write the sum of the goometric series.

1 1

T7 8. 16 32 64'

eometric series

epiastric.ieries

4-

. Use sigma itotOion to write the sum of the geometric series

( =8)-+ (-7.2) + (i) +

Write, in suMiation notation,

.

Writeuift summation notatico4

the ar thmetit series 2 + 4 + S.

the aiithmetic series 5 + 7 + 9-+ 11 + 13.

r'-Write,:_in:.SOMMAtitlin notation,. the

_r+ a +-( -I)'+ +
f

kr44.

A

arithmetia series

tn.idOmaticin notatid±0 the arithMetic series

1 + It1) + +.( S),;;;

4.b



PERFORMANCE-OBJECTIVE XIIX -9

4)eterMine the .solution set for a linear
equatiOninvOltring:sumMetion notation::

1. Determine. the solUtiOn set of the equation

ab + 1) 3

.

2. Detetiine the Solution set of the--equatiOn

b

3. Determine the solution set of the equation

Determine the solution set of the equation

(=2**+ y3' 288.



PERrORMANCE WECTIVE ;III-10 .

Determine the sum of 'an arithmetic series.

Determine the sum,ef the arithmetic series'
:

_lo

'10. avrk.AT.i-

Determine the sum of the.arithMeticseries

3. Determine the sum of the arithmetic series

I

(2a 4. 1)

a m 1

Determine the sun cei the arithdetic scoriae

t.

., ......



Rmucz (=Bann kTiV;11

4determine.,,
-

A= of a finite geometric series.

Deterssis?the.sup:of the'geomatric series

4 (i)a

h-la 1

4

Determine the sum of the geometric series

.

(2 (4)2c
1

1.

Zleterminev.the,:ddth df'the. eometria.series:

-10 (4)
- 2

4:: Determine the' dda of t4e,geometric series



PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVE XIZI=.12

Determine -the sambf an infinite geometric series.

1. Dotirmine the sum of the infinite geometric series whose first term

is 6 end common_ratio is
3
2.*-

.

DeterMine the *um-of the inflate-geometric series

. -

10,
5

2' '

3e Determine the sam:of the infinite geometric series
oa.

# .

Datettihe the-sum of the. infLAtill- geometric series whose first term is 51

and coffin ratio is .25.
4



Zdenttfy the 644 -tion. of a narrative problem

-inVoliing,Anerithmatic sequence or series.

1. A taxi.rate.its,800
for:the firat mile and 50 per,mile for each

tdditional mile. The fare for nine miles of travel is:
N

a) $4.60

b) $4.30

a) $5.30

d) $4.80

a) $7.70

An auditorium
is designed with 10 seats in the firat row and three seats

more in each succeeding raw. The nudber of seats, in the first 20 rows is:

AY 770

b) 28();

d) 320

0) Nona of the above

child's Weekly allowance increased yearly in an arithmetic sequence. If

'hisallowance was $1.20_ per week 'the first year and was. $4.45 pni week the

Sixth year theffliis'aIlowance the third year wait

$4:00

a) $2.75

lf.heArpotaof the.pcs tive integers leas -than So that are divisiOle sy



.

PENOMANCE OB.TECTI'VE xix1-14

Detai1=e tine-solution,cif. 4 verbal problem
tnvaly ,a diametric sequence or series.

...

A father gives his son $14$0 on'his tenth birthday and doubles it every

year. Determine how mich the father giies the son on his 20th birthday.

9
. , _

.

. The value,of a car,depreciates 20% the. first year and 10% each year. after

titerhine the value, o.! a 4-year old car, which originally Soldfor

44;000: (Compute the answer to the nearest doIlar.)--

A city',codncil coral:lifts° an pIanningestimates the city's PoPulation will

increase 5% annually. If the present population is 5,000, determine the

projected population, the end of fiye

f.
'4

kbali dropped-50 meters above a hard surface rebounds Onatch boencey'

of thedistance. from7whiph'it fell: 1)sta:tine-the number of'maters the

ball will. travel if it4ands 'in. the mud after the fourth bounce,

,PENFORMANCE 011JECTIVE 1111=15 '

;remonstrate the procedure, for-finding an equivalent fraction for
kgivenrepeatingdeclanal.by sing infinite geometric'series.

1. pemonstrate the.procedure fair. finding " asp equivalent common fraction
. 4 g

for 0.777... in lowest terms.

DemonSt0t8-tbd procedure for finding.an

or 0.117, in lowest terms;

valent commo fraCtion

Demonstrate'the procedure for finding an equivalent common fraction

for 0.675, ,.. in 10West terms.

CMOnstrate the procedure for findingan equivalent common fraction

fdt 0.1290. inloweet terms. .

int-49



ra

PERFORMANCE 8BJECT.174..4;I16

StAid the simplified form for an expression involving factorial notation.

4371/11111,=MMe.

1. State the simplified form (without fat rials)_ of the expression

(41)(31).

State thd simplified form (without factorials) of the exiression

(61) (31)

51

3. State the simpIied form (without factorials) of the expression

(t 1)-, when r 4.

rl

State the simplified form (without factorials) of the expression

M-SLU: 6) (5) (4i (3)(2)(50-
71

PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVE XIII=.17

Write the expansion.of lati.b)1: for n 7 i n 4. nAtural numbers.

-.MMMINIMMEMINIf

1. Write the expansion of ca-+ Ab- where n.* 3111y using Pascal's triangle.

2. Write the expan;ion of (a +,b) where n * 4 by using Pascal's triangle.

.3. Write the expansion of (a - where n * 5 by using Pastal's,triangle.

_
Write the expansion of (a - b) i where n *_

I
y usihg Pascal'S triangle.

5. Write the ekpabSir of (x+

Wite the eXpansion of (x 2y)5;

7. Write the expansion .of (2x - Y1
4

-

write the expansion of (-12





SEIVENCES, SERIES, AND.= BINOMULTHE01624

1. a) arithmetic

b) geometric.

c)

d) \vboth
\

e).

2. neither

b) arithketic
d) geometric

d) geometric

teither

-a) arithmetic

b) arithmetic

C.) geometric

,.d) arithmetic

'neither
. ,

a) geometric

.arithmetic

XIII-2 (continued)

3,(-'1 3 5
2° 4" 8

6. i\2,
92. 27

7. t2m, 6x, 18x, 54x3

8. ,1 4y +3 , 2y + 2
2 4" 2

2y + , X 3

5.

27

2.

46X

4. 1

5. 18

6, 100

7. =51.

8. .15 gam



XIII - SEQUIINCES, SERIES, MID THE BINOMIAL =CORM'

XI//4 (continued)
5; + + 8 + 11 14

6i XI + 13 + 15 + 17 + 19 + ;I + 23
,

A_-1" -4 -4 -4 -4 ,or

4 4 4 4

(=32) + (=34) + (=.38) +

(138) +1-40) + (-42)/

RIZ/4

1. 5:

n is 1

5.+.15 +,45'

(2) + (2) +

3.4



UNIT Yin = SEQUENCES, SERIES, AND THI(BINOMIAL THEOREM

XIII=9

1. b 2

2. a a 14
90'

NI 100

XIII-10
1. 1.10

2. 168

3. 483

*4. -590

EXID=11.

1. 434

2. 2730.

3. 3410

11
48

1. $1024

2. $2333

3. 6381

4. 286.16 meters

as2,
J. 330

it

"' 64
495

XIII-16
1. 144

2. 36

C.

4.. 960.

';c1r1--17.

e3 ± 3a2b 3ab2 + b3

e 4a3 .b t.6a2b2 4ab.

a5 - 5a4b 10a3b2 = 10a2b3

sab4

6.6 6143 16a4b2 20asbk +

15a264=Ittils k56.



UNIT XIII muss= SERIES , AND TEE BINOMIAL THEORE4r

.

XIII.T.17,(cont*qued)

5. tic + 1)4

0

.

+ 4x3-+ 6X2 + 44+ 1

.tx + 219 5 1?ick y 40x3Y2 iox214+
4;'

q -'24x3y.+ S6k2y; .... 54207 54)0 + Sly4

I
+ 12 x4A y + t5 y, + 1me8y2 + 40'4g y7 +' 192x2Y

fz-.


